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Abstract

Very Large Scale Integration (vlsi) currently allows hundreds of thousands of transistors in a single

application-specific integrated circuit. The trend of increasing levels of integration has stressed the

ability of the designer to keep pace. Traditional integrated circuit design has relied on analysis

tools to measure the quality and correctness of a circuit before fabrication. However, only recently

have synthesis tools been used to assist in the design process. The advantages of automatic syn

thesis include reduced design time, reduced probability of design error, and higher quality designs

because more effort is focused at higher-levels in the design. Automatic placement and routing,

a form of physical design synthesis, has become widely accepted over the last five years; however,

logic design has, for the most part, remained a manual task. Logic synthesis is the automation of

the logic design phase of VLSI design; that is, choosing the specific gates and their interconnection

to build a desired function. For digital integrated circuits which are partitioned into control and

data-path portions, design of the control logic is often the most time-consuming. It is generally

on the critical path for timing, and, because of the complexity of producing a correct description

of the control, it is often on the critical path for completion of the design. Therefore, tools to

assist in logic design will have a large impact on the design of integrated circuits. However, the

benefits of automatic logic design are lost if the result does not meet its area, speed, or power

constraints. Therefore, a critical aspect of automatic logic synthesis is the optimization problem

of deriving a high-quality design from an initial specification. This thesis provides a set of logic

optimization algorithms which together form a complete system for logic synthesis in a VLSI design

environment. Efficient, optimal algorithms are proposed for two-level minimization, multiple-level

decomposition, and technology mapping. The techniques described in this thesis have been imple

mented in a software program called mis. The design of a complex digital circuit is included as

part of this thesis to demonstrate the application of logic synthesis to a realistic design problem.

Prof. Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli
Thesis Committee Chairman
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Logic synthesis addresses the problem of translating a register-transfer level de

scription of a design into an optimal logic-level representation. This chapter reviews the

process of VLSI design and describes how logic synthesis fits into this process. This is fol

lowed by a brief history of previous work in optimal logic synthesis. The chapter concludes

with a description of the organization of this thesis.

1.1 Logic Synthesis

Very Large Scale Integration (vlsi) technology is in wide use in modern digital

systems. VLSI technology currently allows hundreds of thousands of transistors in a single

application-specific integrated circuit (asic), and the level of integration is increasing at

a rapid rate. This trend has stressed the ability of the designer to keep pace with the

advances in technology. In this thesis, VLSI design refers to the design of a single integrated

circuit to perform a complex digital function. This includes generic components which are

designed once and manufactured in high-volume (such as microprocessors and memories),

and integrated circuits built for a specific design (i.e., ASICs).

VLSI design proceeds through a number of distinct phases. The design begins with

an understanding of the purpose of the circuit behavior; i.e., the inputs and outputs of the

circuit and how they are related. The design representation at this level is communicated

using natural languages, timing diagrams, and block diagrams. The first design phase

is called register-transfer level design. A register-transfer level (rtl) representation for a

design describes the registers, the operations which are performed on the values stored in
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the registers, and the control conditions which sequence these operations. The next phase

is called logic design. This is the task of converting the registers, computation blocks, and

controllers from the RTL description into a logic-level representation using the available

building blocks. The building blocks for digital design are low-level logical operations such

as and, OR, and not, and storage elements. The final phase is called physical design. In

this step, the interconnection of building blocks are translated into a set of integrated circuit

masks.

In traditional integrated circuit design, a wide range of computer-aided analysis

tools are used to measure the quality and correctness of a circuit before fabrication. This

includes tools for enteringand manipulating a design and tools for verifyingthat the design

meets its functional and performance goals. Tools exist which support the analysis of a

design at the register-transfer level, the logic level, and the mask-layout level, and for veri

fying that the behavior of the design is the same between the levels. However, only recently

have effective tools for assisting the synthesis of an integrated circuit become available.

The advantages of automatic synthesis in VLSI design are clear. They include

reduced design time, reduced probability of design error, and higher-quality designs because

more effort is focused at a higher-level. However, the use of computer-aided synthesis

tools provide an increase in designer productivity only if designs of acceptable quality are

produced.

Successful systems now exist which automate the physical design of integrated

circuits and produce designs of high-quality. These systems are particularly effective for

block-oriented design styles such as gate-array, standard-cell, and sea-of-gates (also known

as compacted-array). The common feature of these design styles is that cells are placed in

regular rows with metal interconnection between the rows. Gate-array and sea-of-gates are

design styles for implementing a complete integrated circuit. A regular pattern is placed on

the silicon and only the final metal layers are used to customize the circuit. The standard-

cell design style is used for complete integrated circuits, but is also in wide use as part

of full-custom VLSI design. For example, a large part of the control logic for the modern

microprocessors is implemented using a standard-cell design style.

Despite the success at automating physical design, the problem of translating an

RTL-level description into a logic-level description has remained, for the most part, a manual

task.

The term automatic logic synthesis (or logic synthesis) is used in this thesis to
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describe computer-aided design programs which assist in the logic design of a digital system.

Logic synthesis starts with a register-transfer level description ofa design and a description
of the low-level cells available in the target technology and produces an optimal logic-level

representation. The subject of this thesis is the design of algorithms and techniques for
automatic logic synthesis of combinational circuits with special emphasis on the problems

faced in VLSI design.

The starting point for logic synthesis is a technology-independent representation

of a synchronous digital design at the register-transfer leveL One representation for an RTL

design is as a graph ofcomponents; that is, storage elements, such as master-slave flip-flops,
and combinational logic elements which implement anarbitrary Boolean logic function. The

design is synchronous if all cycles in the graph contain at least one storage element and if all
of the storage elements are clocked by a common signal. In combinational logic synthesis,

the placement of the storage elements is assumed fixed; the combinational components are

extracted from the RTL graph resulting in a directed-acyclic graph. The logic synthesis

problem is to convert this technology independent representation of the design into an

optimum multi-level net-list in a given technology.

Translating a register-transfer level representation of a design into a logic-level

representation is not difficult; however, straightforward translation leads to designs which

are either too large or too slow, and hence unacceptable. The benefits of automating the

logic design process are lost if the result does not meet its area, speed, or power constraints.

Therefore, a critical aspect of automatic logic synthesis is the optimization problem of

deriving a high-quality design from the initial specification.

The accepted optimization criteria for multi-level logic are to minimize the area

occupied by the logic equations while satisfying the timing constraints placed on the longest

path through the logic. Another criterion which is important for some technologies is to

minimize the power of the final circuit. The area, delay, and power of a design before layout

are estimated using models which predict the effects of physical design based on the cells

and nets in the final design.

An important part of integrated circuit design is the manufacturing test which

determines if a fabricated chip works as expected. A connection is untestable (or redundant)

if replacing the connection with a constant value does not affect the functionality of the

circuit. Despite the observation that a smaller circuit usually results from removing a

redundant connection, there is the further problem that redundancies interfere with the
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production-line testing of the integrated cireuit. Therefore, another goal for logic synthesis

is to produce designs with no redundancies.

The design of the optimal circuit which meets all of these constraints is a difficult

problem due to the tremendous number of potential solutions for even a small set of logic

equations. The size of VLSI circuits makes logic synthesis for VLSI a difficult optimization

problem.

A paradigm for logic synthesis has emerged in the last five years which separates

the complex problem of building an optimal circuit for a set of Boolean logic functions into

two steps: technology-independent optimization and technology mapping. This approach for

logic synthesis is continued in this thesis.

Technology-independent optimization derives an optimal structure for the circuit

independent of the gates available in a particular technology. The techniques presented

in this thesis include an algorithm for exact two-level minimization of logic functions and

algorithms for decomposition of a two-level circuit into an optimal multiple-level circuit.

Technologymapping is the optimization step of selecting the particular gates from

the library to implement an optimized logic network. Included in this thesis is an algorithm

for optimal technology mapping based on a transformation of the problem into a graph-

covering problem.

In both technology-independent optimization and technology mapping, special em

phasis is given to the efficiency of the algorithms. The goal is to apply the techniques to

nonhierarchical designs of tens of thousands of gates; this will allow the techniques to be

applied in a VLSI design environment.

1.2 Previous Work

1.2.1 Two-level Minimization

Research over the last thirty years has led to efficient methods for implementing

combinational logic in an optimal two-level form. One technique for physical design of an

optimal two-level form in VLSI uses a Programmable Logic Array (pla) [30], The first

algorithms for optimal two-level design were proposed by Quine [55] and improved by Mc-

Cluskey [52]. These techniques provide a minimum two-levelform and hence are unable to

solve many problems with more than ten inputs. Effective heuristic techniques for two-level
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minimization wereintroduced by mint [42]. Severalother approximate approaches followed,

including presto [21], pop [70], and espresso [19,59]. The approximatetechniques depend on

iterative improvement of a set of equations and give no guarantee as to the quality of the

final result. However, large functions can be minimized using this approach. For example,

espresso has been used to optimize pla's with fifty inputs and fifty outputs.

The problem with two-level design is that there are many designs for which the

two-level representation is inappropriate. For example, the function which converts an 71-

bit input string into a log2 n-bit count of the number of bits which have value one requires

2" —1 product-terms in its two-level form. Even when a two-level form is reasonable for

a given function, there are many cases where a multi-levelrepresentation can result in less

area and a faster circuit. Especially for the gate-array and sea-of-gates design styles, the

compact physical implementation provided by a PLa can not be exploited. Finally, two-

level circuits are a special case of generalmulti-level circuits; hence, a logic synthesis system

should provide tools which can select between two-level and multi-level implementations in

order to trade-off the speed and area of the final design.

1.2.2 Optimum Multi-level Synthesis

Ashenhurst was the first to consider the problem of determining when a Boolean

function has a nontrivial decomposition [71. A simpledecomposition of a function f(x 1,..., xn)

is a decomposition into the form F(yi,..., ya, <j>) and <f>(z\,..., zn-»)« A synthesis technique

based on simple decomposition uses the heuristic that building F and <f> will lead to an

efficient implementation of /. The primary problem with this technique is that not all

functions have a nontrivial simple decomposition. Even when a decomposition does exist, it

is difficult to decide whether the decomposition will yield a simpler implementation of the

logic function. Also, this simple approach fails to consider the important problem of deter

mining subfunctions which are useful to realize multiple Boolean functions. Ashenhurst's

techniques were later extended and generalized by Curtis [23] to handle other decomposition

forms. However, the complexity of detecting decompositions, and the uncertain nature of

the value of these decompositions, has limited the effectiveness of these techniques.

The first complete multi-level synthesis technique was by provided by Roth and

Karp [58]. They proposed an algorithm to find the minimum solution to the multi-level logic

synthesis problem. Their technique was a branch-and-bound algorithm based on a gener-
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alization of Ashenhurst decomposition. Primitives in the implementation technology were

considered as potential decomposition functions. The possible decompositions were ordered

alphabetically and tried in turn at each step of the algorithm. Trivial lower bounds were

used to bound the search through all possible Boolean graphs. A heuristic algorithm was

proposed which would order the decompositions at each step by a measure of desirability,

but no results are presented for the heuristic algorithm. A program was developed imple

menting their technique. The initial success of the formulation was immediately followed

by the realization of the infeasibility of solving even small problems.1

Hellerman [40] provided a simple approach for optimum logic synthesis: enumerate

all directed acyclic graphs and test each to see if it implements the desired function. His

goal was to determine the optimum implementation for each function of three-variables.

For each circuit graph with less than seven gates, the logic function was determined, and

if the graph provided the best realization of the logic function, the solution was recorded.

Twenty-five hours of computer time on an IBM 7090 were used to find the optimum NAND-

gate networks for all three-variable functions. Because of the complexity of this technique

(there are 0(2n2) directed acyclic graphs of n nodes), Hellerman was unable to synthesize

functions of more than seven gates.

Gimpel [32] proposed an optimum algorithm for designing three-level NAND-gate

networks (also known as TANT-networks). Normal two-level minimization provides a spe

cial form of a TANT-network where the first level of gates is restricted to inverters which

feed a cascade of NAND-gates to realize a sum-of-products form. A general TANT-network,

in contrast, allows for arbitrary NAND-gates in the first level of gates, and arbitrary con

nections between the gates of the first, second, and third levels. Gimpel showed that

a TANT-network can be written as a disjunction of permissible implicants, in analogy to

traditional two-level minimization. A covering problem, called the covering with closures

problem, was formulated using the permissible implicants where the minimum cover yields

the optimum TANT network. Procedures to enumerate all permissible implicants and to

solve the covering with closure problem are provided in his paper. A program was written

to implement the synthesis technique, but no results are presented for problems of more

than four variables. However, Gimpel claims to have improved on Hellerman's technique

by creating the optimum TANT-network for the three-variable functions in only one minute.

1Karp lias referenced the extreme computational complexity of these techniques as a motivation for his
later work in complexity theory [47].
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Davidson [27] provided an optimal NAND-gate network synthesis algorithm. His

algorithm is similarto the algorithm ofRoth and Karp, but uses only NAND-gates as the set

of primitives. His approach was to synthesize the circuit from the output backwards. All

possible partitions of the minterms between the terminals of a bounded fan-in NAND-gate at

the circuit output are examined, and then the functions for each input to the Nand-gate are

recursively synthesized in an optimum fashion. Bounding is possible once a best solution is

known. Davidson comments that a six-function nine-variable problem was solved in three

minutes, but that some single-function four-variable problems could not be solved optimally

in ten minutes.

1.2.3 Modern Techniques

The techniques described in the previous section provide an optimum solution

to the logic synthesis problem. However, none of these techniques have proven successful

at logic optimization for designs with more than one hundred gates. The complexity of

VLSI necessitates using approximate techniques to solve the optimization problem for large

circuits.

One of the first modern developments is the Logic Synthesis System (lss) from

IBM [26,25]. The target technology for LSS is large gate array designs primarily in ECL.

LSS focused on structuring a logic network using a rule-based approach. The technology-

independent representation used was a graph of NAND-gates (or NO It-gates), and local trans

formations modified the graph into an optimal form.

The Yorktown-Silicon Compiler (ysc) [15] automatically synthesizes and lays out

CMOS domino logic. The structuring and technology mapping phases of ysc are done with

a collection of algorithms for solving a number of localized subproblems. YSC was the first

system to separate technology-independent optimization from the technology-dependent op

erations. YSC also introduced the algebraic approximation which is extended and formalized

in this thesis.

The Socrates system from GE [36] had a target design style of CMOS gate-array and

standard-cell libraries. Socrates relied on work from the University of California, Berkeley

for two-level minimization (espresso-mv) and work from the University of Colorado for

multi-level structuring (wdiv). The contribution of Socrates was a rule-based approach for

solving the technology mapping problem for CMOS gate-array and standard-cell libraries,
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with a special emphasis on timing optimization.

1.3 Overview

Chapter 2 describes an exact algorithm for two-level minimization of a set of logic

equations. Two-level minimization is an important step in the design of Programmable

Logic Array's (pla), but is also important as a technology-independent optimization for

multiple-level logic optimization. The contribution of Chapter 2 is an exact algorithm

for finding the minimum solution to the two-level minimization problem for two-valued

and multiple-valued logic functions. A large percentage of the pla optimization problems

faced in the actual design of integrated circuits can be solved exactly using the techniques

presented.

Chapter 3 presents new algorithms for solving the problem of finding common fac

tors in a logic network. This is the primary technology-independent optimization step for

logic synthesis. The techniques presented in Chapter 3 build on the algebraic approximation

introduced by Brayton et al. The primary contribution is the unification of the algebraic de

composition techniques as an instance of the rectangle-covering problem. Efficient heuristics

are proposed for solving the rectangle-covering problem.

Chapter 4 describes a new algorithm for solving the technology mapping problem.

This is the primary technology-dependent optimization step for logic synthesis. The tech

niques in this chapter build on the work of Keutzer. The new techniques presented include

an exact algorithm for solving the DAG-covering problem and extensions to the techniques

to handle delay optimization.

In Chapter 5 a complete design is described in detail to demonstrate the use of

logic synthesis in a realistic VLSI design. The design is an implementation of the Federal

Government data encryption standard. It is entered at a register-transfer level, translated

to a logic-level, optimized at the logic level, and then automatic placement and routing is

used to finish the implementation.

Chapter 6 summarizes conclusions from this work, and suggests future areas for

research in combinational logic synthesis.

The program MIS has been developed which implements the ideas presented in this

thesis. In Appendix A, the software organization and goals of MIS are briefly described.



Chapter 2

Two-level Minimization

Two-level minimization remains an important problem in logic synthesis, both for

optimization of Programmable Logic Arrays (pla) and for multiple-level logic optimization.

This chapter presents an exact algorithm for solving the two-level minimization problem

for multiple-valued functions. Experimental results for an implementation of this algorithm

show that many functions of more than twenty inputs are minimized exactly using these

techniques.

2.1 Introduction

PL a's are an important design style for digital integrated circuits [30]. One impor

tant step in the automatic design of PL a's is the optimization performed at the logical level.

Logic optimization of PLa's includes reducing the number of rows in the PLA (without chang

ing the functions implemented by the pla) as well as state-assignment, input-encoding,

output-encoding, output phase assignment, and the use of multiple-bit input-decoders [59].

Each of these optimizations attempts to reduce the number of rows in the pla, thereby im

proving both the area of the pla, and the delay through the pla. Two-level minimization

is a fundamental step in each of these optimizations.

Two-level minimization is also important for multiple-level logic optimization. Lo

cal application of two-level minimization is an effective technique for reducing the com

plexity of a multiple-level logic network. In the multiple-level context, minimization of

incompletely-specified functions is especially important - a don't-care set is constructed for

a function in a multiple-level network which captures the environment of the function. The
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function is simplified in two-level form with respect to this don't-care set [9].

Traditionally, research in two-level minimization concentrated on algorithms for

exact solutions; that is, a cost function is defined for the algebraic representation of a logic

function, and an algorithmis sought whichprovides a minimum-costsolution. Typically the

cost function is to minimize either the total number of terms or the total number of literals

required to write the set of equations. One problem with these exact algorithms is that they

start from an enumeration of the minterms of the logic function, and hence are limited to

relativelysmall problems. Even when the number of minterms (m) is manageable, the best

known solutions to the covering problem have complexity 0(2m). The net result was that

exact two-level minimization of even simple functions, such as a four-bit multiplier with

eight functions defined over eight inputs, had remained unsolved.

Recently, two-level minimization theory has been generalized to multiple-valued

functions [65]. In particular, ESPRESSO-MV [59] is an extension of the Espresso algorithms

to multiple-valued functions. The advantage of this generalization is that single-function

minimization and multiple-function minimization are handled within the same framework.

Multiple-valued functions also capture very naturally the minimization problems for PLa's

using input decoders [64], and the optimization problem of input-encoding for a symbolic

variable [59].

An interesting out-growth of the work on espresso-mv was a new algorithm for

exact minimization of multiple-valued functions [62,59]. The exact algorithm goes under the

name espresso-exact because it borrows from the theory developed for the espresso-mv

heuristic minimization program. The espresso-exact algorithm is similar to the Quine-

McCluskey algorithm for two-level minimization, except that it has been updated to handle

multiple-valued functions. However, the algorithm for each basic step is new. This set of new

algorithms has greatly extended the ability of the algorithm to solve large problems. The

advantages of the algorithm include a technique for detecting and eliminating from further

consideration the essential prime implicants and the totally redundant prime implicants,

and a fast technique for generating a reduced form of the prime implicant table. The

minimum cover problem is solved with a branch and bound algorithm using the maximal

independent set heuristic to control the selection of a branching variable and the bounding.

This chapter reviews the espresso-exact algorithm, and describes some new

techniques which have been added to the algorithm to improve its performance. These

enhancements include a faster algorithm for prime implicant generation, a sparse-matrix
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representation for the prime implicant table, and the addition of a heuristic proposed by

Gimpel [33] to reduce the prime implicant table without branching.

The new algorithm has been tested on the same collection of 134 minimization

problems used for testing espresso-exact and is substantially faster than the previous

version. More interestingly, the new algorithm has solved ten problems which the previous

version was unable to solve. Many of the solved problems in the set have more than twenty

inputs showing that the effective range of exact minimization has been extended for PLA

optimization problems.

This chapter is organized as follows. First the basic definitions of multiple-valued

functions are reviewed. The Quine-McCluskey minimization algorithm is then described.

The details of espresso-exact are given next, including prime generation, prime implicant

table generation, and derivation of a minimum cover of the prime implicant table. The

chapter concludes with experimental results using this exact algorithm on a large collection

of pla's.

2.2 Definitions

This section contains the basic definitions for multiple-valued functions and the

two-level minimization problem. Only the most important definitions are included here.

The interested reader is referred to [59] for more details.

Definition 2.2.1 Let pi,i —1,...,n be positive integers. Define Pt- = {0,...,p,- —1} for

i = 1,...,n, and B = {0,1,*}. A multiple-valued input, binary-valued output function, /,

(hereafter known as a multiple-valued function^ is a mapping

/:?ixP2X'"XPn-»i?

The function / has n multiple-valued'inputs. Each input variable i assumes one

of the pi values in P,-.

Each element in the domain of the function is called a minterm of the function.

The value * 6 D represents a minterm for which the function value is unspecified

(i.e., allowed to be either 0 or 1). Hence, functions are allowed to be incompletely specified.

An n-input, m-output switching function can be represented by a multiple-valued

function of n + 1 variables where pi = 2 for i = 1,..., n, and pn+i = m. This special case
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is called a multiple-output function. It is easily proved that the minimization problem for

multiple-output functions is equivalent to the minimization of a multiple-valued function of

this form [65].

The ON-set of a function is the set of minterms for which the function value is

1. Likewise, the OFF-set is the set of minterms for which the function value is 0, and the

DC-set is the set of minterms for which the function value is unspecified.

Definition 2.2.2 Let Xi be a variable taking a value from the set Pi, and let 5t- be a subset

of Pi. X^ represents the Booleanfunction

x?< =l° ifXi*Si
' } 1 ifXi 65;

X} is called a literal of variable Xi.

A product term is a Boolean product (AND) of literals. If a product term evaluates

to 1 for a given minterm, the product term is said to contain the minterm.

A sum-of-products is a Boolean sum (OR) of product terms. If any product term

in the sum-of-products evaluates to 1 for a given minterm, then the sum-of-products is said

to contain the minterm.

A cover of a function is a sum-of-products which contains all of the minterms of

the ON-set, and none of the minterms in the OFF-set. The cover optionally contains points

of the DC-set.

The cost of a product term is a function mapping the set of all product terms onto

the integers. The cost of a cover is the sum of the costs of the product terms in the cover.

The two-level minimization problem is to determine the minimum-cost cover of a

multiple-valued function.

In the definitions which follow, 5 = X^X^-'-Xfj* and T = XpX?2 •••XJ»
represent product terms.

The product term S contains the product term T (T C S) if Tt- C 5,- for i = 1... n.

The complement of the literal Xf* (written Xf') is the literal Xp~Si.
The complement of the product term 5 (5) is the sum-of-products (J?=i -^f'•

The intersection of product terms 5 and T (5 n T) is the product term

j^S^nTi Y^nTj ... j^Snr\Tn
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If SiC\Ti = 0 for some i, then SnT = 0 and 5 and T are said to be disjoint. The intersection

of covers F and G is the union of / n g for all / 6 F and # € G.

The distance between 5 and T (<fi$T<znce(S,T)) is |{i|S,- n T,- = 0}|.

The consensusof S and T (consensus(S, T)) is the sum-of-products

I JXSinTl ••-X?iUTi •••XSnCxTn.
i=i

If distance(S,T) > 2 then consensus,T) = 0. If di\stance(5,T) = 1 and S,nT,- = 0, then

con5cnsu3(5, T) is the single product term X^nTi •••XfiUTi •••Xg«nT». Ifdistance(S, T) =
0 then consensus(S, T) is a coverof n terms. If the consensus of S and T is nonempty, it is

the set of maximal product terms (ordered by containment) which are contained in 5 UT

and which contain minterms of both S and T. The consensus of two covers F and G is the

union of consensus(f, g) for all / € F and g € G.

The cofactor(or cube restriction) of 5 with respect to T (St) is empty if 5 and T

are disjoint. Otherwise, the cofactor is the product term

vSi uTT v$2^37... vSnu37

The cofactor of a cover P with respect to a product term 5 is the union of fs for

all / e F.

An implicant of a function is a product term which does not contain any minterm

in the OFF-set of the function.

A prime implicant of a function is an implicant which is not contained by any

other implicant of the function.

An essential prime implicant is a prime implicant which contains a minterm which

is not covered by any other prime implicant.

The product term 5 can be represented in positional cube notation (also known as

a cube) as a binary vector in the following form:

-0 1 Pl-l _ <M -PJ-l _ -0-1 -Pn-lclcl...c1 — c2c2...C2 — cncn...cn

where c\ = 0 if j &S,-, and cj = 1 if j € S,\ The terms cube and product term are used
interchangeably. For example, a prime cube is a cube which represents a prime implicant.
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2.3 Exact Minimization Algorithms

In order to simplify the optimization problem, it is customary to place constraints

on the form of the cost function for an implicant. Solving the two-level minimization

problem for an arbitrary cost function is potentially difficult and not of practical interest.

Assumption 2.3.1 A product term costs no more than any product term which it contains.

If this assumption is satisfied, then it is easy to prove that a minimum solution

exists which consists only of prime implicants. (Take any minimum solution, and replace

each implicant with a prime implicant which contains each implicant; the resulting cover

costs no more than the original cover, and hence is also a minimum solution.) Hence, the

prime implicants can be used to form a minimum solution, rather than having to consider

all implicants for the minimum solution.

Many useful cost functions satisfy this condition. For example, PLA optimization

attempts to minimize the size of the pla, which is refiected by assigning the same cost

to each implicant. Another example is the cost function for single-output, binary-valued

minimization used in multiple-level logic optimization. Here the goal is to minimize the

number of literals needed in the Boolean equation; this is reflected by a cost which is the

number of literals in the implicant which are not always 1. In both of these cases, a product

term costs no more than any product term which it contains.

However, there are reasonable cost functions which do not satisfy this assumption.

In a pla, the process of adding a transistor to the output plane creates a product term

which contains the original implicant when viewed as a multiple-valued minimization prob

lem. This product term costs more than the implicant which it contains. Hence, the cost

function for minimizing the total number of transistors in a PLA violates Assumption 2.3.1.

Specifically, it may be possible to remove a transistor from the output part of a prime impli

cant without further expanding the implicant in its input part; all such nonprime implicants

for all combinations of output transistors must be considered as candidates for a minimum

solution to the minimum-literal optimization problem. Fortunately, the number of rows

in the pla is the most important optimization criteria for a pla; reducing the number of

transistors in the pla is only a secondary optimization goal. Hereafter, we assume that

Assumption 2.3.1 is satisfied.
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The Quine-McCluskey algorithm to derive a minimum cover for a function consists

of the following steps:

1. Generate all of the prime implicants.

2. Form the prime implicant table.

3. Derive a minimum cover of this table.

Many different algorithms have been proposed for solving each of these steps. The

algorithm presented by McCluskey generates the prime implicants starting from a list of

minterms using consensus. The prime implicant table is constructed with a single row for

each minterm and a single column for each prime implicant. For each minterm row, a 1

is placed in a column if the corresponding prime implicant contains the minterm. The

problem of selecting a minimum subset of primes is thus mapped into the problem of

selecting a minimum cover of this matrix. A cover of this matrix is a row vector of O's and

l's such that each row of the matrix shares a 1 in some column with the row vector, and

a minimum cover is one with the fewest number of l's. Petrick's technique for solving the

covering problem converts a product-of-sums representation of the covering problem into

a sum-of-products expression. Each resulting product term represents a possible solution,

and each corresponding cover is evaluated against the cost function to find the minimum

cost cover.

Better algorithms for each of these steps have been proposed. There exist many

techniques for generating all of the prime implicants of a function without starting from an

enumeration of minterms of the function. However, generating the prime implicant table

remains a problem because an enumeration of minterms is required. Algorithms exist which

solve the minimization problem without creating the prime implicant table [24]; however,

these algorithms have difficulty developing heuristics to guide the selection of a minimum

set of prime implicants. Algorithms for the minimum-cover problem rely on a branch and

bound search among the feasible solutions, which is more efficient than Petrick's technique.

Techniques are used in these algorithms to guide the search toward good solutions quickly

and to trim the search space by deriving lower bounds on the remaining subproblem.

There are many potential problems with an exact minimization algorithm. If the

algorithm requires an explicit enumeration of the minterms at any step, then minimization

of large functions (e.g., more than thirty variables) is not feasible. Even if the prime impli

cants are derived without enumerating minterms, there exist functions with an exponential
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number of prime implicants as a function of the number of implicants in a minimum cover

[53]. Hence, there will always be functions for which the enumeration of all of the prime
implicants is infeasible. Finally, the minimum-cover problem is NP-complete [31] implying

that no efficient algorithm is known to solve this optimization problem. The size of the

minimum-cover problem is related to the number of prime implicants; hence, even when it

is feasible to enumerate all prime implicants, it may not be feasible to derive a minimum

cover for the prime implicant table.

The hope for exact minimization algorithms is that the problems faced in practice

do not exhibit the worst case behavior. An exact minimization algorithm should not a priori

disallow functions of thirty variables just because some thirty variable functions cannot be

minimized. Interestingly, as is shown in Section 2.9, experimental results indicate that a

large percentage of pla optimization problems taken from integrated circuit designs do not

exhibit an exponential worst-case behavior. The fact that many large PLA optimization

problems can be solved exactly indicates that pla's, as designed for actual circuits, are

quite special - they have characteristics much different from random functions of the same

number of variables. Often they do not have a large number of prime implicants, and they

generate prime implicant tables which are sparse and easy to solve.

Given the existence of effective heuristic minimizers and the fact that there will

always be practical minimization problems which cannot be solved exactly, a good question

is, "Why is exact minimization of interest ?". First, there is the theoretical interest of

determining how far exact algorithms can be pushed while solving fundamentally difficult

problems. Second, and more important, is that the result from an exact minimization is the

best indicator of the quality of a heuristic minimization algorithm. Comparisons of mod

ern heuristic algorithms against exact solutions have shown that minimization algorithms

such as espresso-mv provide solutions which average within one percent of the minimum

solution [59]. Of course, the performance of the heuristic minimizer is known only for those

problems which can be solved exactly.

2.4 ESPRESSO-EXACT

ESPRESSO-EXACT starts with a cover for the ON-set F and the don't-care set D

of a multiple-valued function. The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Generate all prime implicants P of the function F U D.
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2. Partition P into the essential primes (E), the totally redundant primes (£ t), and the
partially redundant primes (Rp)-

3. Create a reduced prime implicant table (A) from Rp.

4. Find a minimum cover for A.

5. Select the primes in the cover for the solution.

These steps are covered in the subsequent sections.

2.5 Prime Generation Algorithm

Two techniques are presented here for prime generation for multiple-valued func

tions.

The first is based on the unate recursive paradigm and the operation of consen

sus. The unate recursive paradigm was introduced in [19] and extended to multiple-valued

functions in [59], This algorithm starts with the ON-set and DC-set of the logic function

to generate the prime implicants.

The second algorithm is related to the blocking-matrix used in Espresso to guide the

selection of a prime implicant during the EXPAND operation [19]. This algorithm starts from

the OFF-set of the logic function and forms a logic function describing the characteristics

of a prime for the logic function.

2.5.1 Prime Generation using Consensus

A function / can be decomposed according to its Generalized Shannon Expansion

[65] as:

/ = Vl + r/r

where /nr^O and / U r = 1.

A prime which contains minterms in both /// and rfr must be formed from the

consensus of a cube c\ € /// and a cube c2 6 rfr. Therefore, the set of primes for /

is contained in the union of the primes of ///, the primes of r/r, and the product terms

resulting from the consensus of the primes of /// and the primes of r/r. Not all of these

product terms are prime, so it is necessary to perform single-cube containment on this set

to derive the set of primes for / (that is, delete any cube contained in another cube in the

cover). The primes of /// (rfr) are the primes of // (/r) intersected with / (r).
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This leads to a recursive algorithm for generating the primes of a function. The

set of primes for each of the cofactors // and fr is computed recursively, and then the results

are merged to generate the primes for /. The recursion ends when the function is a single

product term, for which the set of primes is merely the product term.

This is the basic structure for the unate recursive paradigm [19]. Rather than

cofactoring the function until only a single cube remains, a stronger condition can be used

to end the recursion. If a cover of a function / is strongly-unate [59] then the set of prime

implicants for the function can be derived by performing single-cube containment on the

cover. Hence, in this case, it is possible to identify all prime implicants by inspection and

terminate the recursion immediately.

2.5.2 Prime Generation from the Off-Set

Let R be a cover for the off-set of the function. If the OFF-set of the function is

not available, it may be computed using a fast multiple-valued complementation algorithm

[63,59] starting with the function F U D.

In order for a cube c to be an implicant of F, c must not intersect each cube

r' 6 R. This can be expressed by writing a Boolean expression. Let ck. be a Boolean

variable representing the condition that part kofvariable j ofcube c be set to 1. Let (r*)J
have the value of 1 if part k of variable j of the cube r* is a 1. The following Boolean

expression asserts that c does not intersect the off-set of the function:

\R\ n Pi-l

'=nu n((^+3)

Note that the values for each cube r* (written as (r*)j) are known values of either

0 or 1, and that the variables in the above equation are cj.
To form a sum-of-products representation of / requires that the product-of-sums-

of-products expression be multiplied-out; that is, repeated intersection of sums-of-products

covers. However, using DeMorgan's law, it is possible to directly write an expression for 7:

\R\ n Pj-l

?= u n u (o-om)
i=l j=l Jt=0

An implicant of the function J corresponds to an assignment of {0, 1} to the

variables cj which results in an implicant of /. Further, a prime implicant ofJ corresponds
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to an assignment of {0,1} to the variables cjf which is maximal in the sense that no other
variable which is 0 can be made a 1; therefore, a prime implicant of I corresponds to a prime

implicant of /. By construction, the logic function J is a two-valued unate logic function.

Hence, any prime cover for I consists of all of the prime implicants for I [19, Prop 3.3.7]

This construction proposes two techniques for generating all of the prime impli

cants of a function: one which involves repeated intersection of sum-of-products forms and

one which involves the complementation of a sum-of-products form. The first formulation

is equivalent to the technique outlined by Roth [57, Chapter 1] for generating all of the

prime implicants of a multiple-output logic function.

2.5.3 Comparison of Prime Generation Techniques

These prime generation techniques have been implemented as part of espresso

and compared for efficiency. The OFF-set algorithm uses repeated intersection to generate

the primes. The efficiency of the two implementations is similar so that the results are

directly comparable.

The comparison was performed with the 134 functions from the Berkeley PLA

Test Suite (see Section 2.9 for more information on this test set). Each algorithm was given

ten hours on a dec MicroVax-II to compute all prime implicants for each function.

Using the OFF-set prime generation, the prime implicants were found for 113

examples. Using the unate-recursive paradigm, the prime implicants were found for 118

examples. In no case was the OFF-set algorithm able to complete for an example where the

unate-recursive paradigm failed. For the problems both were able to solve, the total time for

the OFF-set algorithm was 31.3 hours, and the total time for the unate recursive paradigm

was 14.5 hours. There was a wide range in the run-time between the two algorithms; the

ratio of the OFF-set algorithm run-time to the unate-recursive algorithm run-time ranged

from .65 to 121. For 8 examples the OFF-set algorithm was faster. The unate recursive

paradigm was substantially faster for those problems which had a small ON-set and a large

OFF-set.

For this benchmark set, the unate-recursive paradigm technique for prime genera

tion is favored both in total run-time, and the ability to complete more examples. Therefore,

this is the algorithm used by espresso-exact.
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2.6 Essential and Partially Redundant Primes

The primes P are partitioned into the essential set E, the totally redundant set

Rt, and the partially redundant set Rp according to the following rules:

£={c€P|cg(P-c)}

Rt = {c 6 (P - E)\cC (Eu D)}

Rp=P-(EuRt)

The cubes of E must belong to any cover of the function because they cover some

minterm not covered by any other prime. E is the set of essential prime implicants. No

cube of Rt can belong to a minimum cover of F because it is contained by the set of

essential prime implicants. Rt is the set of prime implicants dominated by the essential

prime implicants. The cubes of Rp are partially redundant because, although any single

cube of Rp can be removed, it is not possible to simultaneously remove all of the cubes

of Rp while maintaining a cover of F. Rp causes the most difficulty in trying to extract a

minimum subset of P.

The separation of P into the covers E, Rt, and Rp is accomplished with a fast

multiple-valued tautology algorithm [66,59]. The basic test c C H is done by forming

the cofactor Hei and testing if Hc is a tautology (i.e., if the function evaluates to 1 for all

inputs). The fast tautology algorithms use the Generalized Shannon Cofactor to successively

decompose the tautology question for a function into a tautology question on each of its

cofactors. The recursion ends when the function is such that the tautology question can be

answered by inspection. In particular, when the function becomes weakly-unate [59], it is

possible to answer the tautology question by inspection.

2.7 The Reduced Prime Implicant Table

The technique for forming the reduced prime implicant table is now described. The

key to the algorithm is a simple modification of the multiple-valued tautology algorithm.

Rather than testing whether the function is a tautology, the subsets of cubes which would

have to be removed to prevent the function from becoming a tautology are enumerated.

For each cube c € i2p, form H = E U Rp —c and use a multiple-valued tautology

algorithm to determine if Hc is a tautology. By definition of E and Rp, Hc must be a
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tautology because every cube of Rp is covered by the union of E and the other cubes of

Rp. At each leaf in the tautology algorithm where the cover is weakly-unate, it is trivial to

determine which cubes are required to make the function a tautology [59]. A cube in the

partial function contributes to make the function a tautology if, and only if, it covers all of

the minterms in this subspace.

Therefore, if a cube from E or D covers all of the minterms in this subspace, then

no cubes of Rp areneeded to coverthis part of the function. That is, this leaf is a tautology

independent of the cubes of Rp which are discarded. Otherwise, all of the cubes of Rp which

cover all of the minterms in this subspace must be removed in order to avoid He = 1 in this

leaf. This is equivalent to saying that H will fail to cover c if and only if all of the cubes

of Rp which are the universe in this leaf are discarded. In this way, all of the subsets of Rp

which fail to cover the original function are enumerated.

A {0,1} matrix is formed where each cube of Rp is associated with a column. At

each leaf in the tautology algorithm where no cube from E is the universal cube, a row is

added to the matrix with a 1 in each column j where a universal cube in this leaf came

from (Rpy> If any prime in this row is retained in the cover, then Hc will be tautology in

this leaf; if no primes in this row are selected, then Hc will not be a tautology in this leaf.

Hence the selected set of primes will fail to cover some minterm of the original function if

no prime in this row is selected. A minimal cover of this matrix corresponds to a minimal

subset of the primes of Rp which must be retained in the cover for F.

The algorithm proceeds by forming Hc for each c € i2p, and calling a modified

version of the tautology procedure called find .tautology. Note that after determining

how c can be covered, c can be moved to D because it is then known how all of the minterms

of c can be covered by selecting primes from Rp. This leads to an improvement in the

performance of the algorithm.

The matrix formed in this way is related to the prime implicant table of the

Quine-McCluskey algorithm. This matrix is a reduced form of the prime implicant table;

rather than each row of the matrix corresponding to a minterm of the function, each row

corresponds to a collection of minterms (i.e., a larger subspace) all of which are covered by

the same set of prime implicants. In the worst case, the tautology algorithm will terminate

at each of the minterms of the function, thus producing exactly the prime implicant table.

However, in practice, the algorithm is terminated much more quickly, leading to efficient

creation of a reduced prime implicant table. A key to terminating the recursion as quickly
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as possible makes use of weakly-unate functions.

2.8 Solving the Minimum Cover Problem

The minimum cover problem is stated as follows:

Minimum Covering Problem: Given a binary matrix A, and a cost Cj
for each column of the matrix, find a binary row vector x such that A-xT >
(1,1,.. .1)T and SJLx xjCj is minimum.

The constraint A-xT > (1,1,... l)r is understood as saying that each row of the

matrix must have at least one 1 in some column where x has a 1. In this case, the row is

said to be covered by the particular column of x, and the goal is to cover all rows with a

vector of minimum weight.

A minimum cover problem can also be represented as a covering expression. This

is a Boolean expression written in conjunctive normal form. Each column of the covering

matrix A has an associated Boolean variable a,-. Each row represents a clause corresponding

to the disjunction of the variables for the nonzero elements in the row. A satisfying assign

ment (i.e., an assignment of 0 or 1 to the variables a,- for which the expression evaluates to

1) is a cover for the matrix, and the problem is to find the cover with lowest total cost.

Example 2.8.1 Consider the matrix:

ai a2 A3 04 «5 <*6

1 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1 1

0 0 1 1 0 1

The corresponding covering expression is

(ai + a2)(a2 + a3 + a5)(ai + az + a5 + a6)(a3 + a4 + o6)

A cover for this matrix wx= 1 1 0 1 0 0 which corresponds to the satisfying assignment

a\ — 1> o>7 = 1; **4 = 1 urith all other variables 0. If the cost for each column is 1, then a

minimum cover wx = 101000 which corresponds to the satisfying assignment a\ = 1,

(Z3 = 1 with all other variables 0.

The decision problem for minimum coveris NP-complete [31, page 222] so that any

algorithm which solves this problem can be expected to have a bad worst-case complexity.
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The standard branch-and-bound solution to the minimum cover problem involves

the following steps:

1. Apply reduction algorithms to reduce the size of the matrix.

2. If the size of the current solution equals or exceeds a bound (e.g., the size of the best
solution seen so far) return from this level of the recursion. If there are no elements
left to be covered, declare the current solution as the best solution recorded so far.

3. Select a branching column.

4. Add the branching column to the selected set and solve the covering problem for the
submatrix resulting from deleting this column and all rows which are covered by this
column. Then, solve the covering problem for the submatrix resulting from deleting
this column without adding it to the selected set.

2.8.1 Covering Table Reduction Steps

There are some well-known results which are of interest in reducing the size of a

given covering problem:

Partitioning: If the rows and columns of matrix A can be permuted to yield a

block structure of the form:

>u 0

0 A2

where 0 represents an appropriately sized block of all zeros, then a minimum cover for .4. can

be written as the union of a minimum cover for A\, and a minimum cover for A2. Detecting

a block partition of this form is easily done by choosing an initial row and placing it in the

partition for A\. Then all rows which are connected to this row (i.e., all rows which have

a 1 in some column of A\) are added to the partition for A\. This continues until no rows

remain, in which case no partition exists, or until all of the remaining rows are disjoint from

the set of rows in .4.1.

Essential columns: Any row of the matrix A which has only a single 1 identifies

an essential column. The solution vector x must have a 1 in the essential column in order

to cover the row singleton. After placing a 1 in the essential column, any other rows which

become covered are removed from consideration.

Row dominance: If row i of A contains row j of .4. (i.e., row i contains a 1 for

all columns in which row j has a 1), then row i can be removed from the matrix A without

changing the minimum solution. Clearly, once row j has been covered, then row i will
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automatically also be covered, and hence row i is providing redundant information in the

covering problem.

Column dominance: If column i of A contains column j of .4. (i.e., column i

contains a 1 for all rows in which column j contains a 1), then column j can be removed

from the matrix A without changing the minimum solution. Clearly, there could be no

advantage to choosing column j because choosing column i instead would cover the same

set of rows, and perhaps more. Hence, column j is not needed for a minimum solution.

When a cost is associated with a column, this reduction can be performed only if column j

costs the same or more than column i.

Note that, by construction, the reduced prime implicant table does not have any

essential elements. This is because the essential primes are detected before the prime

implicant table is created. However, during the branch and bound procedure, essential

elements can be created. The operations of row and column dominance, which possibly

delete rows and/or columns, also have the possibility of introducing essential columns.

Therefore, the strategy to reduce the size of the matrix is:

1. Look for a block partition. Recur for each subproblem if a block partition exists.

2. Apply row dominance and column dominance to the matrix.

3. Identify essential columns and add them to the covering set; delete rows which are
covered by these essential columns.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no new essential columns are detected.

2.8.2 Gimpel's Reduction Step

Another heuristic for solving the minimum cover problem which has proven effec

tive is one suggested by Gimpel [33]. Gimpel proposed a reduction step which simplifies the

covering matrix when it has a special form. This simplification is possible without further

brandling, and hence is useful at each step of the branch and bound algorithm. In practice,

Gimpel's reduction step is applied after reducing the covering matrix to minimal form, that

is, after applying the reduction steps of removing essential columns, and deleting dominated

rows and columns.

Gimpel's reduction is best described in terms of the covering expression for a

covering table. The covering expression is examined to see if any clause has only two
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literals of the same cost. For example, assume the expression has the form:

p = R(ci + c2)(ci + Si).. .(ci + Sn)(c2 + Ti).. .(c2 + Tm)

where ci and c2 are single variables with a cost c*, 5,-,i = 1... n and Tj, j = 1.-.. m are sums

of variables not containing ci or C2, and R is a product of sums of variables not containing

ci or C2. Because the covering table is assumed minimal, if there is a clause (ci + c2), then

m > 1? n ^ 1» an<i none of S,- or Tj is identically zero.

Note that with the expression written in this form, each parenthesized expression

corresponds directly to a single row in the covering table. By applying Boolean algebra

manipulations to this expression, it can be re-written as:

p=J2(c1c2 + ciT + c25)

where 5 = n?=i Si, and T = IlSi Ti>

A second covering problem is derived from the original covering problem with the

following form:

Pi = R(c2 + S + T)

= anfi^+s.+r,)
t=i i=i

The main theorem of Gimpel is:

Theorem 2.8.1 Let Mi be a minimum cover for pi. A cover for p can be derived from

Mi according to the rule: if S is covered by Mi then add c2 to M\ to derive a cover of p;

otherwise, add ci to Mi to derive a cover of p. The resulting cover is a minimum cover for

Proof. Let \p\ represent the cost of a minimum cover for p. The rule stated

in the theorem derives a cover for p by adding either c\ or c2 to the cover for pi. It is

easy to see that the set of variables created by this rule generates a cover for p, and hence

|p| < IPil + c*- Next, let M be a minimum cover of p. If ci is in M, remove it to create

Mi; otherwise, remove C2 to create M\. (Either ci or c2 must be in M.) The variable

set Mi is a cover for pi as can be verified by examining the covering expressions for p and

P\\ hence, |p|—c* > \p\\. Therefore, |p| = |pi|+c* and the cover is a minimum cover for p. D
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Note that with this reduction the expression c2 + S + T is not a simple sum of

variables; it is first expanded into a product of sums of products as shown above. The

resulting covering expression has nm —n —m —1 more clauses, but depends on one less

variable. When n<2orm<2orn = m = 2, this leads to a covering problem with fewer

clauses. The reduction technique is clearly beneficial when both the number of clauses

and variables in the covering matrix is reduced. However, it is potentially advantageous

to allow the number of clauses to increase by applying the reduction step. This is because

the number of variables (and hence the number of potential branching columns) is reduced

by one. Also, the covering table formed by this reduction step may be further reduced by

applying the reduction steps described in Section 2.3.1.

An important special case is worth noting. If n is 1 and the cost of C2 is greater

than or equal to the cost of any element of Si, then the covering expression simplifies to

m

Pi = Rlii^ + Si + Tj)
i=l

= RjliSi+Tj).

The second equality follows from the observation that c2 is dominated by every column

of Si. Therefore, variable C2 is also deleted from the covering expression. The resulting

expression has one fewer clause than the original covering expression and it depends on two

fewer variables.

Gimpel refers to the general reduction step as identifying a reducing column of

the second kind, and the special case as identifying a reducing column of the first kind.

Gimpel's reduction step was originally stated for covering problems where each column had

cost 1. Robinson and House [44] showed that the reduction remains valid even for weighted

covering problems if the cost of the column ci equals the cost of the column C2. This is the

form presented here.

2.8.3 Maximal Independent Set

An important feature of the proposed covering algorithm is the use of the maximal

independent set. This routine finds a maximal set of rows of .4. all of which are pairwise

disjoint (i.e., they do not have l's in the same column). It is clear that the number of rows

in this independent set is a lower bound on the solution to the covering problem, because
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a different element must be selected from each of the independent rows in order to cover

these rows. Hence, this lower bound can be used to terminate the search if the size of the

current solution plus the size of the independent set is greater than or equal to the best

solution seen so far. Additionally, the size of the independent set at the first level of the

recursion is a lower bound for the final minimum cover. Hence, by recording this value, the

search can be terminated if a solution is found which meets this lower bound,

The major drawback of this technique is that the problem of finding a maximum

independent set of rows is itself an NP-complete problem. But this is not a limitation -

finding a maximal independent set of rows can be solved heuristically while still providing

a correct lower bound on the size of the final solution. In general, finding the maximum

independent set provides the best bound; other minimal solutions provide less precise, but,

nonetheless, correct lower bounds. Hence, even though this problem is itself difficult, a

fast heuristic algorithm for finding a maximal independent set of rows is sufficient for this

application.

To find a large independent set of rows, a graph is constructed where the nodes

correspond to rows in the matrix, and an edge is placed between two nodes if the two

rows are disjoint. The problem is now equivalent to finding a maximal clique (a maximal,

completely connected subgraph) of this graph. To solve this problem, a greedy algorithm

is used:

1. Initialize the clique to be empty.

2. Pick the node of largest degree (and not already in the current clique), and add this
node to the clique. Break ties by choosing the node which is connected to the most
other nodes of maximum degree.

3. Remove all nodes and their edges from the graph which are not connected to the
current clique.

4. Repeat if there are nodes in the graph not in the current clique.

The node of largest degree in step 2 corresponds to the row which is disjoint with

the maximum number of other rows of the matrix. The tie-breaker attempts to preserve as

many of the remaining nodes of maximum degree as possible.

Thus, the bounding in the branch and bound algorithm is modified by bounding

the search if the size of the maximal-independent set plus the size of the current partial

solution equals or exceeds the best known solution. The goal is to terminate unprofitable

searches as early as possible.
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Beside the fact that the problem of finding a maximum independent set of rows

is NP-complete, there is the further difiiculty that the bound provided by the maximum

independent set may not be sharp. For example, consider the matrix:

110

10 1

Oil

A maximum independent set of rows for this matrix contains only a single row, but a

minimum cover requires at least two columns. The size of the maximum independent set

remains a lower bound on the size of a minimum cover; however, the search may not be

terminated as early as possible.

2.8.4 Choice of the Branching Column

Good heuristics for choosing the branching column are important to the speed of

the branch and bound algorithm. The goal is to find a good solution quickly, so that inferior

parts of the search space may be discarded as early as possible.

To choose a branching column, a weight Wj is computed for a each column j as:

1=1

where

Wi =

It is assumed each row has two or more elements, hence tu,- is well-defined. Note

that if Wi were 1, then Wj would be the cardinality of each column. Choosing an element

which intersects a large number of rows is reasonable since these rows are removed when

this element is selected.

To understand the effect of wt as defined here, assume that a row has only two

elements. Then each element contributes Wi = 1 to the respective column weights. On the

other hand, if a row has nine elements, then each element in the row contributes it;,- = .125 to

each column where it has a 1. This has the tendency to favor columns with a large number

of l's, but also favors columns with a large number of l's in rows with a few elements. The

larger rows are thought of as easier to cover while the smaller rows are harder to cover.

The heuristic tries to force a selection from one of the harder to cover rows. Choosing an
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element from a small set also creates more essential elements in subsequent levels of the

recursion.

A unique element from each set of the independent set of rows must be in the min

imum solution. This suggests limiting the selection of a branching column to the elements

in these rows. Hence, as a final refinement, the column of maximum weight Wj which is

also in some element of the maximal independent set is chosen as the branching column.

2.8.5 Implementation Details

It is known that given an arbitrary binary matrix, there is a Boolean function which

creates that matrix as its prime implicant table [33]. This is the basis of the proof that the

two-level minimization problem is NP-complete when starting from all prime implicants for

the function. However, in practice, the prime implicant table tends to be very sparse. This

influences the choice of data structure for the prime implicant table. Two common data

structures for representing a binary matrix are the bit-matrix and the sparse-matrix.

A bit-matrix uses one bit to store each element of the matrix. Thirty-two adjacent

columns in the matrix are packed into a single thirty-two bit machine word. This allows for

a constant-factor improvement (when operating on the elements of a row in the matrix) over

the more straightforward approach which uses one machine word for each element in the

matrix. For example, comparing two rows for containment is thirty-two times faster because

a few machine instructions suffice to compare thirty-two adjacent columns for containment.

A sparse-matrix, on the other hand, only stores the nonzero elements in the matrix.

A structure is used for each nonzero element, and it is linked to both the next and previous

row in the same column, and the next and previous column in the same row. This allows

for efficient traversal of only the nonzero elements in the matrix. For example, in an n by m

matrix with at most d elements per row, only d elements need to be examined to determine

if one row contains another. This is in contrast to the 0(n) comparisons needed when using

a bit-matrix.

An important factor in deciding which data structure is best is the choice of the

most efficient algorithm for each data structure. Consider the problem of detecting row

dominance in the matrix and deleting all rows which contain another row. Assume that

the matrix is square and of size n by n. Further, assume that there are at most d nonzero

elements in any row or column.
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On the bit-matrix, a straightforward row dominance algorithmis the most efficient.

This algorithm compares each row against all other rows and deletes the row if it contains

another row. This algorithm requires 0(n2) row comparisons, each of which has complexity

0(n). Using the bit-matrix data structure allows for an efficient check to see if one row

contains another - only four machine instructions are needed to compare two 32-bit words to

see if one contains the other (including loop overhead). Therefore, the machine instruction

complexity for the bit-matrix implementation of the straightforward algorithm is estimated

as |n3.

However, if the matrix is sparse and a sparse-matrix is used as the data structure,

there is a more efficient algorithm for detecting row dominance. For each row of the matrix,

consider the columns which have a 1, and select the column with the fewest total number of

l's. The l's in this column identify the set of rows which can possibly contain the original

row; a row outside this set cannot contain the original row because it fails to contain at least

this column. This algorithm requires only 0(nd) rowcomparisons rather than 0(n2). Each

row comparison requires examining the 0(d) elements in the two rows. However, the basic

operation of comparing two rows in a sparse matrix to see if one contains another is more

complex in terms of machine instructions. Examining compiler-generated code indicates

that approximately ten machine instructions (including loop overhead) are needed for each

element in the row. As a result, the machine instruction complexity of the sparse matrix

implementation is lOnd2.

Therefore, the bit-matrix implementation is superior when d/n > .11; that is,

when the matrix is more than 11% dense. If the matrix is less than 11% dense, the sparse-

matrix implementation is superior. As the matrix becomes more sparse, the sparse matrix

implementation begins to look much better. For example, the modified row dominance

algorithm on a sparse-matrix with one percent nonzero elements (i.e., d/n = .01) is eighty

times faster than the straightforward algorithm on a bit-matrix. In the limit of a constant

number of nonzero elements per row, the complexity has been reduced from 0(n3) to 0(n).

Therefore, a sparse-matrix implementation of the basic operations of row domi

nance and column dominance is expected to be superior to the same operations implemented

using a bit-matrix if the prime implicant table is sufficiently sparse. Other operations, such

as finding a block partition if one exists or finding a maximal independent set of rows, also

benefit in a similar manner from the sparsity of the matrix.
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Density of the Prime Implicant Table

The density of the prime implicant table is defined as the number of nonzero

elements divided by the product of the number of rows and columns in the table.

A test was performed to measure the density of the prime implicant table over

a collection of pla minimization problems. The comparison was performed with the 134

functions from the Berkeley pla Test Suite (see Section 2.9 for more information on this

test set). The prime implicant table was generated for 117of the 134examples. The average

density over all of the examples was .37%. Considering only tables with more than 100 rows,

the density of the table ranges from .07% to 8.35%. Hence, this supports the conjecture

that the prime implicant tables are sparse.

As the size of the table increases, the maximum density tends to decrease sig

nificantly. For this reason, the sparse-matrix implementation for the covering algorithm

provides a significant advantage for larger problems. For example, the largest prime impli

cant table was 4,640 rows by 5,202 columns, but only .07% dense. Performing the operations

of row and column reduction for this matrix required only 92 seconds on a DEC MicroVax-II

when a sparse-matrix data structure was used. The same operations did not complete in

ten hours using the bit-matrix implementation of espresso Version 2.2.

2.9 Experimental Results

The techniques outlined in this chapter for exact minimization of multiple-valued

functions have been implemented as an option to the program espresso. The algorithm

espresso-exact is the exact option to Version 2.3 of the espresso program. Version

2.3 improves upon Version 2.2 by the new techniques described in this chapter; namely,

prime generation based on the unate recursive paradigm, and the use of sparse matrices

and Gimpel's reduction of the first kind when solving the minimum-cover problem,

espresso-exact has been tested on a large set of multiple-output minimization

problems. Each minimization problem is first classified as to its degree of difficulty. Then

results are presented on the performance of ESPRESSO-EXACT when attempting to solve

these problems and the results from espresso-exact are compared to the previous version

of espresso-EXACT and the exact minimization program MCBOOLE [24].

The results and run-times in this chapter were collected on a DEC MicroVax-II.
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This machine is roughly equivalent to a dec VAX 11/780 for integer applications such as

espresso. The dec vax 11/780 is often called a one MIP machine. The machine was

equipped with 8 megabytes of memory.

2.9.1 Classification of the Benchmark Set

In order to compare minimization algorithms, a set of 134 pla's have been collected

at Berkeley. Most of these pla's (111) come from industry and University chip designs.

The remaining 23 pla's are mathematical functions which have commonly been used as

standard minimization problems. The characteristics of the pla's, including the number of

inputs, outputs, product terms and presence of a don't-care set, are listed in a table at the

end of the chapter.

One easily determined measure of the complexity of two-level minimization for

a function is the number of minterms in the function. A single-output n-input function

has 2n minterms and an n-input and m-output function has m2n minterms. Hence, it is

reasonable to consider minimization of an n-input m-output function equal in complexity to

the minimization of a n + log2(m) single-output problem. This provides a simple measure

of the complexity of the different multiple-output minimization problems.

By this measure, 14 (10%) of the examples have more than thirty inputs, 31 (23%)

have more than twenty inputs, and 95 (71%) have more than ten inputs. Hence, a large

percentage of the examples would be considered unsolvable by exact methods according to

the rule of thumb given in [I9][page 8]:

Since the number of elements in the covering problem may be proportional to
the exponential of the number of input variables of the logic function, the use of
these techniques is totally impractical even for medium sized problems (10-15
variables).

However, this simple metric, or other measures such as the number of product

terms or prime implicants (when known) can provide a misleading measure of the complexity

of two-level minimization for a specific example. In order to circumvent tills problem, each

function has been classified as either trivial, noncyclic, cyclic-solved, cyclic-unsolved, or too

many primes. These classifications were determined by allowing espresso-exact to run for

up to ten hours for each example. The result of the minimization is examined to determine

the classification, as follows:
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Class Total Solved

trivial

noncyclic
cyclic-solved

cyclic-unsolved
too many primes

9

56

49

3

17

9

56

49

0

0

Totals 134 114

33

Table 2.1: espresso-exact results for the PLA test set.

trivial A solved problem is trivial if all primes in the minimum cover are essential. These
are the easiest problems to solve because any minimal solution is the minimum solu
tion.

noncyclic A solved problem is noncyclic if the prime implicant table has no rows in its
reduced form. For these problems, the covering problem can be solved in polynomial
time even though generating the prime implicants or forming the prime implicant
table is still potentially difficult.

cyclic A solved problem is cyclic if the prime implicant table has more than one row in
its reduced form. These problems require a branch and bound algorithm to derive a
minimum cover for the prime implicant table.

cyclic-unsolved An example is called cyclic-unsolved if espresso-EXACT was able to gen
erate all prime implicants and the prime implicant table, but was unable to complete
the minimum covering problem.

too many primes An example is classified as too many primes if ESPRESSO-EXACT was
unable to enumerate the set of prime implicants or if espresso-exact was unable to
generate the prime implicant table.

Table 2.1 summarizes the results of espresso-exact for each problem class. Re

call that the computer time was restricted to ten hours on a one MIP machine, espresso-

exact was able to solve 114 of the 134 examples. 16 examples failed during prime implicant

generation, 1 failed during the prime implicant table generation, and 3 failed trying to find

the minimum cover for the prime implicant table. Most of the problems that failed, did so

because of an excessive number of prime implicants.

It is interesting to examine the results of espresso-exact as compared to the

size of each problem in terms of equivalent inputs, espresso-EXACT solved only 1 of the

14 problems with more than thirty inputs, 14 of the 17 problems with between twenty and
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thirty inputs, and 61 of the 64 problems with between ten and twenty inputs. All of the

problems with less than ten inputs weresolved.

This success for industrial functions should be contrasted with the results from

two randomly generated functions of ten inputs and ten outputs. These examples, (ex
and exlOlO), which are not included in the benchmark set, remain unsolved by espresso-

exact. These functions have a large number of don't-care points and have large, dense

covering tables. Hence, minimization ofsome functions withonly thirteen equivalent inputs

remains intractable.

The previous version of espresso-exact (Version 2.2 of ESPRESSO) was able to

solve only 104 of the 134 examples given the sameconstraint of ten hours ofcomputer time.

For the 104 examples which both programs could solve, Version 2.2 required 36.4 hours and

Version 2.3 required 17.5 hours. However, the difference on some problems is much greater.

For example, on mlp4, Version 2.2 required 4,700 seconds while Version 2.3 required only

490 seconds. Note that the minimum solution for mlp4 is 121, and not 119 as givenin [62].

The prime generation of Version 2.2 uses the OFF-set algorithm. The prime gen

eration technique of Version 2.3 uses the unate recursive paradigm. As mentioned earlier,

Version 2.2 required 31.3 hours to generate the prime implicants for 113 examples, and

Version 2.3 required only 14.5 hours for the same set of examples. For the 104 examples

solved by Version 2.2, 18.9 hours were spent in prime generation by Version 2.2, and 5.8

hours were spent in prime generation by Version 2.3. Hence, 13.1 hours of the 18.9 hour

difference between the two algorithms is accounted for by the change in the prime genera

tion algorithm. However, the remainder of the performance improvement, and the ability of

Version 2.3 to solve ten more problems, is due to the use of a sparse-matrix data structure

for the covering table and the inclusion of Gimpel's reduction step.

2.9.2 Comparison with McBoole

MCBOOLE is an exact minimization algorithm developed at the University of McGill

[24], MCBOOLE is also based on the Quine-McCluskey algorithm, mcboole uses a recur

sive algorithm for prime generation based on the binary-valued Shannon Cofactor and the

consensus operation. During the prime generation, a tree structure is maintained showing

where a cube is generated; this improves the prime generation algorithm by reducing the

number of pairwise consensus operations, mcboole does not generate the prime impli-
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Class Count Espresso McBoole

trivial

noncyclic
cyclic-solved
cyclic-unsolved
too many primes

9

56

49

3

17

9

56

49

0

0

9

56

21

0

0

Totals 134 114 86

Table 2.2: Comparison of Espresso-Exact and McBoole.
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cant table; instead, it uses a directed graph, constructed during the prime generation, to

represent the covering problem. The minimum cover is extracted directly from this graph.

The mcboole prime generation algorithm is similar to the unate recursive paradigm

prime generation algorithm given in Section 2.5.1. However, it is not clear whether MCBOOLE

uses unate functions in order to terminate the recursion early. Also, it is not described in

[24] how mcboole generates multiple-output prime implicants.

In this section, the results of a comparison between mcboole and espresso-

exact are presented. Each program was allowed ten hours of computer time to solve each

of the 134 benchmark examples. The number of problems solved by each program is shown

in Table 2.2.

mcboole was able to solve 86 of the problems as compared to 114 solved by

espresso-exact. For the 86 problems which both programs solved, the run-time for

mcboole was 27.9 hours, and the run-time for espresso-exact was 20.1 hours. Both

programs solved all of the trivial and noncyclic examples. MCBOOLE solved 21 of the cyclic-

solved examples versus the 49 solved by espresso-exact, espresso-exact holds an

advantage for these difficult problems due to the generation of the prime implicant table

and the techniques used to solve the covering problem.

MCBOOLE generated the prime implicants for 117 of the examples and espresso-

exact generated the prime implicants for 118 of the examples. For a subset of the problems

solved by both algorithms, the prime generation time for MCBOOLE was 36.5 hours and the

prime generation time for espresso-exact was 9.7 hours. The reasons for this differ

ence are not clear, as the algorithms are similar. MCBOOLE uses a technique to reduce the

number of pairwise consensus operations which is not present in ESPRESSO-EXACT. How

ever, espresso-exact terminates the recursion at weakly-unate functions and handles the
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multiple-output nature of the problem uniformly using multiple-valued functions. Also,

differences in implementation between the two programs cannot be discounted as a reason

for this difference.

2.10 Conclusions

Two-level minimization is an important step for both pla optimization and multiple-

level logic synthesis. Effective heuristic techniques have been developed which provide so

lutions for large minimization problems in a reasonable amount of time. However, these

heuristic algorithms provide no measure of assurance as to the solution quality. Exact

algorithms for two-level minimization can always be expected to fail in some situations;

however, it is interesting to explore where the boundary between those problems which can

be solved and those which cannot lies. As a side-benefit, an exact algorithm provides a

measure of the solution quality for the heuristic algorithms, for those problems which can

be solved exactly.

This chapter has presented an exact algorithm for two-level minimization ofmultiple-

valued functions. This algorithm is based on extensions to the espresso-mv algorithm and

is called espresso-exact. Experimental results for this program show that, although

espresso-exact is unable to solve some problems in a reasonable amount of time, it is

able to solve a large percentage of the pla minimization problems which appear on inte

grated circuits. Hence, the effective range of two-level minimization for these functions has

been greatly extended.

Two interesting questions arise from this work.

First, the functions which are built in pla form are are quite special. Almost all

functions of n variables have 0(2n) product terms in their minimum representation and

yet pla's are routinely built with more than fifty inputs and only several hundred product

terms. In what way can we understand the characteristics of these functions and use these

characteristics to improve heuristic algorithms for minimization ?

Second, many of the pla's in the Berkeley benchmark set have noncyclic covering

problems. This means that the selection of a minimum number of prime implicants does

not involve any choice. An interesting question is whether an efficient algorithm can be

devised to solve a noncyclic minimization problem which does not require enumerating all

prime implicants or forming the prime implicant table. Techniques are known to derive
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the essential prime implicants without generating all prime implicants; the difficult part is

devising an algorithm to find the secondaryessential prime implicants efficiently (secondary

essential primes are prime implicants which become essential once the totally dominated

prime implicants are removed). This algorithm should also detect when an exact minimum

is not reached.

2.11 PLA Test Set Classification

The following table summarizes the results for the classification of the 134 PLA

examples in the Berkeley pla test set. The number of inputs, outputs, and initial product

terms are given for each example. The initial number of product terms is marked with an

asterisk if the pla contains a don't-care set. Each pla is identified as either indust or math.

The origin for an indust example is an industrial or University integrated circuit design.

The math examples are arithmetic functions (e.g., adder, multiplier). The classification for

each example (trivial, noncyclic, cyclic-s, cyclic-us, primes) is shown in the table. Then the

number of prime implicants, the number of essential prime implicants, and the minimum

solution are given. For the unsolved examples, upper and lower bounds are given on the

minimum solution.
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40 CHAPTER 2. TWO-LEVEL MINIMIZATION

name in/out terms type class primes essen solution

lin.rom 7/36 128 indust cyclic-s 1087 8 128

logSmod 8/5 46 math cyclic-s 105 13 38

mlSl 15/9 430 math cyclic-s 1636 2 41

m2 8/16 96 indust cyclic-s 243 7 47

m3 8/16 128 indust cyclic-s 344 4 62

m4 8/16 256 indust cyclic-s 670 11 101

markl 20/31 * 23 indust cyclic-s 208 1 19

maxl23 7/24 128 indust cyclic-s 469 6 78

max512 9/6 512 indust cyclic-s 535 20 133

mlp4 8/8 225 math cyclic-s 606 12 121

mp2d 14/14 123 indust cyclic-s 469 13 30

newcplal 9/16 38 indust cyclic-s 170 22 38

newill 3/1 8 indust cyclic-s 11 5 8

opa 17/69 342 indust cyclic-s 477 22 77

pope.rom 6/48 64 indust cyclic-s 593 12 59

root 8/5 255 math cyclic-s 152 9 57

spla 16/46 * 2296 indust cyclic-s 4972 33 243

sqr6 6/12 63 math cyclic-s 205 3 47

symlO 10/1 837 math cyclic-s 3150 0 210

tl 21/23 796 indust cyclic-s 15135 7 100

tial 14/8 640 math cyclic-s 7145 220 575

tms 8/16 30 indust cyclic-s 162 13 30

wim 4/7 * 10 indust cyclic-s 25 3 9

x6dn 39/5 121 indust cyclic-s 916 60 81

ex5 8/63 256 indust. cyclic-us 2532 28 62/67
maxl024 10/6 1024 indust cyclic-us 1278 14 249/261
prom2 9/21 287 indust cyclic-us 2635 9 276/287
accpla 50/69 183 indust primes ? 97 97/175
ex4 128/28 620 indust primes ? 138 133/279
ibm 48/17 173 indust primes ? 172 173/173
jbp 36/57 166 indust primes ? 0 0/122
mainpla 27/54 181 indust primes ? 29 29/172
misg 56/23 75 indust primes ? 3 3/69
mish 94/43 91 indust primes ? 3 3/82
misj 35/14 48 indust primes ? 13 13/35
pdc 16/40 ♦2406 indust primes ? 2 2/100
sliift 19/16 100 indust primes ? 100 100/100
signet 39/8 124 indust primes ? 104 104/119
soar,pla 83/94 529 indust primes ? 2 2/352
ti 47/72 241 indust primes ? 46 46/213
tslO 22/16 128 indust primes ? 128 12S/12S
x2dn 82/56 112 indust primes ? 2 2/104
x"dn 66/15 622 indust primes ? 373 37S/53S
xparc 41/73 551 indust primes 15039 140 140/254



Chapter 3

Algebraic Decomposition

This chapter addresses the multiple-level logic synthesis problem of structuring a

logic network into an optimal form. The primary synthesis part of this procedure is the

identification of new functions to introduce into a network in order to reduce the complexity

of the logic network. This is an extremely difficult optimization problem because of the

staggering number of solutions for even a small set of logic equations.

The techniques proposed in this chapter build on the work of Brayton and Mc-

Mullen and the algebraic approximation they formally introduced [17]. Algebraic decom

position uses the concepts of kernel intersectionsand common cubes to find optimal factors

to introduce into a network. The extension provided in this thesis is the unification of these

algorithms in a single framework based on the rectangle-covering problem. This leads to

efficient implementations of the same algorithms proposed earlier, and new algorithms to

provide even faster approximate solutions. Ilesults are also improved as the new approach

allows for solutions not previously considered.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, the general problem of logic structuring

is described and previous techniques are examined. The algebraic approximation of Brayton

et al. is then reviewed in detail. Next, the concepts of rectangles and rectangle covers are

defined. The application of rectangles and rectangle covering to the problem of identifying

common divisors in a collection of logic equations is then presented. Specifically, the prob

lems of cube extraction and kernel extraction are treated in detail. Algorithms for finding

rectangles in a matrix and for finding optimal rectangle covers are presented. The chapter

concludes with experimental results based on an implementation of these algorithms.

41
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3.1 Introduction

Logic structuring starts from an initial representation of a multiple-level logic

circuit called a Boolean network.

Definition 3.1.1 A Boolean network is a three-tuple (V, E, F) consisting of a directed

acyclic graph G = (V,E) and a collection of logic functions F. The source nodes of the

DAG are the primary inputs, the sink nodes of the DAG are the primary outputs and the

remaining nodes are the internal nodes. Associated with each internal node v,- 6 V is a

representation of a completely-specified logic function Fi 6 F.

There is a one-to-one mapping between a multiple-level set of Boolean equations

and a Boolean network. Likewise, any net-list interconnection of gates can be viewed as a

Boolean network where each gate is replaced by the logic function which it represents.

The logic functions in the Boolean network are represented in both sum-of-products

form and factored-form. The sum-of-products is the standard representation for a two-level

logic function; typically a minimal two-level representation is used. A factored form is a tree

representation of a logic function using the operators and, or, and NOT. More precisely, a

factored form is either a literal, or a sum or product of factored forms.

Example 3.1.1

a,

ab,

abc + ad,

((a + 6)(cd+e) + /)0.

All of these expressions are factoredforms; the first three are also sum-of-products forms.

The literals-in-sum-of-products-form cost function for a Boolean network is the

sum over all nodes of the number of literals in the sum-of-products representation for the

function at the node.

The literals-in-factored-form cost function for a network is the number of literals

in an optimal factored form for each expression in the network. The optimization problem

of deriving an optimal factored form for a Boolean function is called factoring and is treated

elsewhere [76,14]. For our purposes, it is assumed that there is a efficient way to find an

optimal factored form for an expression.
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The optimization problem considered in this chapter is the problem of finding a set

of new nodes and edges to introduce into the Boolean network, and the new logic functions

for these nodes, so as to reduce a technology-independent measure of the complexity of the

Boolean network. The technology-independent measure for the size of a Boolean network

is the total number of literals in sum-of-products form for the network.

3.2 Previous Work

There is a long history in the area of automatic logic synthesis for the problem

of deriving an optimal Boolean network from a starting network. However, the number of

proposed techniques which are practical for large networks (e.g., more than 1,000 gates) are

limited. The techniques reviewed here are the optimal NAND-gate synthesis of Dietmeyer

and Su [2S], the local transformation approach of LSS [26,25], and the algebraic approach

of YLE [17,18].

3.2.1 Dietmeyer-Su Factoring

One of the first techniques which was practical for large circuits is the factoring

technique of Dietmeyer and Su [28]. Their technique starts with a two-level minimized

representation of a single-output function. The common factors considered are single-cube

factors (e.g., factors of the form x ix2x^). The single-cube factor is identified from the cube

representation of the logic function by choosing a common factor subarray and common

factor which maximizes the figure-of-merit. The figure-of-merit is the width of the cube

factor times the height of the common factor subarray. Three techniques are given for

implementing the common factor and the common factor subarray using NAND-gates; all

three are evaluated for the common factor which maximizes the figure-of-merit and the one

requiring the fewest gates is chosen. The evaluation function for each implementation counts

the number of inverters and bounded-fanin gates needed to realize the circuit assuming this

common factor is chosen. Two algorithms for finding the common factor and common factor

subarray are presented; one which finds the common factor with a maximum figure-of-merit,

and a heuristic algorithm which rapidly finds a factor with a good figure-of-merit.

The primary limitation of Dietmeyer-Su factoring is that common factors which

consist of more than one cube are not considered. While it is possible to find multiple-cube
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Figure 3.1: Example rules used by LSS.

factors during common-cube extraction, nothing in the heuristic cost function for a common

factor guides the selection towards these factors.

3.2.2 Local Transformation

Structuring in LSS is performed on a special form of Boolean network. The

technology-independent representation of LSS uses a single functional form for each node in

the network (NAND-gates or NOR-gates depending on the target technology). Optimization

is done by applying transformations which locally replace a subgraph of the network with

a functionally equivalent subgraph. The transformations attempt to improve the area mea

sure of the circuit, which is a function of the number of nodes and connections (equivalently,

the number of nodes and literals), and the delay measure of the circuit, which is the number

of levels of logic along the critical path.

Some sample local transformations used by LSS are shown in Figure 3.1 [26]. The

local transformations include factoring (e.g., rules NAND3 and NAND5 represent ab+ ac «-*•
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a(b + c)) and single-cube extraction (e.g., rule NAND6 represents (d = abc,e = be) -*
(d = ae,e = 6c)). The transformations also include Boolean identities such as single-cube

containment (e.g., rule nand7a represents abc+ ab -* ab), consensus (e.g., rule NAND7B

represents ab + aS-• a), and absorption (e.g., rule NAND 7c represents a + ab -*• a + b).

Little information is given on how to solve the problem of choosing where to apply

a given transformation in the network. The implication is that the transformations are

ordered and the nodes of the network are ordered. The first transformation which applies

at a node is examined, and if the cost decreases with the application of the transformation,

it is accepted. The optimization terminates when no transformations are able to improve

the cost of the circuit.

The advantage of this approach is that the technology-specific effect of each trans

formation is easy to predict. Hence, the cost function at each step accurately represents the

cost of the actual circuit. Also, technology-specific characteristics such as allowing wired-or

connections, using a dual-rail technology family, or constraining maximum fan-in or maxi

mum fan-out, are easily considered at the same time the transformations are applied. The

primary disadvantage is the lack of global information when the decision is made to apply

a particular transformation.

3.2.3 Algebraic Techniques

Algebraic techniques begin with a fixed sum-of-products form for each logic func

tion in the Boolean network. The starting form is typically the sum-of-products repre

sentation with the fewest terms or the fewest literals. Traditional two-level minimiza

tion techniques are used to find the initial representation. The algebraic approximation

views the logic equations as multilinear monomials with unit coefficients over the variables

{zi,2i,.. .,xn,7n}. Each literal (i.e., xx and £i) is treated as an independent variable and

hence the Boolean identity i\X\ = 0 is not recognized. Further, multiplication is not defined

when two functions share a common variable. Hence, the Boolean identity siii = x\ = xi

is not recognized. A logic function viewed with the algebraic approximation is called an

expression.

The motivation for this approximation is the development of efficient algorithms to

decompose expressions into a better representation. The primary drawback of the algebraic

approximation is a potential lack of optimality in the decomposition because the Boolean
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properties of the logic functions are not considered. For this reason, improvement techniques

which use the Boolean properties of the logic equations, such as don't-care set minimization

[20], multiple-levelminimization [11], and global-flow [10] are typically used after algebraic

structuring techniques to improve optimization quality.

Brayton and McMullen [17] introduced the notion of a kernel of an algebraic

expression and showed how to use kernels to find multiple-cube factors which are common

to two or more expressions. They also formally introduced the notion of the algebraic

approximation as described above. Because of the importance of their technique to the

work described here, their notions of algebraic expressions and algebraic decomposition will

be covered in detail in the next section.

3.3 Algebraic Techniques

3.3.1 Basic Definitions

In this section, the basic definitions for algebraic decomposition are presented.

A variable is a symbol representing a single coordinate of a Boolean space (e.g.,

a).

A literal is a variable or its negation (e.g., a or a).

A cube is a set C of literals such that x € C implies f g C For example, {a, b,c} is

a cube, while {a, a} is not. A cube represents the Boolean function which is the conjunction

of its literals.

An expression is a set of cubes, and a nonredundant expression is an expression

where no cube properly contains another. For example, {{a}, {6, c}} is a nonredundant

expression consisting of the cubes {a} and {&, c*}. {{o,6},{o}} is an expression, but is

redundant because the cube {a, 6} contains the cube {a}. An expression represents the

Boolean function which is the disjunction of its cubes.

The expression 0 represents the Boolean function 0, and the expression {0} rep

resents the Boolean function 1.

Cubes and expressions are normally written using conventional algebraic notation.

For example, the cube {a,o",c} is normally written aSc, and the expression {{a}, {b, c}} is

normally written as a -r be. However, care should be taken when interpreting set opera

tions applied to this definition of cubes and expressions. For example, abc U d equals abed
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({a, b,c} U{d} as {a, 6, c,d}), which is not equal to abc +rf. Likewise, the set {a, 6} contains
the set {a}, but the logic function ab is contained in the logic function a. Throughout this

chapter, set operations are to be interpreted according the definitions above, and not in the

sense of Boolean functions.

The union of two expressions / and g is the set f Li g made into a nonredundant

expression by deleting any set which contains another set in the union.

Proposition 3.3.1 The Boolean function corresponding to the union.of two expressions

equals the Boolean sum of the Boolean functions implied by each expression.

The support of an expression, written sup(/), is the set of variables x such that

either x € C for some C € /, or 3T € C for some C 6 /. Informally, it is the set of variables

that / is defined over.

Two expressions / and g have disjoint support if sup(/) n sxip(g) = 0.

The productof two expressions / and g, written fg, is the set {audj\ci 6 /, dj 6 g}

made into a nonredundant expression by deleting any set which contains both x and 7 for

any variable x and deleting any set which contains another set in the expression.

Proposition 3.3.2 The Boolean function corresponding to the product of two expressions

equals the Boolean product of the Boolean functions implied by each expression.

If/ and g areexpressions with disjoint support, then the set {ctUdj|ct- € f,dj 6 g)

is directly a nonredundant expression. In this case, the product is called an algebraic product.

The algebraic quotient of an expression / by an expression g, written f/g, is the

largest set of cubes q such that / = qg + r where q and g have disjoint support.

Given two expressions / and g, an expression d is called a common subexpression,

common divisor or common factor of / and g if f and g can be written as / = qid + rj and

g = q2d + r2 where both qi and q2 are nonzero.

An expression is cube-free if no cube divides the expression evenly (i.e., without a

remainder).

The primary divisors of an expression / are the expressions f/c where c is a cube.

The set of all primary divisors of / is written D(f).

The kernelsof an expression / are the cube-free primary divisors of the expression.

The set of all kernels of / is written A"(/). The cube c used to obtain the kernel k = f/c

is called the co-kernel of /.
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Example 3.3.1 Given the expression

X = abcdg + abcdh + abce + abcf + abi

then

XJa = bcdg + bcdh + bee + bef + bi

is a primary divisor, but is not a kernel because the expression is not cube-free (the cube b

divides each term). However,

X/ab = edg + cdh + ce + cf + i

and

X/abcd= g + h

are both kernels with associated co-kernels ab and abed.

Since no single cube is cube-free, a kernel must contain two or more cubes. Also,

because 1 is a cube, if / is cube-free, then / is considered one of its own kernels.

The level of a kernel is defined to provide easily identifiable subsets of the set of all

kernels. Recall that kernels are expressions and hence it makes sense to refer to the kernels

of a kernel. A kernel is called a level-0 kernel of / if it does not have any kernels except

itself. In a level-0 kernel no literal appears twice. A kernel is called a level-n kernel if it

contains a kernel of level n —1, but does not contain any kernels of level-n except itself.

The motivation for this definition of the kernels of a logic expression comes from

the following theorem:

Theorem 3.3.1 [17] f and g have a common multiple-cube divisor if and only if there

exists kj € K(f), and kg € K(g) such that \kf n kg\ > 2.

That is, two functions have a common multiple-cube divisor if and only if the

intersection of a kernel from / and a kernel from g has more than one cube. It is important

to remember that an expression is a set of cubes and the intersection of kernels refers to the

set intersection of the expressions, and not the Boolean intersection of the logic functions

implied by the expressions.

The cube-literal matrix of a logic expression / = {c,} is a {0,1} matrix B where

each row corresponds to a cube of the expression and each column corresponds to each

literal in U,-c,-. The position Bij is set to a 1 if cube c,- contains literal j.
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Example 3.3.2 The expression from Example 3.3.1 has the following cube-literal matrix:
abcdefghi
123456789

abcdg 1
abcdh 2

abceh 3

abcfh 4
abh 5

111100100

111100010

111010010

111001010

110000010

3.3.2 Kernel Decomposition Algorithm

The decomposition algorithm presented in [17] is:

1. Distill Algorithm

(a) Enumerate all kernels for each logic expression.

(b) Find a pair of kernels which intersect in two or more cubes.

(c) Substitute the new expression into the network.

(d) Repeat (a)-(d) while useful intersections are found in step (b).

2. Condense Algorithm

(a) Select two cubes which intersect in two or more literals.
(b) Substitute the new factor into the network.

(c) Repeat (a)-(c) while useful intersections are found in step (a).

In the first phase (distillation), multiple-cube common divisors are extracted from

the network until no multiple-cube common divisors remain. At this point, the only common

divisors are single cubes. In the second phase (condensation), single cube divisors are

extracted until no common divisors remain. At this point, the only common divisors in the

network are single literals.

In [17], no algorithmfor generating the single-cube divisors or kernel intersections

is presented, and no algorithm for choosing among the possible single-cube and multiple-

cube divisors is outlined. The remainder of this chapter will present how to unify these

techniques in terms of rectangles and rectangle covers of a {0,1} matrix.

3.4 Rectangles and the Rectangle Covering Problem

In this section, rectangles and rectangle covers are defined. In the sections which

follow, the applications of these ideas to the detection ofcommon single-cube and multiple-
cube divisors are presented.
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3.4.1 Basic Definitions

A rectangle (R, (7) of a matrix B, Bij € {0,1, *},is a subset of rows R and a subset

of columns C such that Bij 6 {1, *} for all i 6 R,j 6 C.

A rectangle (JEi,Ci) is said to strictly containrectangle (R2lC2) if R2 C Ri and

C2 C Ci or R2 C £i and C2 C Ci.

A trivia/ rectangle is a rectangle (ifc, C) with |12| < 1 or |C| < 1.

A prime rectangle (R, C) of i? is a rectangle which is not strictly contained in any

other rectangle of B.

Example 3.4.1 In the following matrix,

12 3 4 5

11110 0

2 1*10*

3 0 110 1

4 10 111

({1,2}, {2,3}) is a rectangle, but is not a prime rectangle because it is contained in the

rectangle ({1,2},{1,2,3}) which is a prime rectangle. ({2,3}, {1,2}) is not a rectangle

because B& = 0. Note that the rows and columns of a rectangle need not be adjacent;

({2,4}, {1,3,5}) is a rectangle.

In the examples which follow, a "." is used to represent a 0 in a matrix.

The co-rectangle of a rectangle (R,C) is the pair (R,C) where C" is the set of

columns not in C. For example, the co-rectangle of ({1,2},{2,3}) is ({1,2}, {1,4,5}).

A set of rectangles {(Rk,Ck)} form a rectangle cover of a matrix B if Bij = 1

implies i € Rk, j € Ck for some k. A coveringneed not be disjoint so that a 1 in B may be

covered by more than one rectangle. The points of B which are labeled * are not required

to be covered by any rectangle in the cover. These points represent don't-care points in the

matrix.

Each rectangle (Rk, Ck) has an associated weight (or cost) defined by a weight

function w(Rk, Ck).

The weight of a rectangle cover {(Rk,Ck)} is defined as the sum

J2w(Rk,Ck).
k

The minimum-weighted rectangle-covering problem is to find a rectangle cover of

a matrix with minimum total weight.
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3.4.2 Rectangles and the Maximal Set-Intersection Problem

The m*""-^*-- set intersection problem is defined as follows. Given a collection of

sets over a fixed base set, find all maximal intersections taken over all subsets of the collec

tion. An intersection is maximal if the intersection set is not contained by an intersection

formed over a larger subset of the collection.

Operationally, the definition is interpreted as follows. Form all pair-wise intersec

tions of sets keeping only the largest sets ordered by containment. Then form all three-way

intersections of sets, again keeping only the largest sets. Further, if any three-way inter

section contains a set formed in the pair-wise intersection, the pair-wise intersection set is

dropped. The algorithm is continued in this fashion until intersection over all the sets is

formed. There are 0(2n) different subsets for n sets in the collection, so that this approach

is infeasible in practice except for small values of n.

The problem of generating all prime rectangles of a matrix is the same as the

maximal set intersection problem. Form a matrix from the collection of sets, using the

standard bit-vector representation for each set; that is, assign a column per element in the

base set, and place a 1 in the row for a particular set if the element is that set. A rectangle

in this matrix is an intersection over a subset of the original collection of sets. The columns

of the rectangle give the set arising from the intersection, and the rows of the rectangle

identify the particular subset which yield this intersection set. If the rectangle is a prime

rectangle, then the corresponding intersection is maximal.

3.4.3 Rectangles and Kernels

Rectangles in a matrix provide an alternate way of interpreting the kernels of a

logic function. First, note that the definition of a kernel does not provide a useful technique

for enumerating the kernels of a logic expression. It does not make sense to test f/c for

all cubes c to find the kernels of an expression. It is possible to identify the cubes which

generate a kernel by looking at the intersections of the cubes of a function. If an intersection

over a subset of the cubes is nonempty, then the cube arising from this intersection is a

co-kernel, and will yield a kernel when divided into /. Therefore, the problem of finding

the kernels of an expression is the maximal set-intersection problem over the cubes of the

expression.

Because of the relationship between prime rectangles and the maximal set inter-
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section problem, it is now clear that the kernels of an expression are in one-to-one corre

spondence with the prime rectangles for the matrix formed from the cubes of the expression.

Example 3.4.2 Continuing the previous example, the expression

x = abcdg-r abcdh + abce + abcf + abi

has the following cube-literal matrix:

a 6 c d e / g h i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1 1 . . 1 . .

2 1 1 1 1 . . . 1 .

3 1 1 1 . 1 . . 1 .

4 1 1 1 . 1 . 1 .

5 1 1 . 1 .

The kernels (and co-kernels) of X are g + h(abcd), dg+ dh + e + f(abc), and cdg+ cdh+

ce + cf + i(ab). The prime rectangles corresponding to each co-kernel are visually evi

dent in the matrix: they are ({1,2}, {1,2,3,4}) for abed, ({1,2,3,4}, {1,2,3}) for abc, and

({1,2,3,4,5}, {1,2}) for ab.

The following proposition states more precisely the relationship between kernels

and co-rectangles, and co-kernels and rectangles.

Proposition 3.4.1 c is a co-kernel of f if and only if it is the cube corresponding to a

prime rectangle of the cube-literal matrix of f with at least two rows. The co-rectangle of

the prime rectangle identifies the kernel.

From the rectangle interpretation of kernels, is also possible to understand more

clearly the notion of level of a kerneL A level-0 kernel is the co-rectangle of a prime rectangle

which has no other rectangle containing its column set. In other words, it corresponds to a

prime rectangle of maximal width. A prime rectangle of maximal height corresponds to a

kernel of maximal level, i.e., one whose row set is not contained in any other rectangle.

3.4.4 Complexity of Rectangle Covering

The minimum-weighted rectangle covering problem is NP-hard. A solution to the

rectangle covering problem with every rectangle given a weight of 1 would provide a solution
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to the NP-complete problem known as the Rectilinear Picture Compression Problem [31,
page 232]. This problem is to determine if a {0,1} matrix can be covered by K or fewer
rectangles, where a rectangle is defined as a consecutive set of rows and columns.

Another aspect of complexity is the number of rectangles or prime rectangles in a

matrix. The n by n matrix with everyelement set to 1 has 22n rectangles only 1 of whichis

prime. However, it is possible for the number of prime rectangles to be exponential in the

size of the matrix as the next example shows. This matrix of size n by n has 2n - 2 prime

rectangles. Only the intersection over the empty set of rows, and the intersection over all

rows fail to yield a prime rectangle.

Example 3.4.3 The following 8 by 8 matrix has 254 prime rectangles:

.111111

1.11111

11.1111

111.111

1111.11

11111.1

111111.

1111111 .

3.4.5 Exact Solution for Rectangle Covering

In this section, an exact algorithm for rectangle covering is presented which follows

a procedure similar to the Quine-McCluskey algorithm for two-level minimization.

Assume that the weight function fora rectangle obeys the property that if rectangle

Ri strictly contains rectangle R2, then the weightof rectangle Ri is no more than the weight

of rectangle R2. With this assumption, only prime rectangles need to be considered for the

minimum-weighted rectangle cover. A similar constraint was placed on the cost function

for the two-level minimization problem to restrict the solution to prime implicants.

The rectangle covering problem can be formulated as a minimum cover problem as

follows. First,all prime rectangles in B are generated. A technique for generating the prime

rectangles is presented in Section 3.7.1. Let P = {Pj} be the set of all prime rectangles for

the matrix, and let wj be the weight for rectangle Pj. Construct a matrix M which has a

row for each 1 in B and a column for each rectangle Pj. Place a 1 in Mij if the rectangle
Pj covers the 1 in B associated with row i of M.
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The minimum cover problem for the matrix M is to find a {0,1} row vector x such

that M'XT > (1,..., 1)T and the sum £j XjWj is minimum. The minimum solution to this
covering problem provides the minimum solution to the rectangle covering problem. The

branch and bound technique for the minimum cover problem proposed in Chapter 2 can be

used to find a minimum-cost rectangle cover.

Unfortunately, the weight of a rectangle in algebraic decomposition does not obey

this assumption on the cost of a rectangle; as is shown in the next section, larger rectangles

cost more than the rectangles they contain. Therefore, the minimum solution typically

involvesnonprime rectangles. To solve the problem exactly in this case requires enumeration

of all rectangles, and not just the prime rectangles, for inclusion in the covering problem.

Because of the tremendous number of rectangles present in even small problems, this is not

a viable exact algorithm.

One approximate approach for rectangle covering is to find the minimum cover

using prime rectangles and then apply a reduction step to reduce the size of the rectangles

to improve the total cover cost. This reduction step, similar to the reduce operation in

heuristic two-level minimization programs, is presented in Section 3.7.5.

3.5 Application of Rectangle Covering

In this section, the problems of distillation (kernel-intersection extraction) and

condensation (common-cube extraction) are shown to be variations of the rectangle covering

problem. The main result from this section is the derivation of a weight function and a value

function for a rectangle for each of these two problems. These functions are defined for the

optimization problem of minimizing the total number of literals in the network.

3.5.1 Common-Cube Extraction

Common-cube extraction is the process of finding cubes common to two or more

expressions and extracting the common cube to simplify each of the expressions. The

optimization problem is to find the particular cubes to introduce into the network to provide

an optimal decomposition. For example, the optimal decomposition can be defined as

minimizing the total number of literals summed over all expressions, or minimizing the

total number of literals given a bound on the number of levels of logic in the final circuit.
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Technology-dependent costs, such as the relative cost and delay of n-input NAND-gates can

also be used to define the optimal decomposition.

Common-cube extraction has a relationship with rectangles and the rectangle cov

ering problem as follows. First, the cube-literal matrix for the Boolean networkis created.

As before, each row corresponds to a cube of some expression, and each column corresponds

to a literal present in some cube. The position Bij is set to a 1 if cube i contains literal

j. A rectangle in the cube-literal matrix identifies a cube which can be extracted from the

network. The columns of the rectangle identify the literals in the common-cube, and the

rows identify the cubes (and expressions) fed by the cube.

For example, given the equations:

F = abc + abd + eg

G = abfg

H = bd-ref,

the cube-literal matrix is:

a b c d e f g
12 3 4 5 6 7

Fi 1
F2 2
Fz 3
Gi 4
Hi 5
Hi 6

111....

11.1...

. ...1.1

1 1 ... 1 1

.1.1...

. ...11.

The columns are annotated with the literal represented by the column, and the

rows are annotated with the cube of the function which the row represents. For example
Fi is the cube abc.

The rectangle ({1,2,4}, {1,2}) corresponds to the common cube ab. If this com

mon cube is extracted as the new function X, the equations would be rewritten as:

F = Xc + Xd + eg

G = Xfg

H = bd+ef

X = ab.

The process of extracting a cube modifies the Boolean network. A new node is

added to the Boolean network with a logic function which is the common cube divisor. All
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functions which the cube divides are replaced with the algebraic division of the function by

the single cube. In order to extract cubes efficiently in an iterativealgorithm, it is desirable

to modify the cube-literal matrix incrementally to reflect the extraction of the cube. The

advantage is that the cube-literal matrix does not have to be re-created as each cube is

extracted.

The modification of the cube-literal matrix is straightforward. A new row is added

to the cube-literal matrix to reflect the new single-cube expression added to the network,

and a new column is added to represent the new literal in the network. The entries covered

by the rectangle are marked with * to reflect that the position has been covered, but other

rectangles are also allowed to cover the same position. The effect ofrectangles which overlap

in a position is considered in Section 3.6.

Continuing with the previous example, the cube-literal matrix, after extraction of

the rectangle ({1,2,4}, {1,2}) is:

abcdefgX
1234567 8

^1 1
F2 2
F3 3

Gi 4
Hi 5
Hi 6

Xi 7

* * 1 .... 1

* * . 1 ... 1

. . . .1.1.

* * ... 1 1 1

. 1.1... .

. . . .11. .

11

Rectangle Weight and Value

The choice of the weight function for a rectangle measures the optimization goal

for cube extraction. To minimize the total number of literals in the network, the weight of a

rectangle is chosen so that the weight of a rectangle-cover of the cube-literal matrix equals

the total number of literals in the network after the new single-cube functions are added to

the network. Hence, the minimum-weighted cover corresponds to the optimal simultaneous

extraction of a collection of cubes.

For cube extraction, the weight of a rectangle is defined as:

\C\ if |tf| = l

\R\ + \C\ if |J2|>1

If a rectangle (R,C) has only a single row, this corresponds to leaving the cube unchanged

in the network: hence, the weight of this rectangle counts the number of literals in the cube.

w(R,C) -
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If the rectangle has more than one.row, this corresponds to creating a new single-cube

function (with \C\ literals), and substituting this new function into \R\ other cubes at a

cost of \R\ literals; hence the weight of a multiple-row rectangle is \R\ + \C\.

When searching for a rectangle to extract, it is useful to define a second function

called the value of a rectangle. For cube extraction, the value of a rectangle is defined as:

v(R,C) = |{(t\i)|£y = 1}| - w(R,C).

The rectangle value reflects the desirability of choosing the rectangle, and is defined as the

number of literals which would be saved in the network if this rectangle is chosen. This is

simply the number of 1 points covered by the rectangle minus the weight of the rectangle.

No additional literals are saved for covering a point marked as an asterisk in the matrix;

hence, these are not counted in the value function. If a rectangle contains only points which

are 1, then the value of a rectangle for cube extraction is the area minus the perimeter.

It is useful to define the weight function and value function in terms of three

auxiliary functions - the row and column weight vectors wr and wc and the element value

matrix V. Each row i has weight w\ = 1, and each column j has weight u/J = 1. Each

position of the matrix V has VtJ- = 1. As each element Bij which is 1 is covered, the value

of Vij is set to 0. The weight of a rectangle (R, C) is then defined as

w(R,C)J^W! if Ii2| =1 .
I £,-€*<+ £.€(7^ if M >!

and the value of a rectangle (R,C) is defined as

v(R,C)= £ Vij-w(R,C).

The rectangle algorithms presented in Section 3.7 make use of wf, wcj, and Vy to

compute v().

3.5.2 Kernel-Intersection Extraction

As described in Theorem 3.3.1, intersections among the kernels of a collection

of expressions are useful for finding common multiple-cube divisors between two or more

expressions. If two functions share a common multiple-cube divisor, then the common

divisor can be found as the intersection of a kernel from each of the functions.
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To turn this into an optimization, algorithm, the first step is to enumerate all

kernels of each logic expression. If desired, the set of kernels is restricted to a subset of all

kernels to reduce the processing time at the possible expense of a decrease in the solution

quality. For example, a convenient subset is the set of all level-0 kernels. The problem is

then to examine the intersections over the subsets of the set of kernels to find intersections

to extract and substitute into a network. This problem is naturally mapped into a rectangle

covering problem.

The Co-kernel Cube Matrix

Finding useful intersections of kernels is facilitated with the co-kernel cube matrix.

A row in this matrix corresponds to a kernel (and its associated co-kernel), and a column

corresponds to the cubes which are present in some kernel. The entry Bij is set to 1 if the

kernel i contains the cube j.

For example, given the equations:

F = af + bf + ag + eg + ade + bde + cde

G = af + bf + ace + bee

H = ade + cde,

the kernels (and co-kernels) of F are de-rf-\-g(a), de-\-f(b),a+b+c(de), a-rb(f),de-\-g(c) and

o + c(g). The kernels (and co-kernels) of G are ce + f(a, b),a+b(f, ce), and the only kernel

of H is a + c(de). For ease of presentation, the functions F and G, which themselves are

kernels, are not listed in the set of kernels. The co-kernel cube matrix is easily constructed

from this data. The unique cubes from all of the kernels are a, b, c, ce, de, f, and g; these

cubes are used to label the columns of the matrix. There are thirteen kernels, and the

corresponding co-kernels are used to label the rows of the matrix.

The product of a co-kernel for a row and the kernel-cube for a column yields a

cube of some expression. For reference, the cubes of the original expressions are numbered

from 1 to 13. The number of the cube resulting from the product of the co-kernel for row

i and the kernel-cube for column j is placed at position Bij in the co-kernel cube matrix.

For example, the co-kernel a when multiplied by the kernel de + f + g yields the cubes

numbered 5, 1, and 3, which are ade, af, and ag. Note that there is often more than
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one way to form each cube in an expression. For example, cube 1 (af) is created by the

co-kernel a multiplying the kernel de+ f + g, and by the co-kernel / multiplying the kernel

a + b.

The co-kernel cube matrix for the previous example is:

a b c ce de / 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

F a 1 . . 5 1 3

F b 2 . . 6 2 .

F de 3 5 6 7 .

F f 4 1 2 .

F c 5 . . 7 . 4

F 9 6 3 . 4 .

G a 7 . . 10 8 .

G b 8 . . 11 9 .

G ce 9 10 11 . .

G f 10 8 9 . .

G de 11 12 • 13 • •

A rectangle of the co-kernel cube matrix identifies an intersection of kernels; this

kernel-intersection is a common subexpression in the network. The columns of the rectangle

identify the cubes in the subexpression, and the rows of the rectangle identify the particular

functions that the subexpression divides. The entries covered by the matrix correspond to

cubes from the original network.

From the previous example, the prime rectangle ({3,4,9,10}, {1,2}) identifies the

subexpression a + b which divides the functions F and G. Cubes numbered 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9,

10, and 11 from the original set of functions are covered by this rectangle. This corresponds

to the factorization of the equations into the form:

F = deX + fX + ag+ eg

G = ceX + fX

H = ade + cde

X = a + b.

When a new subexpression is identified, it is inserted into the Boolean network.

This consists of adding a new node to the network and dividing the node into each of the

expressions which this node divides. The expressions which the subexpression divide are
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apparent from the rows in the rectangle for the subexpression. The new co-kernel cube

matrix is then created for the modified Boolean network.

To reduce the complexity of extracting each factor from the network, it is desirable

to modify the co-kernel cube matrix incrementally as each subexpression is identified. This

is done as follows. New rows are added to the co-kernel cube matrix for each kernel of

the new subexpression. The cubes which are formed by the insertion of this new factor

into the network are marked as covered in the rectangle. This includes the points directly

contained by the rectangle, and other points which are labeled with the same number. The

cubes which have been covered by the new subexpression are labeled with *. The effect of

rectangles which overlap in a position is considered in Section 3.6.

Continuing the previous example, after the rectangle ({3,4,9,10}, {1,2}) is ex

tracted, the modified co-kernel cube matrix is:

a b c ce de / 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

F a 1 . .

* * 3

F b 2 . .

* *

F de 3 * * 7 . .

F f 4 * *
. .

F c 5 . . 7 . 4

F 9 6 3 , 4 . .

G a 7 . .

*
*

G b 8 . .

* *

G ce 9 x< *
, . .

G f 10 * *
. , .

H de 11 12 , 13 , . .

X 1 14 14 15
• • •

Note that no new columns were added in this case when the co-kernel cube matrix

was modified.

Rectangle Weight and Value

The weight of a rectangle of the co-kernel cube matrix is chosen to reflect the

number of literals in the network if the corresponding common subexpression is inserted

into the network. A minimum-weighted rectangle-cover of the co-kernel cube matrix then

corresponds to a simultaneous selection of a set of subexpressions to add to the network in

order to minimize the total number of literals in the network.
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In a manner similar to common-cube extraction, weights wf and w* are defined

for the rows and columns of the matrix and the weight of a rectangle is deiined in terms of

these weights. Also, values V# are deiined for the elements of the matrix, and the value of

a rectangle is deiined in terms of the values of the elements covered by the rectangle, and

the weight of the rectangle.

Let w% be the number of literals in the kernel-cube for column j. If a rectangle
(J2, C) is used to identify a subexpression, then a new function is formed from the columns

of C. This new function has £j€c wj literals. Let wf be the number of literals in the co-

kernel for row i plus one. A subexpression divides the expressions indicated from the rows

R of the rectangle. After algebraic division by the subexpression, each of these expressions

consist of a sum of the corresponding co-kernel cubes multiplying the literal for the new

expression. Therefore, the number of literals in the affected functions after extraction of

the rectangle is S^wf.

Therefore, the weight of a rectangle (J£, C) of the co-kernel cube matrix is deiined

as:

w(RyC) = J2< + EwCr

The value of a rectangle measures the difference in the number of literals in the

network if the particular rectangle is selected. The number of literals after the rectangle is

selected is the weight of the rectangle as deiined above. Let VtJ- be the number of literals

in the cube which is covered by position (i,,;) of the co-kernel cube matrix. Then, the

number of literals before extraction of the rectangle is simply 52ieR,jec ^»> As elements
of the co-kernel cube matrix are covered, elements of V are set to zero. This includes the

elements V^ covered by the matrix and all other elements which represent the same cube

in the network.

The value of a rectangle (J2, C) of the co-kernel cube matrix is thus deiined as:

v(R,C)= £ Vij-w&C)

Note that the weight function and value function are the same form as for common-

cube extraction; only the definitions for w,*, Wj, and V have changed.
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3.6 Effect of Overlapping Rectangles

The formulation of algebraic decomposition as a rectangle covering problem where

the rectangles are allowedto overlapallows forvalid decompositions which are nonalgebraic.

Further, by introducing don't-care points in the matrix, other nonalgebraic decompositions

are possible. This effect is described in this section for both cube-extraction and kernel-

extraction.

3.6.1 Cube-Extraction

Consider two rectangles which overlap in the cube-literal matrix. Recall that each

point of the cube-literal matrix corresponds to a literal of some cube in the network. For

ease of presentation, assume the rectangles overlap in a single point in the matrix and call

the cube which contains this point the overlap cube. The simultaneous extraction of both

rectangles corresponds to duplicating the literal which is contained by both rectangles. The

literals of the overlap cube which are covered by both rectangles are replaced with the

product of the two extracted cubes. However, the two new cubes do not have disjoint

support; hence, this corresponds to a nonalgebraic factoring of the original equation. This

operation is valid because the Boolean identity aa = a has been used. The duplication

of literals, while seeming to introduce extra literals in the network, can lead to better

decompositions.

Consider the cube-extraction example from the previous section. The common

cube ab (prime rectangle ({1,2,4}, {1,2})) has been extracted and the cube-literal matrix

has the form:

abcdefgX
1234567 8

Fi 1
F2 2
F3 3

<?i 4
Hi 5
Hi 6
Xi 7

* * 1 .... 1

* * . 1 ... 1

. . . .1.1.

* * ... 1 1 1

. 1.1... .

. . . .11..

11

Assume the rectangle ({2,5}, {2,4}) is selected as the next cube to extract. This

rectangle overlaps the first rectangle in the point (2,2) which duplicates the literal b in cube
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F2. This corresponds to rewriting the equations as:

F = Xc + XY + eg

G = Xfg

H = Y + ef

X = ab

Y = bd.

63

This is a nonalgebraic decomposition because the product XY is used in F, but

X and Y do not have disjoint support.

Recall that the weight of each rectangle reflects the number of literals after extrac

tion of each rectangle; the weight of the cover is the final number of literals in the network.

The minimum-weighted rectangle-cover selects precisely the literals to duplicate to optimize

the decomposition.

3.6.2 Kernel Extraction

Likewise, rectangles are allowed to overlap in the co-kernel cube matrix. The

points of the overlap correspond to duplication of the cubes which are contained by both

rectangles. The Boolean identity a + a = ais being used which makes this technique valid.

Consider the previous kernel-extraction example. After the subexpression a + 6

(corresponding to the prime rectangle ({3,4,9,10}, {1,2})) has been extracted, the co-kernel

cube matrix is:

a 6 c ce de / 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

F a 1 . .
* * 3

F b 2 . .
4>

*

F de 3 * « 7 . .

F f 4 * *
. .

F c 5 . . 7 4

F 9 6 3 . 4 . .

G a 7 . ,
* *

G b 8 . .
*

*

G ce. 9 * *
. . .

G f 10 * *
. . .

H de 11 12 . 13 . . .

X 1 14 14 15
• . •
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If the rectangle ({3,6,11}, {1,3}) is extracted next, then the overlap in the point

(3,1) corresponds to the duplication of the term ade for the decomposition of function F.

The rectangle ({3,6,11}, {1,3}) corresponds to the subkernel a + c, which after extraction,

yields the equations:

F = deX + fX + deY + gY

G = ceX + fX

H = deY

X = a + b

Y = a + c.

Sharad Malik has made the observation that it is possible to add don't-care points

to the co-kernel cube matrix before finding the rectangle cover, as follows. Assume J7tJ = 0.

If the co-kernel c,- contains literal I (J) and kernel cube kj contains, literal J (/), then set
Bij = *; that is, allow the position Bij to be optionally covered if it leads to a better

factorization. Given that Cikj = 0, the decomposition remains valid even if a rectangle

covers this position.

Len Berman has suggested inserting don't-cares at other positions where it can be

proved that the addition of the implied cube to the corresponding function does not change

the input-output behavior of the logic network. Berman has suggested a technique based

on global-flow to detect efficiently when this condition is satisfied.

3.7 Rectangle Algorithms

Two algorithms for applying rectangle covering to algebraic decomposition are

proposed. The first, greedy.extract, selects one rectangle at a time and modifies the

matrix to reflect the extraction of the rectangle. The advantage of this technique is that it

immediately takes into account common factors between the newly extracted function and

the rest of the logic network. The disadvantage of this approach is that it selects only one

rectangle at a time and does not easily account for the simultaneous extraction of multiple

rectangles. Therefore, covering-extract is also presented. This algorithm finds the best

collection of factors to extract at each step by solving the minimum-weighted rectangle-

covering problem heuristically. These rectangles are then extracted, and the entire process
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is repeated to find factors between, the new expressions and the remainder of the logic

network.

Several other algorithms are also described in this section. gen_rectangles is an

algorithm for enumerating all prime rectangles in a matrix. This is used to generate the

kernels of a logic expression, and is used by best.rectangle to find the best-valued prime

rectangle in a matrix, ping-pong provides a heuristic alternative to best-rectangle to

find a good-valued, but not necessarily the best-valued, rectangle in a matrix.

gen-rectangles is an adaptation of the algorithm originally described in [17] as

a technique for kernel generation. The computer implementation described there was done

in APL using full matrix techniques. Even though IBM APL uses a bit-matrix representation

for {0, l}-matrices, using full matrices proved to be a limiting factor on the size of networks

which could be optimized in YLE [13]. Other full-matrix implementations of this algorithm

have been described, including a version by Karen Bartlett [8] and Albert Wang [77].

However, almost all examples of rectangle generation for logic synthesis involve ma

trices with very few nonzero entries. For example, in the case of common-cube extraction,

a network with 1,000 single-cube expressions each with 10 literals creates a cube-literal ma

trix with 1,000,000 possible entries of which only 10,000 are nonzero. This matrix provides

an example a dense matrix for logic optimization, but is only one percent full. Therefore,

sparse matrices appear to be a natural representation for implementing and describing the

rectangle covering algorithms.

To assist the implementation of algorithms for rectangle covering, a generic package

for sparse matrices has been implemented. This package has proven useful for a variety of

other applications, including algorithms for unate covering (as described in Chapter 2 of

this thesis) and inverter-phase assignment [76]. A sparse matrix stores only the nonzero

elements ofa matrix. Stored with each sparse matrix element is the row and column number.

Space is reserved at each sparse matrix element for application-specific information. The

sparse matrix elements are doubly-linked to the next and previous elements in the row,

and are doubly-linked to the next and previous elements in the column. Headers for each

row and column provide random access to the first element in a row or column, given the

row or column number. A doubly-linked list of the nonempty row and column headers

are also maintained to provide fast access to the currently occupied rows and columns.

As submatrices of the sparse matrix are extracted, the row and column numbers are not

changed; this provides convenient correlation between a row in the sparse matrix, and a
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row in any submatrix of the matrix.

Pseudo-code for the algorithms in this section are given in an informal pseudo-C

notation. The sparse matrix package provides a number of primitive operations which are

used in the description. A sparse matrix element has fields rownum and colnumwhich give

the row and column number of the element. A sparse matrix row or column has a field

length which gives the number of nonzero elements in that row or column. Note that in

practice the sparse matrix element contains arbitrary user information at the given row and

column; however, many algorithms are only interested in the topology of the sparse matrix

(i.e., where the nonzero elements are) and not their contents. A rectangle has two fields, the

set of rows in the rectangle (rows), which can be represented with a sparse matrix column

vector, and the set of columns in the rectangle (cols), which can be represented with a

sparse matrix row vector.

3.7.1 gen-rectangles: Finding All Prime Rectangles

gen-rectangles finds all prime rectangles in a matrix. As mentioned earlier, the

worst-case complexity of this algorithm is exponential in the size of the matrix. However,

when the matrix is sparse, it is often feasible to enumerate all prime rectangles.

The pseudo-code for the gen_rectangles is given in Figure 3.3. gen-rectangles

calls gen-rectangles .recur with appropriate initial arguments. The final step is to process

and record the trivial prime rectangles. A single row (column) is a prime rectangle if it is

not contained in any other row (column). Also, if the matrix does not contain any columns

(rows) with all l's, then the rectangle consisting of all of the rows (columns) and no columns

(rows) is also prime.

The arguments to gen-rectangles-recur are the current submatrix which is being

searched for prime rectangles^M), the current column index (index), and the rectangle found

up to this point (rect). Also passed to this routine are a function to be called when a prime

rectangle is discovered (func), and a generic piece of state information to be passed to this

function (state).

The recursive assumption on this routine is that all of the rows of rect contain a

1 (or *) for all columns of rect The routine will search the submatrix M to find all of the

prime rectangles with fewer rows but more columns.

Each column c with an index greater than the starting index is examined as a
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column to include in the rectangle. If the column has only a single element, then it cannot

create a nontrivial rectangle, so only columns with 2 or more elements are of interest. The

submatrix Ml of the original matrix is created by selecting only the rows where the column

c has a nonzero value, and a new rectangle is formed from the columns of the old rectangle

and the rows for which c has a nonzero value.

Any column of the submatrix Ml (including c) which is now all l's can also be

added to the rectangle. A pruning operation is also performed at this step. If a column of

l's occurs for a column index less than the starting index, then all rectangles in the current

submatrix Ml have already been examined when that column index was processed. Hence,

if this condition is detected, it is not necessary to recur.

At this point, recti represents a new prime rectangle of the matrix, and Ml is a new

submatrix to be searched for more prime rectangles. The caller's function is called to process

the prime rectangle. This function returns a status indicating whether the submatrix Ml

should be searched further. If the return value is 0, gen-rectangles is called recursively.

3.7.2 best-rectangle: Finding a Maximum-Value Prime Rectangle

Given a technique to generate all prime rectangles, it is now trivial to find the

best-valued prime rectangle, gen-rectangles is used to find all prime rectangles, and the

best-valued prime rectangle is recorded.

Note that for the value function defined in terms of V, wr, and wc, the best-valued

rectangle is not necessarily prime. The value of the prime rectangle can be improved by

deleting rows and columns which do not increase the value. If a row (column) of the prime

rectangle does not contain any elements of positive value (i.e., VtJ- = 0 for all i € i2), then

that row (column) can be deleted from the rectangle.

Bounding Techniques

For common-cube extraction in a matrix with no don't-care entries, the value

function takes the simple form of the area of the rectangle minus the semi-perimeter; i.e.,

v(R,C) —\R\\C\ —(\R\ + \C\). In this special case, a bound is easily placed on the size

of the largest value rectangle in a matrix. This can be used to speed-up the search for the

best-valued prime rectangle.

This is done by converting gen-rectangles into a branch and bound algorithm.
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gen.rectangle8.recur(M, index, rect, func, state) {

foreach column c of If {
if (c->length >= 2 ft* c->colnum >» index) {

HI s now matrix;

foreach element p in column, c {
copy row p->rownum of M to Ml;

}

recti a new rectangle;

rectl->rovs = duplicate column col N;
rectl->cola = duplicate rect->cols;

prune = 0;

foreach column cl of Ml {
if (cl->length =» Olength) {

if (cl->colnum < c->colnum) {
prune = 1;

break;

} else {
add cl->colnum to rectl->cols;

delete column cl from Ml;

}
}

}

if (not prune) {
bound s (*func)(Ml, recti, state);
if (not bound) {

gen_rectangles-recur(Ml, c->colnum,
recti, func, state);

}
}

}
}

}

Figure 3.2: Algorithm gen_rectangles_recur.
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gen_rectangles(M, func, state) {
foreach trivial rectangle rect {

if the rectangle is prime {
(*func)(rect, state);

>
}
rect » new rectangle;
gen.rectangles_recur(M, 0, rect, func, state);

}

Figure 3.3: Algorithm gen-rectangles.

At each step of gen-rectanglesjrecur, assume a rectangle rect1= (R, C) is identified and

Ml = M is the remaining submatrix. Assume row i of M contains the most nonzero entries;

likewise, assume column j of M contains the most nonzero entries. Let nr —\k\Mjk = 1|

and nc = |&|M,fc = 1|- Then the largest rectangle contained in M adds at most nc columns

to the current rectangle and has at most nr rows. Therefore, a simple bound on the value

of the best rectangle for the remaining subproblem is (\C\ + nc)nr —(\C\ + nc + nr). If

this is less than or equal to the value of the best rectangle seen, then the search through

the rectangles of M can be avoided. For this reason, the function func which is passed to

gen-rectangles is allowed to return a status indicating whether the remaining submatrix

should be examined.

The branching of gen_rectangles_recur can also be modified to attempt to find a

large rectangle as soon as possible to allow the bounding to be more effective. Rather than

iterating for the columns of M in arbitrary order, the columns are ordered by decreasing

count of the number of nonzero elements in each column.

A better bounding scheme uses the observation that for the matrix Ml to have a

rectangle of size / rows by k columns, then at least / of the rows must have more than k

elements. Let r,-, i = 1,..., n be the number of nonzero elements in each row in descending

order (i.e., rx > r2 ••• > rn), and let Cj,j = 1,..., m be the number of nonzero elements in

each column also in descending order. Then, a tighter bound on the size of the value of the
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best rectangle in Ml (and recti = (R,C)) is

max{(|C| + re,)* - (\C\ + r* + c-)\i = l,...,m}

That is, for each value of t, the row cardinality of rank c,- is the bound on the number of

rows that can form a rectangle with c, columns.

Experimental results comparing these bounding schemes is presented in Section 3.7.2.

The simple bounding technique is effective because it is inexpensive and it reduces the num

ber of rectangles visited. The tighter bound is expensive in practice to implement; sorting

the row and column cardinalities at each step is expensive, and the reduction in the number

of rectangles examined does not appear to justify the second bounding technique.

3.7.3 ping.pong: Finding a Maximal-Value Rectangle

ping_pong is a heuristic algorithm to find a good-valued rectangle without gener

ating all prime rectangles of the matrix. The inputs to the algorithm are the matrix B and

the value function v() which computes the value of a rectangle of B. v() is itself deiined in

terms of the row and column weights (wr and wc) and the value matrix (V).

ping.pong is given in Figure 3.4. ping_pong_row is used to find a rectangle

starting from the best row in the matrix. To make ping-pong less dependent on the

starting row, ping_pong_col is used to find a rectangle starting from the best column in

the matrix. The best rectangle between these two passes is the final rectangle returned.

In the description of ping-pong, the row-oriented algorithms ping-pong-row

and greedy-row are described. The analogous routines ping.pong.col and greedy-col

are the same algorithms applied to the transpose of the matrix B with the weight function

adjusted accordingly; hence, these algorithms are not described in detail.

ping-pong_row is given in Figure 3.5. The row i which maximizes the value

of the single row rectangle is chosen as the starting seed. This becomes the seed row for

greedyjrow which is used to find a high-value rectangle intersecting row i. This rectangle

becomes the current best rectangle (Rb,Ct>). The iteration loop of ping.pong.row tries

to improve the value of this rectangle. This is done first using greedy-col, but restricting

the initial column seed to one of the columns in the current best rectangle. The rectangle

returned will either be the rectangle (iZ*, C&), or will be a rectangle of higher value. If the

rectangle value has improved, the new rectangle is recorded as the best rectangle, and the
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ping.pong(£, v) {
I* Find a good rectangle starting from the "best" row */
(Ri,Ci) = ping.pong.row(i?,v);

/* Find a good rectangle starting from the "best" column */
(R2lC2) = ping-pong.col(S, v);

if(v(Ri,Ci)>v(R2,C2)){
(R,C) = (RUCX);

} else {
(R,C) = (R2,C2);

}
return (R, C);

Figure 3.4: Algorithm ping-pong.

process is repeated starting from a row chosen from the set of columns in the best rectangle.

This process is repeated until no better rectangle is found.

All that remains is the description for greedy-row, which is shown in Figure 3.6.

greedy_row finds a good-valued rectangle which intersects row t. Row i becomes the seed

rectangle (R»,Ca) and the best rectangle seen (R^Cf,) is initialized to the seed rectangle.

During each pass of the loop, all rows not currently in the seed rectangle are examined, and

the row k which, if added to the seed rectangle, maximizes the value of the seed rectangle

is chosen. This row is then added to the seed rectangle, and columns not in both the seed

column set and row k are deleted from the seed rectangle. This is repeated until the seed

rectangle consists of only a single column. A sequence of rectangles with increasing row

sets and decreasing column sets is generated in this manner; the best value rectangle seen

in this process is returned.

In ping_pong-row, if the initial row i leads to a rectangle (Rf>, Cf>) which is trivial

(i.e., a rectangle with only a single row or column), then the next best initial row should

be chosen instead, continuing until all rows have been tried as an initial row. If this is done

and ping-pong returns a trivial rectangle, then there is the assurance that no nontrivial
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ping.pong_row(27,v) {

/* Find the seed row of maximum value */
i = argmaxi M{»}i 01*0" = 1))}t
(Rb,Cb) = greedyjpow(B,t;,i);

/* Try to improve the rectangle */
do{

/* start from best-valued column of (Rb,Cb) */
j = argmax, {v({i\Bij = 1},{j})\j 6 C&};
(i2i,Ci) = greedyjcol(5,v,j);
if(v(RuC1)>v(RbiCb)){

(RbjCb) = (Ri,Ci);
} else {

break;

}

/* start from the best-valued row of (RblCb) */
i = argmaxl{{t},v({j|Bfj = l})|t € Rb};
(R2lC2) = greedy_row(2?,u,i);
if(v(R2jC2)>v(Rb,Cb)){

(RbtCb) = (R2,C2);
} else {

break;

}
} while (1);
return (Rb, Cb);

Figure 3.5: Algorithm ping.pong.row.
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greedy.rowCB, wr,u>c, V, i) {
(R.,C.) - ({i},{j|B,; = l};
(Rb,Cb) - (£„C,);
while (|C,| > 1) {

k » argmaxjb {v(£, U{&},C, n {i|5fci = l})\k g Ra};
(R.,C.) - (J2.u {*},C. n {j\Bkj = 1});
if v(R„C9)>v(Rb,Cb) {

(Rb,Cb) - (^,Ctf);
}

}
return (RbtCb);

}

Figure 3.6: Algorithm greedy.row.

rectangle exists in the matrix.

ping-pong can be implemented efficiently for a sparse-matrix because all of the

operations have a complexity related to the sparsity of the matrix. For example, finding the

next row to add to the seed rectangle requires examining only the rows which are connected

to a column in the seed row; because the matrix is stored with row and column pointers, this

requires examining only a subset of the rows in the matrix. Also, incremental computation

of the value and cost for each rectangle as rows and columns are added to the rectangle can

be used to reduce the complexity of finding the cost for a rectangle.

3.7.4 greedy-extract: Greedy Selection of Rectangles

greedyjextract is given in Figure 3.7. The inputs are the matrix B and the value

function v(). The value function is represented by the row and column weights wr and wc,

and the value matrix V. A rectangle is chosen in choose_rectangle by either generating all

prime rectangles and choosing the best-valued rectangle (best.rectangle), or by finding a

good-valued rectangle heuristically (ping_pong). The matrices are then modified to reflect

the extraction of the common factor as described in Section 3.5.
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greedyjextract (B,v) {
do {

(RyC) • choose_rectangle(i?, v) ;
if ( v(R,C)>0) {

modify B to reflect extraction of (R,C);
}

} while ( v(R, C) > 0 ) ;
}

Figure 3.7: Algorithm greedyjextract.

For common-cube extraction, an additional row, representing the new common

cube factor, is added to the matrix B. A new column, representing the fanout of the cube

factor, is also added to the matrix B. The value for any entry covered by the rectangle is

set to zero. On subsequent iterations, no value is recorded for covering one of these already

covered points.

For kernel-intersection extraction, the kernels of the new expression are generated

and included in the co-kernel cube-matrix. The value for all entries corresponding to a cube

which is covered by the rectangle is set to zero.

The process of selecting a good rectangle and extracting the rectangle is iterated

while the value of the rectangle returned by choosejrectangle is positive. Recall that the

rectangle value for both cube extraction and kernel extraction is deiined to be the number

of literals saved in the network by extracting the rectangle; hence, the algorithm terminates

when no factors further reduce the number of literals in the network.

3.7.5 covering-extract: Simultaneous Selection of Rectangles

An alternate approach to the greedy nature of greedy.extract is to find a minimum-

weight rectangle-cover and then simultaneously extract all of the rectangles from the matrix.

This algorithm is called coveringjsxtract and is shown in Figure 3.8.

First, an optimal prime rectangle cover is found using the rect-primejcover.

The rectangles are then incrementally modified to obtain a cover with a smaller total cost.

The incremental modifications delete redundant rectangles (rect Jrredundant) and reduce
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covering_extract(B) {
P = rect.prime.cover(B);
P a rect_irredundant(P, B);
P * rect.reduce(P, B);
extract the rectangles of P;

}

Figure 3.8: Algorithm covering.extract.

rect.prine.cover(B) {
P = 0;

while (there are uncovered points in B) {
(R, C) = choose-rectangle(B);
add (R, C) to the rectangle cover P;
set V(i,j) = 0 for all i in R and j in C;

}
return P;

}

Figure 3.9: Algorithm rect.primejcover.

the total cost by trimming the rectangles without leaving l's in the matrix uncovered

(rect-reduce). With the assumption that rectangle weight is positive and increases with

increasing size of the rectangle, both of these operations reduce the total cost of the cover.

rect.prime-cover chooses prime rectangles using either best-rectangle or

ping.pong. After a rectangle is added to the cover, the points in the rectangle are marked

as covered. Subsequent rectangles take into account that no benefit is realized from covering

these same points again. This is iterated until every 1 in B is covered by some rectangle.

rectJrredundant is a modification of the rect-reduce algorithm and hence

rect-reduce is presented first. Both of these algorithms attempt to improve the cost
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of the rectangles selected for the cover.

rectjreduce first counts the number of times each point in the matrix B is covered.

Then the essential points for each rectangle are determined. Fora given rectangle, if a point

is covered only by that rectangle (i.e., the count on the number of times the point is covered

is 1), then the row and column for that point areessential for the rectangle. After checking

all points in the rectangle, the rectangle is replaced with its essential parts, and the counts

are modified to reflect replacement by the new rectangle.

If a rectangle is completely covered by other rectangles, the essential parts of

the rectangle will be empty, and rectjreduce will delete the rectangle. However, the order

in which the rectangles are processed in rectjreduce is significant. The reduction of one

rectangle may block the reduction or removal of a rectangle which is processed later. Hence

a simple heuristic is used to order the rectangles before processing by sorting them in

decreasing order by size.

One problem with rectjreduce is that if the rectangles are processed in the wrong

order, a redundant rectangle may not be detected. Therefore, a simple modification of

rectjreduce, called rectJrredundant, is used first to detect and remove all redundant rectan

gles. rectJrredundant determines the essential row and column sets for each rectangle, but

only modifies a rectangle if its essential sets are empty - i.e., the rectangle is deleted. If the

rectangle is not redundant, it is skipped and processing continues with the next rectangle.

Although rectJrredundant is itself order-dependent, it at least guarantees that some of

the redundant rectangles will be removed. More sophisticated heuristics for irredundant,

such as those used in espresso, can also be applied to the rectangle covering problem.

The procedure rectjiover is analogous to a single pass of the expand, irredundant,

reduce sequence of Espresso [19]. This operation can be iterated, as done in Espresso, by

defining an expand procedure to expand eachrectangle from an initial covering into a prime

rectangle. This is then made irredundantand reduced with the reduced rectangles becoming

the input to the first part for reexpansion. Iteration would continue until no decrease in

weightis obtained. As in Espresso, this style of heuristic algorithmdepends on finding good

heuristics for choosing the direction for expansion, and the sequence in which the rectangles
are reduced.

One advantage of using covering extraction rather than greedy extraction is that

the collection of rectangles in the cover are providing information on the best set of simul-
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rect.reduce(P) {

/* Count how many times each point in B is covered */
N = 0;

foreach rectangle (R, C) in P {
foreach row in R {

foreach column in C {
H[row] [column] = M[row] [column] + 1;

>
}

}

/* Check each rectangle for nonessential parts */
foreach rectangle (R, C) in P {

essential.R = 0;

essential.C = 0;

foreach row in R {
foreach column in C {

if (MCrow]Ccolumn] == 1) {
add row to essential.R;

add column to essential.C;

}
}

}

/* modify counts */
foreach row in (R - essential.R) {

foreach column in (C - essential.C) {
NCrow] [column] = M[row] [column] - 1;

}
}

Replace (R,C) with (essential.R, essential.C);

Figure 3.10: Algorithm rect-reduce.
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taneous factors to remove from the matrix. Note that each pass of the covering extraction

algorithm adds only a controlled number of levels of logic to the network. By solving the

minimum weight rectangle-covering problem, it is possible to find a low cost solution which

minimizes the increase in circuit depth.

3.8 Selective Collapse

The initial Boolean network has an initial set of common factors already identified.

However, there is no guarantee that all of these factors are high-quality. Therefore selective-

collapsing is performed on the initial Boolean network to provide a better starting point

for decomposition. The goal of selective collapse is to remove those factors which provide

little value to the current network, while retaining those factors which appear to be of high

value.

In the limit, selective collapsing can reduce a network to two-level form. However,

for many circuits, this is not a reasonable synthesis technique. Many functions cannot

be represented efficiently in two-level form. For example, even a simple function such as

comparison of two 32-bit values for equality (nSoa» ©W requires 232 product terms in

sum-of-products form. Arithmetic structures, such as n-bit adders, also have an exponential

number of product terms (as a function of n) in their minimum two-level form. As another

example, consider what happens when a multiplexor is placed in front of a function / and

the composite function is collapsed to two-levels. Assume / has p product terms in its

minimum two-level form. If n values are multiplexed into a single value, 2np product terms

are needed for the minimum representation of the multiplexed function. This is a simple

example where the initialnetworkcontains somefactors which are valuable for representing

the function. Therefore, blindly collapsing a network to two-level form often does not make

sense.

Selective-collapsing is implemented by defining a value function for each node in

the network. A node of low value is collapsed into all of its fanout. Collapsing one node

into another is merely the process of representing the second node without using the first

node; i.e., given /(arl,...,r„) and y(/,xi,...,ar„,yi,.. .,ym), determine G such that

C7(xi,...,xn,yi,...,ym) = g(f(xu.. .,*„),J/i,...,2/m).

G is uniquely defined, but its representation as a Boolean function is not; hence, a two-level
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minimized representation is typically used for G.

This may increase the number of literals in the network, but it provides larger

functions for decomposition, thus increasing the number of common factors. This heuristic

is based on the idea that, in the worst case, the algebraic decomposition techniques will

recover the initial factorization while an extra degree of freedom exists to explore alternate

decompositions. Of course, because of the limited nature of algebraic decompositions, it

is important to control the selective-collapse process. For example, the initial network

may represent a nonalgebraic decomposition and selective-collapse followed by algebraic

decomposition may fail to find the nonalgebraic factors.

Two value-functions are defined for a node. The first is the sum-of-products value.

This is the amount by which the literals-in-sum-of-products form for the network would

increase if the node were collapsed into all of its fanout. The sum-of-products value of node

x with respect to fanout y can be estimated based on the cubes of y which depend on x

and the sum-of-products size for x, and the cubes of y which depend on x~ and the sum-of-

products size for 2T. The sum-of-products value for x, written sop(x), is then summed over

each fanout of x.

The second value function is the factored-form value. This is the amount by which

the literals-in-factored-form for the network would increase if the node were collapsed into

all of its fanout. The factored-form value (fac) for a node x is estimated as

fac(x) =(( £ N(x,y) j- 1J (L(x) - 1) - 1.
\ \y€/anou«(x) / /

where N(x,y) is the number of times either x or x appears in the factored form for y,

and L(x) is the number of literals in the factored form for x. The justification for this

definition is that there exists a factored form for y, after x is collapsed into it, which uses

only N(x, y)(L(x) —1) literals (each occurrence of the literal x in y is replaced with the

factored form for x, and each literal 7 is replaced with the dual factored form for x). As

a special case, notice that the factored-form value for any node with single fanout to an

expression where it is used only once is -1, implying that eliminating the node actually saves

literals in the network.

For both sop(x) and fac(x), the value of a node which feeds a primary output

needs to be modified. After the node is collapsed into its fanout, it cannot be deleted;

hence, the literals of the node itself are not counted as being saved in either sop(x) or
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eliminate(network, maz.sop, max_fac) {

while (some node is eliminated) {
foreach node in network {

if (sop(node) < max.sop tk fac(node) < maz.fac) {
foreach fanout of node {

collapse node into fanout;

}
if (node does not feed a primary output) {

delete node from network;

}

}
}

Figure 3.11: Algorithm eliminate.

fac(x).

Selective collapsing is performed by eliminate as shown in Figure 3.11. eliminate

takes two parameters: the maximum sum-of-products value to be retained (max^sop), and

the maximum factored-form value to be retained (max-fac). Any node which has a value

less than both thresholds is eliminated from the network. This is repeated until all nodes

have value greater than both thresholds.

3.9 Representation of Two-level Functions

When a network of m functions can be represented in two-level form, there are

two Boolean networks which are natural candidates for starting the optimization.

The first form, called the single-output network, is created with m internal nodes.

Eachof the m functions is placed at oneof the internal nodes. (Recall that eachnode in the

Boolean network represents an arbitrary function; typically the function is represented in

two-level sum-of-products form.) In this representation, no common terms are shared be

tween the functions. Each of the functions is then minimized usinga two-level minimization
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algorithm to find the representation with a minimum number of literals. This provides a

Boolean network with a minimum number of literals which, heuristically, is a good starting

point for decomposition. Algebraic decomposition is then applied to find common multiple-

cube divisors between the functions; when no multiple-cube divisors remain, the common

single-cube divisors are found.

The second form, called the multiple-output network, is created from the multiple-

output minimization of the m functions. Ideally the two-level minimization would mini

mize the total number of literals needed to write the equations; however, typical two-level

multiple-output minimization programs, such as espresso, minimize the number of unique

product terms and then minimize the number of literals for the representation with the

fewest number of terms. Note that in the process of performing multiple-output minimiza

tion, single cube factors are determined which are shared between the functions.

A multiple-output minimized network is represented by a Boolean network with

a cascade of NOR-gates. Each unique product term has a node in the Boolean network

which is the nor of the literals in the product term, and each output function has a node

in the Boolean network which is the nor of the product terms which sum to create that

output. Inverters are added, as needed, to form the positive and negative literals of the

primary inputs and at each output. NOR-gates are preferred for the representation because

with NOR-gates, each node in the Boolean network is represented by a single cube function.

Hence, only common-cubes are present in the network.

Example 3.9.1 Given the equations:

/i = abZd + abed+ aScd + abca* + abed+ abed
f2 = sFc"3 + cdfed + aUcd + abed+ abed+ aScd,

the single-output form is:

and the multiple-output form is:

/i = abZ+acd + bd

h = 35c" + 5cd+Stf

Pi = acd

p2 = 5cd
Pz = abd
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p4 = abZ

ps = 3fe
A = P1 + P3 + P4

/2 = JP2+P3+P5'

There is little that can be said about which starting point is preferred for algebraic

decomposition. For functions which are very efficient as a PLA (e.g., in the limit a ROM

containing random data), the multiple-output network often leads to better decompositions.

These functions are characterized by an output plane in the PLA which is dense. A large

number of Boolean common-cube factors are detected by the multiple-output minimization

which the algebraic techniques are not able to find. However, in most cases where the output

plane is sparse, the single-output representation leds to superior decompositions. Results

comparing the single-output form to the multiple-output form are presented in Section 3.10.

3.10 Experimental Results

The rectangle covering algorithms described in this chapter have been implemented

in Mis-II. This section provides some experimental results from this implementation on a

number of industrial circuits.

All of the results in this section were collected on a Sun 4/260 Computer. A

Sun 4/260 is typically ten times faster than a dec MicroVax-II for integer applications. All

run-times are reported in seconds.

For many of the experiments, two measures of circuit quality are compared. The

first measure is the number of literals-in-sum-of-products form for the optimized circuit.

This is referred to simply as Literals. The second measure is the total gate area after

technology mapping using the technology mapping algorithm described in Chapter 4. The

total area of all of the cells in the mapped circuit is referred to as the Area of the circuit.

The library used is the benchmark library defined for the 1987 International Workshop on

Logic Synthesis (iwls). This library is called the iwls-87 library and a description of this

library is given in Chapter 4. For reference, a two-input NAND-gate in this library has an

area cost of two.
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Literals Area

Example In Out asis no elim elim asis no elim elim

C432 36 7 335 335 267 358 358 368

C499 41 32 576 568 558 696 680 676

C880 60 26 648 623 421 607 576 570

C1355 41 32 992 984 558 1,048 1,032 676

C1908 33 25 1,058 925 543 1,007 907 672

C2670 233 140 1,570 1,342 764 1,423 1,187 936

C3540 50 22 2,221 1,985 1,385 2,080 1,955 1,639

C5315 178 123 3,531 3,011 1,838 3,418 2,861 2,296

C6288 32 32 4,705 4,675 3,762 4,722 4,692 4,214

C7552 207 108 4,750 4,155 2,332 4,437 3,972 2,875

Totals 20,386 18,603 13,227 19,796 13,220 15,875

Table 3.1: ISCAS circuit optimization results.
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3.10.1 ISCAS Circuit Optimization

The 1985 iscas test generation circuits provide a source of large multiple-level

logic networks. None of these ten examples cannot be efficiently represented in two-level

form, so they provide a set of good test circuits for selective-collapse.

The following experiments were performed for these circuits. First, each circuit

was mapped into the iwls-87 library without applying selective-collapse or kernel and

cube decomposition (asis). Then kernel and cube decomposition was applied to each circuit

without selective-collapse (no elim). Finally, selective-collapse with a max_sop value of 100

and a max_fac value of 0 was applied followed by kernel and cube decomposition (elim).

The results for both literal count and area are shown in Table 3.1.

The use of algebraic decomposition alone reduced the literal count by 9% and the

mapped area by 8%. The combination of selective-collapse and algebraic decomposition

reduced the literal count by 35% and the mapped area by 20%. Overall, total literal count

is a reasonable predictor of the final mapped area, but there are some startling exceptions.

For example, the literal count for C432 was reduced from 335 to 267, but the mapped circuit

area increased slightly. As another example, the literal count for C880 reduced from 648 to

421, but the mapped area decreased only slightly (607 to 570).

The total run-time for selective-collapse and algebraic decomposition for all ten

circuits was 12.5 minutes on a Sun 4/260.
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Initial ping.pong bestj-ect

Example In Out Literals Literals Area Sec Literals Area Sec

apexl 45 45 2,887 1,314 1,514 14 1,304 1,482 858

apex2 39 3 15,531 3,996 3,909 193 3,901 3,766 3,408

apex3 54 50 3,342 1,566 1,900 15 1,631 1,979 1,867

apex4 9 19 5,438 2,219 2,652 30 2,180 2,615 14,179

apex5 117 88 7,369 3,798 3,724 43 3,779 3,686 343
seq 41 36 3,497 1,268 1,421 14 1,254 1,411 564

Totals 38,064 14,161 15,120 309 14,049 14,939 21,219

Table 3.2: Comparison of ping-pong and best-rectangle.

3.10.2 Comparison of best.rectangle and ping_pong

An experiment was performed to compare best.rectangle and ping_pong. The

rectangle matrices chosen for the experiment are the cube-literal matrices for the multiple-

output form of six large functions. Five of these examples are circuits designed at AT&T

and the sixth comes from a chip design at Berkeley. Each of these functions was first

minimized in multiple-output form by espresso, and then converted to a two-level network

of NOR-gates. The resulting cube-literal matrices are dense and provide difficult examples

for common-cube extraction. The greedyjextract algorithm was used in two forms: first

using best_rectangle to find a rectangle at each step, and then using ping_pong to find

a rectangle at each step.

The results of the comparison are given in Table 3.2. Shown in the table are

the number of inputs and outputs for each circuit and the number of literals in the

initial multiple-output form Boolean network. The initial number of literals is after a

multiple-output minimization by espresso. The next three columns give the optimized

literal count, optimized gate area, and run-time for cube extraction using ping_pong

followed by the same data collected using best.rectangle. No bounding was used for

best.rectangle. Sparse-matrix techniques were used for both algorithms. The results in

dicate that best.rectangle finds slightly better solutions (.8% in literal count and 1.2% in

gate area) but is much more costly in terms of execution time (69 times longer). On apex3,

ping.pong found a slightly better circuit. Overall, ping_pong appears to offer the best

trade-off between execution time and the quality of the optimized circuit.
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Final No Bound Simple Bound Best Bound

Example Literals Sec Rect Sec Rect Sec Rect

apexl 1,304 858 116,695 744 101,554 750 95,637

apex2 3,901 3,408 660,948 2,234 347,870 2,426 314,841

apex3 1,631 1,867 111,398 1,708 93,663 2,052 89,661

apex4 2,180 14,179 281,116 12,052 194,312 16,166 186,238

apex5 3,779 343 77,113 303 63,823 337 58,988

seq 1,254 564 106,683 469 89,689 419 83,499

Total 14,049 21,219 1,353,953 17,510 890,911 22,150 828,864
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Table 3.3: Comparison of bounding strategies.

3.10.3 Comparison of Bounding Strategies

The experiments from the previous section were repeated using best.rectangle

with the bounding strategies described in Section 3.7.2. The results are givenin Table 3.3.

The first columnscorrespond to no bounding applied; the middle column corresponds to the

simple bound based on the length of the longest row and column; and the final column is

the bounding techniquebased on sorting the rows (columns) of the matrix by the number of

elements in each row (column). Shown in the table are the number of rectangles evaluated

during the cube extraction and the run-time for each strategy. The final result returned by

each bounding strategy is the same.

It is evident that the simple bounding algorithm reduces both the number of rect

angles examined and the total run-time. Application of this technique reduces the number

of rectangles examined by 35% and reduces the total run-time by 21%. The better bounding

strategy reduces the number of rectangles examined by 39%; unfortunately, application of

this bounding strategy is expensive. In fact, the total run-time increases by 4% when this

strategy is used.

3.10.4 Comparison of Single-Output and Multiple-Output Optimiza

tion

The same set ofsix circuits, because they are represented in PLAform, are also good

examples to demonstrate the effects of single-output minimization versus multiple-output

minimization. The multiple-output minimization results for these circuits have already

been presented. These correspond to a multiple-output minimization of the functions using

espresso, followed by a single application of cube extraction (using best_rectangle to
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Single-Output Multiple-Output
Example In Out Literals Area Literals Area

apexl 45 45 2,124 2,686 1,304 1,482

apex2 39 3 410 533 3,901 3,766

apex3 54 50 1,956 2,483 1,631 1,979

apex4 9 19 2,883 3,733 2,180 2,615

apex5 117 88 1,171 1,452 3,779 3,686

seq 41 36 1,721 2,143 1,254 1,411

Table 3.4: Comparison of single-output and multiple-output optimization.

find each factor). The single-output minimization results were collected by minimizing

each function individually, and then performing kernel extraction (using all kernels and

best.rectangle to find each factor), and cube extraction (again, using best.rectangle).

The results are presented in Table 3.4. Shown are the number of literals and mapped circuit

area for each circuit after single-output minimization and multiple-output minimization.

As mentioned previously, the effects of single-output versus multiple-output min

imization are difficult to predict. In four circuits, multiple-output minimization provides

the smallest circuit; for two circuits, single-output minimization was better. When one

technique wins, it tends to win by a large margin (e.g., apex2 is seven times smaller when

single-output minimization is used; apexl is almost twice as small when multiple-output

minimization is used).

3.11 Conclusions

This chapter has shown how to unify the problems ofkernel extraction and common-

cube extraction in algebraic decomposition as instances of the rectangle covering problem.

Efficient heuristic algorithms have been developed for these problems based on rectangle

covering, and extensions which make use of don't-care entries in the rectangle matrices

allow for a limited form of non-algebraic decomposition. Experimental results from an im

plementation of these algorithms demonstrate that optimization of large circuits is handled

efficiently.

Several interesting problems based on the rectangle covering problem remain.

These are presented below.

Recall that bestrectangle is potentially exponential in the size of a matrix.

This worst-case is rarely encountered in algebraic decomposition, probably as a result of
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the sparsity of the matrices which are encountered. However, the question remains whether

a polynomial-time algorithm to find the maximum-valued prime rectangle exists. For the

special case of a value function which measures the perimeter of the rectangle, a polynomial-

time algorithm does exist (see the comment for problem GT24 of [31]).

A related problem is finding an efficient algorithm to find the maximum-valued

nonprime rectangle in a matrix. Application of best jrectangle followed by a reduction of

the rectangle to a nonprime rectangledoes not guarantee finding the best-valued nonprime

rectangle. Again, the question is whether this problem is NP-complete.

Finally, two open problemsarecharacterizingthe limits of algebraic decomposition

and developing an optimum algorithm for algebraic decomposition.
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Chapter 4

Technology Mapping

Technology mapping is the process of implementing a set of Boolean equations by

selecting logic gates from a library of available gates. The goal is to make optimal use of

all of the gates in the library to produce a circuit with critical path delay less than a target

value and minimum total area.

In this thesis, a solution to the technology mapping problem is formulated as

the solution to a covering problem. A system of Boolean equations is transformed into a

directed acyclic graph (dag) constructed from basic components and this graph is covered

using pattern graphs derived from the gates in the library. An algorithm for solving the Dag-

covering problem is presented. However, because of the difficulty in finding exact solutions

to DAG-covering, a heuristic algorithm is presented which partitions the graph into a forest

of trees and uses a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the covering problem on each

tree. This heuristic algorithm is called the tree-covering approximation to DAG-covering.

The approach of DAG-coveringand the tree-covering approximation were first pro

posed for technology mapping by Keutzer [49]. This thesis provides an extension of the

techniques proposed by Keutzer in several ways. First, an algorithm for DAG-covering is

presented based on a transformation to the binate-covering problem. Within the tree-

covering approximation, extensions are given for minimum area optimization under a fixed

delay constraint and techniques for generating the tree-covering patterns from a library

description are provided. Other extensions include a finer-resolution base-function set to

improve the quality of optimization and improved heuristics for inverter optimization.

This chapter is organized as follows. An introduction to technology mapping

and a review of previous approaches to this problem are presented. The optimization

89
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cost function and the characteristics of a technology library are then introduced. The

approach to technology mapping using DAG-covering and an exact algorithm for solving

the DAG-covering problem are described. This is followed by a description of the tree-

covering approximation for DAG-covering. Application of the tree-covering approximation

to optimization for complete complex-gate CMOS libraries is then considered. The tree-

covering algorithm described here has been implemented as part of the logic optimization

program Mis [20], and results for severalindustrial circuits and standard benchmark circuits

are presented.

4.1 Introduction

The optimization goal for technology mapping is to minimize the total area of the

circuit while satisfying a maximum critical-path delay. The area of the circuit is taken as

the sum of the areas for all gates in the circuit, and the critical-path delay is the longest

path through the circuit using static delay analysis.

This statement of the technology mapping problem appears to be a re-statement

of the general logic synthesis problem. The primary difference is the assumption that the

Boolean equations have undergone technology-independent optimization; it is assumed that

the equations provide a good structure for the final circuit. The role of technology mapping

is to finish the synthesis of the circuit by performing the final gate selection from a particular

library. The algorithms chosen for technology mapping are simplified because they can

be constrained by the structure of the equations produced by the technology-independent

optimizations. It is not the role of technology mapping to change the structure of the circuit

radically, for example, by finding common subexpressions between two or more parts of the

circuit. Likewise, it is not the role of technology mapping to reduce the number of levels of

logic along the critical path. The role of technology mapping is the actual gate choice to

implement the equations - for example, choosing the fastest gates along the critical path,

and using the most area-efficient combination of gates off the critical path.

There are several characteristics which are desirable for a technology mapping

algorithm. These are:

1. Adapt easily to different libraries.

2. Support irregular collections of logic functions.
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3. Handle detailed technology-dependent cost functions.

4. Efficient execution time.

These points are elaborated below.

First, it is desirable that the technology mapping algorithm be able to adapt to

a variety of different libraries with minimal effort. This is difficult because many libraries

have an irregular collection of logic functions available as primitives. An algorithm which

depends on characteristics of a particular library (for example, availability of a complete

set of CMOS and-or-invert gates) is of limited use. Also, an algorithm which is geared to a

subset of the gates in a library is limited in its optimization potential. To achieve the goal of

library adaptability, an approach to technology mapping should be user-programmable. The

user should be able to provide new gates to the technology mapper without understanding

its detailed operation, and these gates should be used effectively.

During technology mapping, simple cost functions such as transistor count or

levels of logic will not provide high-quality circuits. Instead, it is necessary to consider

more detailed models for the cost of a gate in the actual target technology. This detailed

level of modeling, coupled with gates which have irregular area and delay cost functions,

greatly complicates the technology mapping process.

As a simple example, consider using the LSI Logic Corporation Logic Compacted

Array library [2] to build a fast 32-input AND-gate. Choosing from among the eight inverters,

the two-, three-, four-, five-, six- and eight-input NAND-gates and NOR-gates, and the two-,

three-, and four-input AND-gates and OR-gates to build a fast circuit for this simple function

is a challenging task. The problem is that the gate costs are irregular and sometimes counter

intuitive- the relative delay between a two-input NAND-gate and the four-input NAND-gate

is much different than the relative delay between a four-input NAND-gate and an eight-input

NAND-gate; in some situations a two-input NAND-gate followed by an inverter is faster than

a two-input AND-gate, and in other situations the opposite is true. All of this is complicated

by different delay values based on whether the output of a gate is rising or falling and the

total size of the circuit. A fixed architecture for a 32-input AND-gate, such as a tree of two

or four-input AND-gates, cannot be optimal for every design or every library.

Therefore, to provide high-quality results for different libraries and circuits, a

technology mapping algorithm must make few assumptions about the relative cost and

performance of the gates in a library, and must be prepared to model accurately the cost
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functions which are optimized.

The economics of integrated circuit fabrication dictate that it is worth a large

amount of computer time to find a better circuit. Therefore, while it is always desirable to

have an efficientalgorithm, the execution performance of the technology mapping algorithm

is less important than the quality of the final result. This is true for the last optimization

of a circuit before fabrication. However, the steps of technology-independent optimization

and technology mapping are iterated by a logic synthesis system if the performance goals

are not initially met. Technology mapping in this case operates as an accurate predictor

for the quality of a technology-independent representation and these results are fed back to

the technology-independent optimization to improve the final implementation. Therefore,

it is desirable that a technology mapping algorithm support a fast execution mode as well

as a slower mode which provides higher-quality optimization.

4.2 Previous Work

4.2.1 Rule-Based Techniques

One technique proposed for solving the technology mapping problem uses local

transformations or rule-based systems. This includes the logic synthesis systems LSS [25],

Socrates [36] and lores [45]. lss uses a rule-based approach, but the reported emphasis

has not been on technology mapping per se, but instead on technology independent opti

mizations; however, technology-dependent optimization is also a part of their system [46].

Both LSS and Socrates use rule-based techniques as a part of a larger optimization system.

For example, Socrates uses two-level minimization and algebraic decomposition as part

of its optimization strategy, and LSS uses cube-factoring, global-flow, and other high-level

transformations. This section will focus only on the technology mapping aspects of these

systems.

A rule-based system is a collection of rules and techniques for selecting when and

where to apply a rule to improve the circuit quality. Each rule is expressed as a pair (target

graph, replacement graph). A rule is applied by identifying a portion of the circuit which

contains a subgraph isomorphic to the target graph, and replacing the subgraph with the

replacement graph. Each rule application preserves the circuit functionality. Technology

mapping from Boolean equations starts with a straightforward translation of the equations
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Figure 4.1: Example rules from Socrates.

into gates in the library (for example, using only AND-gates and OR-gates), and the circuit

quality is improved through the iterative application of rules. Example rules from Socrates

are shown in Figure 4.1.

The operation of a rule-based system can be understood by viewing the optimiza

tion as a search on a state-space graph. The state-space graph is a directed graph where

the nodes represent legal circuit configurations for the desired functionality, and a directed

edge exists from node v,- to vj if a rule application can transform the circuit of node v; into

the circuit of node vj. Each node in this graph has an associated cost based on the area

and delay of the corresponding circuit. The optimization starts from an arbitrary node in

the state-space graph, and each application of a rule is a move to an adjacent node. The

goal is to find the minimum cost node in the state-space graph.

The difficultly in applying rule-based techniques for optimization is solving the

problem of searching the state-space graph for the minimum cost node. The approach

reported in LSS and LORES is greedy. The edges from the current node are examined in
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a predetermined order and the first edge which improves the value of the cost function is

selected. The new node is taken as the current node, and the process is repeated until a

local-minimum is reached. A local-minimum node has no out-going edge that improves the

value of the cost function.

In Socrates, a search technique replaces the greedy strategy. The search starts from

the current node and examines a fixed number of adjacent nodes (the breadthof the search).

For each of these adjacent nodes, the search is repeated up to a fixed distance from the

current node (the depth of the search). The best move seen in this set of nodes surrounding

the current node is taken as the next node, and the search is continued. A sequence of

rule applications is accepted if the cost function at the end of the sequence is improved.

This allows intermediate rule applications to temporarily increase the cost function. A

state-space search is very expensive in terms of execution time unless the search parameters

are controlled. In Socrates, a meta-level rule-based expert system [36] controls the breadth

and depth of the search at each step and chooses the rules to apply. Results are presented

showing a 12% improvement in area optimization results for the partial state-space search

over the greedy approach mentioned earlier.

The primary advantages of a rule-based system are its flexibility in the types of

rules and cost-functions that can be considered during the optimization, and the relative

ease with which the core transformation system can be developed. The primary drawbacks

of this approach are the difficulty in creating, maintaining, and modifying the rule-base,

and the difficulty of incorporating new gates into a library. Also, rule-based systems tend

to be expensive in terms of execution time and offer an unpredicatable result quality. These

points are elaborated below.

The execution time of a rule-based system is determined by the number of nodes

in the state-space graph which are examined. Examining each node requires a computation

of the cost function, including the area and delay of the corresponding circuit. Even using

incremental techniques, computation of the delay cost function is expensive (on the order

of seconds for a 1-mip computer on a large circuit [35]). This problem is aggravated by a

bounded state-space search where the number of cost function evaluations grows exponen

tially in the depth of the search. Therefore, the cost of a rule-based approach is especially

expensive if searching is used to provide high-quality results.

The quality of the circuits produced by a rule-based system depends on the com

pleteness of the set of rules, and the quality of the heuristics which guide the walk on the
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search space graph. If the rules are not complete, the state-space graph may not be con

nected, leading to the impossibility of reaching particular solutions. Using a greedy search

and a predetermined order to evaluate adjacent nodes has the problem of becoming stuck

in a local optimum which is far away from the global optimum. It is not clear if a limited

state-space search adequately avoids suboptimal local minima.

Another problem with rule-based systems is that it is difficult to incorporate new

gates into a library. A technique which provides technology portability is to define a master

gate library, and to write all rules in terms of this library. It is then assumed that all

libraries will be a subset of this master library. If a library has a gate which is not in the

master library, it cannot be involved in the optimization process unless additional rules

are added. This difficulty is compounded further by the interaction between the set of

rules and the heuristics which control the rule application. For this reason, rule sets are

hand-crafted with a particular technology and design style in mind. Adding a new rule is

not simply a matter of adding the rule to the set of transformations; it is also necessary to

consider how the new rule will interact with the other rules in the system. In the limit, it

may be necessary to re-write the heuristics which control the order in which the rules are

applied. For this reason, there is a significant effort to port the system to new libraries and

technologies. A final problem is the large number of transformations which are required to

provide high-quality optimization. Writing, managing and verifying all of these rules is a

nontrivial process.

Despite these problems, local transformation techniques have demonstrated the

ability to produce high-quality results. For example, LSS Socrates, and LORES all report

optimization results competitive with human designers [25,36,45].

4.2.2 DAGON

The approach of using DAG-covering for technology mapping in logic synthesis was

first proposed by Kurt Keutzer of AT&T Bell Laboratories in his program DAGON [49]. His

thesis was that technology mapping for logic synthesis is closely related to the problem of

code generation for programming language compilers, and hence the advanced techniques

that have been developed for code generation should be applicable to technology mapping.

dagon is a technology mapping program written on top of the tree manipulation

tool twig [73]. twig was originally developed to provide a flexible framework for building
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efficient algorithms for treematching andfor .solving the tree-covering problem, twig uses the

Aho-Corasick [5] string-matching algorithm for matching and the Aho-Johnson [6] dynamic

programming algorithm for optimal tree covering.

The approach advocated in this chapter is based on the ideas of Keutzer.

4.3 Technology Libraries

Technology mapping starts with an optimized logic network, and a description of

the available gates. The information required for technology mapping is described in this

section.

Definition 4.3.1 A gate is the cell primitive for constructing a digital circuit. It is de

scribed by the combinational Booleanfunction which it implements and its impact on the

area and timing cost functions for the circuit.

A gate is a cell or primitive which is available in a particular implementation

design style or technology. For example, the gates in static CMOS gate-array and standard-

cell designs typically include NAND-gates, NOR-gates, and a variety of and-or-invert gates,

whereas the gates in an ECL gate-array are typically dual-output NOR-gates and exclusive-or

gates.

Definition 4.3.2 A technology library is a collection of gates.

The gates available for technology mapping are described by a technology library.

Ideally, technology mapping operates directly from the description of a technology library

making no a priori assumptions on the types of gates which are available in the library or

the relative cost and performance of different gates.

Several assumptions are made with this model of a technology library. These are:

1. A gate'3 behavior is captured by a combinational Boolean logic function.

2. The effect of physical design on the performance of a design is included in the cost
function of the gates.

3. A technology library is a finite collection of gates.

4. Every interconnection of gates yields a valid circuit.
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The assumption that the gate behavior is captured by a combinational Boolean

logic function implies that the gates are unidirectional and memoryless. For example, this

definition excludes a CMOS transmission gate as a gate in a technology library. However,

it does not exclude larger functions built from transmission gates, as long as these func

tions are described by a logic function and have their cost function information modeled

appropriately. This assumption also excludes noncombinational elements such as latches

and tri-states from the technology library. Extensions which allow for sequential technology

mapping are proposed in Section 4.8.1.

The assumption that the effect of physical design (primarily routing area and

wiring capacitance) can be characterized and included in the cost function is the key which

allows for a separation of the logical design and physical design problems. Treated sepa

rately, logic design and physical design are each difficult optimization problems. While a

system for solving both problems simultaneously could improve the overall quality of the

final design, it is extremely difficult to solve the composite problem. Further, it is believed

that predicative characterization of the effects of physical design during logic design is a

valid approximation, especially in a gate-array environment.

The assumption that a library is described by a finite collection of gates would

seem to exclude a complete complex-gate library, such as the set of all CMOS complex-gates

with no more than four transistors in series from either supply to the output. However, as

is shown in Section 4.6, it is reasonable to treat many complete complex-gate libraries as a

fixed library.

Finally, the assumption that every interconnection of gates yields a legal circuit

simplifies the description of the technology mapping algorithm. Examples of where this

assumption fails for CMOS design include disallowing a cascade of gates constructed from

transmission gates or enforcing that a gate be used only with complementary inputs. This

assumption fails for ECL design when signals are required to connect to inputs with a

compatible voltage level, or where a violation of the maximum fanout of a gate leads to an

incorrect circuit. Resolving these problems poses no severe difficulties for the algorithms

presented in this thesis.
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4.3.1 Area Model

Each gate is assigned a cost function parameter which is the area of the gate. The

area for the circuit is computed as the sum of the areas for all gates in the circuit. The

goal for technology mapping is to minimize the area of a circuit; or, given two circuits with

equal areas, the secondary goal is to minimize the total number of cells in the design.

To capture the effect of physical design, the area model includes an approximate

area cost for wiring. For example, in standard-cell and compacted-array design, the average

routing area is correlated to the number of pins on a net and the number of cells in the

design. Hence, for these implementation styles, the wiring area can be estimated by adding

an area penalty for each net.

4.3.2 Delay Model

For delay modeling, a static timing model is used to measure the delay of a logic

network. The goal of the timing model is to provide an efficient estimate of the delay

through the logic network.

The timing for a gate is modeled with a timing arc from each input pin to each

output pin. The arc from input pin i to output pin j is parameterized with a constant delay

ctij and a load-dependent delay /3y. Each input pin i of a gate is parameterized with an

input load 7,-. The load driven by the output j (7^) equals the sum of the input load for all

pins driven by the output. Using these parameters, the delay from input i to output j is

modeled as or,j + /3tj7j»

A timing graph is constructed from the logic network using a node for each net in

the logic network. The set of arcs between the inputs and outputs of a gate become edges

in the timing graph between the corresponding input nets and output nets with a scalar

weight on the edge giving the delay of the arc. Given that the graph is acyclic, a linear-time

longest-path algorithm on the timing graph determines the signal arrival time and signal

required time for all nets.

More precisely, the arrival time at each node is defined as:

A(x) = max (A(y) + w(y, x))

where i(x) is the set of input edges to node x, and w(y,x) is the delay edge from node y to

node x. For a source node z (i.e., a primary input), the input arrival time, A(z), is supplied
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to the system.

The required time at each node is defined as:

R(x)= min (R(y)-w(x,y))
v€<K«)

whereo(x) is the set of output edges from node x. For a sink node z (i.e., a primary output),

the output required time, R(z) is supplied to the system.

A simple extension to this model allows for separate rise and fall delays by provid

ing parameters a\j and a{j for the rising and falling constant delay, and /?£ and fi{j for the
rising and falling load-dependent delay. Each arc is labeled with the relationship between

the sense of the input signal and the related sense of the output signal (i.e., whether the

output rises, falls, or is indeterminate when a rising signal occurs at the input).

Parameters to represent the drive capability of the primary inputs of the logic

network and the load presented to the primary outputs can be included to model the

timing behavior of this design as part of a larger design.

The effect of physical design on delay is modeled by including extra load on the

net driven by each output of the gate (i.e., by increasing 7j). Similar to the area penalty

for a net, the load penalty for a net is predicted from the size of the logic block and the

number of pins on the net.

This style of timing verification has become popular for predicting the performance

of digital CMOS integrated circuit modules which are implemented using gate-array and

standard-cell design styles. The same model is often used both before and after placement

and routing. For example, commercial gate-array vendors use a similar model for static

timing analysis of pre-layout designs and provide back-annotation of layout capacitances

into the same model for post-layout timing verification.

4.3.3 Technology Library Example

Most of the results presented in this chapter use a technology library deiined for

benchmark purposes at the 1987 International Workshop on Logic Synthesis (iwls-87).

Figure 4.2 is a description of this library in the format accepted by Mis-ll.

The keyword gate introduces a gate and is followed by the gate name. The

number which follows is the gate area. The logic equation for the gate is given next using

standard Boolean logic notation. The delay values for each input pin are introduced with
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GATE invl 1 0»!a; PIH *

GATE inv2 2 0=!a; PIH *

GATE inv3 3 0>!a; PIH *

GATE inv4 4 0=!a; PIH *

GATE nand2 2 0=!(a*b); PIH *

GATE nand3 3 0=!(a*b*c); PIH *
GATE nand4 4 0=!(a*b*c*d); PIH *

GATE nor2 2 0=!(a+b); PIH*
GATE nor3 3 0=!(a+b+c); PIH*
GATE nor4 4 0=!(a+b+c+d); PIH *

GATE and2 3 0=a*b; PIH *

GATE or2 3 Q=a+b; PIH *

GATE xox 5 0:*a*!b+!a*b; PIH *

GATE xnor S 0=a*b+!a*!b; PIH *

GATE aoi21 3 0=!(a*b+c); PIH*

GATE aoi22 4 Q»!(a*b+c*d); PIH *
GATE oai21 3 0=!((a+b)*c); PIH *

GATE oai22 4 0=!((a+b)*(c+d)); PIH *
GATE zero 0 O^COHSTO;

GATE ono 0 0=C0NST1;

IHV 1 909 0.9 0.3 0.9 0.3

IHV 2 999 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.1

IHV 3 999 1.1 0.09 1.1 0.09

IHV 4 999 1.2 0.07 1.2 0.07

IHV 1 999 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.2

IHV 1 999 1.1 0.3 1.1 0.3

IHV 1 999 1.4 0.4 1.4 0.4

IHV 1 999 1.4 0.5 1.4 0.5

IHV 1 999 2.4 0.7 2.4 0.7

IHV 1 999 3.8 1.0 3.8 1.0

HOHIHV 1 999 1.9 0.3 1.9 0.3

HQHIHV 1 999 2.4 0.3 2.4 0.3

UHKHOVH 2 999 1.9 0.5 1.9 0.5

UNKNOWN 2 999 2.1 0.5 2.1 0.5

IHV 1 999 1.6 0.4 1.6 0.4

IHV 1 999 2.0 0.4 2.0 0.4

IHV 1 999 1.6 0.4 1.6 0.4

IHV 1 999 2.0 0.4 2.0 0.4

Figure 4.2: IWLS-87 benchmark library in MIS-II format.
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the keyword PIN followed by the pin name. The delay values are the pin sense for the rise-fall

delay model (inv which means the output falls when the input rises, noninv which means

the output falls when the input falls, or UNKNOWN which means the sense of the output

is indeterminate based on a single changing input), the input pin load 7,, the maximum

capacitance that the gate is allowed todrive, and the parameters a\, fi\, a{, and fi{ for this
input pin to the output. The pin name "*" is allowed as a wild-card to specify identical

delay values for all input pins. The constO and constI gates have been added to allow for

technology mapping on circuits with gates or primary outputs driven by a constant logic

value.

The MIS-II technology library format is limited to describing single-output gates.

This is a result of the orientation of the technology mapping algorithms towards gates

with one output. Techniques for using multiple-output gates in technology mapping are

considered in Section 4.8.2.

4.4 Technology mapping using DAG-Covering

The problem of code generation in a compiler is to map a set of expressions onto

a set of machine instructions for the target machine. Extensive research into compilers has

led to efficient ways of formulating and solving this problem [6]. Each machine instruction

is decomposed into a directed, acyclic graph (dag) of atomic operations, called a pattern.

Each instruction has a cost associated with it which represents the relative cost, in execution

time, of chosing that instruction. The sequence of high-level expressions is also represented

by a dag of atomic operations. The optimal code generation problem is equivalent to

finding an optimum cost cover of the subject DAG by the pattern dag's.

A similar approach is taken in this chapter for the technology mapping problem.

A set of base functions is chosen such as a two-input NAND-gate and an inverter. The logic

equations are optimized in a technology-independent manner and are then converted into

a graph where each node is restricted to one of the base functions. This graph is called the

subject graph. The logic function for each library gate is also represented by a graph where

each node is restricted to one of the base functions. Each graph for a library gate is called a

pattern graph. For any given logic function there are many different representations of the

function using the base function set. Therefore, each library gate is represented by many

different pattern graphs.
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tl 3 a + b c;

t2 » d + e;

t3 = a b + d;

t4 » tl t2 + t g;
tS = t4 h + t2 t3;

F s tS':

Figure 4.3: Unoptimized set of logic equations.

tl a d + e;

t2 = b + h;

t3 = a t2 + c;

t4 a tl t3 .+ f g h;
Fa t4»:

Figure 4.4: Optimized set of logic equations.

For example, Figure 4.3 shows an unoptimized set of logic equations consisting of

sixteen literals. Using technology-independent optimization, these equations are optimized

into the form shown in Figure 4.4 using only fourteen literals. Figure 4.5 shows a subject

graph for the optimized set of equations.

Figure 4.6 shows a set of pattern graphs for the iwls-87 library presented in

Figure 4.2. Most of the graphs for the gates in this library are trees of two-input nand-

gates and inverters. It is sufficient to describe most CMOS logic gates in this form. This

includes, for example, all CMOS complex-gates (i.e., series-parallelconnections of transistors

for a pull-up and pull-down network). In the iwls-87 library, the only exceptions are the

two-input exclusive-or and two-input exclusive-nor gates. An algorithm to generate these

patterns from the gate logic function is presented in Section 4.6.3.

The technology mapping problem is viewed as the optimization problem of finding
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tH>-c> f

Figure 4.5: Subject graph for the equations of Figure 4.4.

a minimum cost covering of the subject graph by choosing from the collection of pattern

graphs for all gates in the library. A cover is a collection of pattern graphs such that every

node of the subject graph is contained in one (or more) of the pattern graphs. The cover is

further constrained so that each input required by a pattern graph is actually an output of

some other pattern graph.

For area optimization, the cost of the cover is defined as the sum of the areas of

the individual gates. For minimum delay optimization, the cost of a cover is defined as the

critical path delay of the resulting circuit using the delay model presented earlier. For the

more typical optimization problem of optimizing for minimum area under a given timing

constraint, any cover which results in a circuit with critical path delay greater than that

allowed for any output is considered an illegal cover; then, the minimum-area legal cover is

the optimization goal. If there are no legal covers, the cover of minimum delay is considered

the desired solution.

A trivial covering for the subject graph from the previous example uses 8 two-

input NAND-gates and 7 inverters for an area cost of 23. Figure 4.7 shows a covering for the

subject of Figure 4.5 with an area of 18; an alternate covering is shown in Figure 4.8 with

an area of 15.
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•>•
inv (1)

€>'
nand2 (1)

nor2 (2)

nand3 (3)
nor3 (3)

nand4 (4)

nand4 (4)

aoi21 (3)

aoi22 (4)

and2 (3)

xor (5)

Figure 4.6: Pattern graphs for the iwls-87 library.
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Figure 4.7: A cover for the subject graph of Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.8: A second cover for the subject graph of Figure 4.5.
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4.4.1 Choice of Base Functions •

The choice of the base-function set is an important consideration for DAG-covering.

It should be clear that this choice is arbitrary as long as the base function set is functionally

complete. However, this decision does influence the number of patterns needed to represent

the gates in a library and the quality of the solution provided by DAG-covering. The goal is

to find the base-function set which provides the highest level of optimization and produces

a small set of patterns. In this thesis, a base-function set of a two-input NAND-gate and an

inverter is used. This choice is motivated by the following propositions.

Proposition 4.4.1 Use of a two-input H0K-gate and inverter as a base-function set does

not change the optimization potential of DAG-covering.

More specifically, the set of covers for a subject graph using a two-input NAND-gate

and inverter are the same as the set of covers for a subject graph using a two-input NOR-gate

and inverter. This assumes that each NAND-gate in the first subject graph is mapped into

a NOR-gate in the second subject graph, and similar patterns are used in each case.

Proposition 4.4.2 A base-function set which includes both a two-input UAND-gate and a

two-input xOR-gate increases the number of patterns required to represent each gate in the

library without improving the optimization potential of DAG-covering.

In a similar fashion, the set of covers resulting from the use of a two-input NAND-

gate and a two-input NOR-gate is the same as the set of covers resulting from the use of

just a two-input NAND-gate. Again, this assumes that each NAND-gate and NOR-gate in

the first subject is mapped into a NAND-gate in the second subject graph. The inverters

change between the two graphs, but the set of covers is the same. Similar arguments reject

including other two-input functions (e.g., AND-gates and OR-gates) in the base-function set.

When both a NAND-gate and NOR-gate are used in the base-function set, the

number of patterns to represent some functions increases. For example, using both a two-

input NAND-gate and a two-input NOR-gate, a large number of pattern graphs are required

for all representations of the gate / = ab + cd. Variations such as three NAND-gates (with

inverters), three NOR-gates (with inverters), and other representations using both NAND-

gates and NOR-gates are possible patterns for this gate. Using only the two-input NAND-gate

reduces the number of patterns to one as shown in Figure 4.6).
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80u

Figure 4.9: Coarse-resolution base function.

Proposition 4.4.3 A base-function set which includes NAND-gates with more than two

inputs restricts the set of solutions resulting in lower optimization quality. However, the

number of patterns required for some gates is decreased.

The covering paradigm implies that each node of the subject graph is covered by

a pattern, but cannot be split and partiallycovered by two patterns. Therefore, the granu

larity of the base function set affects the optimization potential. This is best demonstrated

with an example.

Example 4.4.1 Assume the base function set includes a three-input NAND-gate in addition

to the two-input HAND-gate and inverter. Consider the subject graph shown in Figure 4-9.

A cover of this graph is unable to separate the three-input NAND-gate into two pieces, each

of which combines with the surrounding circuitry. Instead, if only two-input NAND-gates

and inverters are used as the base functions, the subject graph is represented as shown on

the right-hand side of the figure. The second subjectgraph allows for the same covers as the

first subject graph when the three-input NAND-gate pattern is includedas a pattern; however,

other covers which split the three-input NAND-gate are also legal covers.

Thus, a fine resolution base-function set allows for more covers, and hence better

quality solutions. However, this has a price - more patterns are required to represent the

logic function for some gates. In DAGON, two-input, three-input, and four-input NAND-

gates are used as the base-function set. With this approach, the logic function

/ = abed + efgh + ijkl + mnop
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requires only one pattern - a tree of five four-input NAND-gates. Representing all patterns

for this same function using two-input NAND-gates and inverters requires eighteen patterns.

However, given the possibility for improved optimization, the finer resolution base function

appears to be the better approach.

4.4.2 Creating the Subject Graph

A logic network has many representations as graphs of components from the base-

function set and each representation is a potential subject graph for DAG-covering. Each

starting point leads to a graph cover of different cost. Even if the covering problem is solved

exactly, every one of these starting points should be considered for an optimum solution.

Therefore, heuristics are used to find an optimal form for the subject graph. As

mentioned in the introduction, these optimizations include algebraic decomposition and

Boolean simplification techniques using technology-independent cost functions. The number

of nodes in the subject graph is used as a technology-independent estimate of the area of

the circuit. The total number of literals in sum-of-products form, as defined in Chapter 3,

is effectively the same area estimator. The longest path from an input to an output in the

subject graph is used to estimate the delay of the circuit.

The goal of technology-independent optimization is to find a representation for the

circuit which provides a good starting point for DAG-covering. The optimized equations are

then transformed into two-input NAND-gate and inverter form in a straightforward manner

as follows. Assume an equation is represented in sum-of-products form using p product

terms over n variables. A single p-input OR-gate is built, fed by p AND-gates, each with up

to n inputs. Each of the AND-gates and OR-gates is constructed from a balanced binary tree

of two-input NAND-gates and inverters. At each level of the tree, the number of leaves is

divided in half, and a tree is built recursively for that many leaves. The recursion terminates

with a tree of one leaf.

Note that balanced trees for the AND-gates and OR-gates are not necessarily the

best form for the subject graph. Even when a balanced tree is used, the assignment of the

inputs at the leaves of the balanced tree will affect the covering solution. As shown in the

next example, the minimum cost cover for the subject graph depends on the form created

for each tree in the circuit.

Example 4.4.2 Consider building a ten-input AND-gate. A two-input AND-gate is the only
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Figure 4.10: Optimal cover for a balanced-tree decomposition.

base function. The available gates in the library are a two-input AND-gate with cost two,

a three-input AND-gate with cost three, and a four-input AND-gate with cost four. The

optimum cover for the balanced binary tree is.thirteen, as shown in Figure 4-10. This tree

places fives leaves under each branch of the root. However, if an unbalanced tree is used

which places seven leaves under the first son, and three leaves under the second son, the

optimum cover is twelve as shown in Figure 4'11>

For this reason, a logic function is represented by all its pattern graphs, rather

than just a single pattern graph. In this way, regardless of the form used to decompose the

subject graph trees into two-input form, a pattern for the gate is more likely to be detected

in the subject graph. This allows extra freedom to re-arrange the subject graph to improve

the covering results. An example of a re-arrangement for timing optimization is presented

next.

Given that the variables for each tree are arriving at different times, it is clear

that a re-balancing of a tree can decrease the critical path delay in the circuit. Therefore,

to optimize for delay, the trees are unbalanced to minimize the arrival time at the primary

outputs. This is done by ensuring that the subject graph is minimal with respect to the

transformation shown in Figure 4.12 (i.e., if the condition shown on the left-hand side of the
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Figure 4.11: Optimal cover for an unbalanced-tree decomposition.

[> slow O Z>°
slow On

Figure 4.12: Tree-levelizing transformation.

figure is satisfied, re-arrange the connections as shown on the right-hand side to move the

late-arriving signal forward). This transformation ensures that over each pair of NAND-gates

Separated by an inverter, the latest-arriving signal is at the deepest point in the circuit. Note

that even if a circuit satisfies the condition shown in Figure 4.12 everywhere, it may still be

possible to re-balance a tree to reduce the delay to an output; that is, arbitrary application

of the rule shown in the diagram leads to a local minimum for balancing the trees within a

circuit and not the global minimum [75].
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4.4.3 A DAG-Covering Algorithm

In this section, an algorithm for solving the DAG-covering problem is presented. All

matches of any pattern graph anywhere in the subject graph are generated and a covering

problem is created where the matches are used to cover the nodes of the subject graph.

Restrictions are placed on the matches selected for a cover to ensure that the cover will

yield a validcircuit. The covering problem which is created is a special case of a 0/1 integer

programming problem known as binate-covering.

Graph Terminology-

Standard terminology is used for the subject and pattern directed graphs. A

directed graph is a pair (V,E) consisting of a set of vertices (or nodes) V and a set of edges

E; the edges E consist of ordered pairs (v,-, vj) of vertices.

Because of the orientation of logic design, a source in the graph is called a primary

input, and a sink in the graph is called a primary output. Likewise, the in-arcs of a node

are called the inputs or fan-ins of the node, and the out-arcs are called the fan-outs of the

node.

For a node v, the fan-in set of v is defined as i(v) = {w\(w,v) € E}, and the

fan-out set of v is defined as o(v) = {w\(v, w) € E}.

The in-degree of a node v is \i(v)\ and the out-degree of v is |o(v)|.

For the algorithms presented here, it is not necessary to associate a logic function

with each node in the subject or pattern graphs because each node is assumed to compute

the NAND function. Also, it is not necessary to consider the ordering of the in-arcs of a

node because the NAND function is symmetric. These conditions allow a simple graph data

structure to be used for both the subject graph and the pattern graphs.

Further, for DAG-covering as considered here, all graphs have nodes with in-degree

of either 1 or 2, and for the tree-covering approximation to be covered later, all nodes except

the primary inputs of each tree will have an out>degree of 1.

Graph Matching Algorithm

Graph matching is the problem of finding all subgraph isomorphisms of the pattern

graphs on the subject graph. Each isomorphism is called a match.
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Definition 4.4.1 A match of a pattern graph Gp = (Vp, Ep) on a subject graph G9 =

(VB, E9) is a one-to-one mapping of the pattern graph nodes into the subject graph nodes

(I:Vp-* V9) such that:

1. Ve eEp,(I(ex), I(e2))€E..

2. VV € Vp, \i(v)\ # 0 => |t(o)| = \i(I(v))\

The first property states that the edge relationships are preserved between the

pattern graph and the subject graph and the second property forces the in-degree of each

node (which is not a primary input of the pattern graph) to be identical.

Note that the definition of a match allows a subject graph node which is covered by

a pattern graph to have fan-out to nodes which are not also in the pattern graph. However,

for the tree-covering approximation, it is necessary to force a match to contain all fan-out

nodes of each node in the subject graph covered by the pattern. This leads to the definition

of an exact match.

Definition 4.4.2 An exact match of a pattern graph Gp = (Vp, Ep) on a subject graph

Ga = (V9,Ea) is a one-to-one mapping of the pattern graph nodes into the subject graph

nodes (I: Vp —*• Vs) such that:

1. VcgSp.CAexJ./CeaMef?..

2. Vv g Vp, \i(v)\ £ 0 =• \i(v)\ = \i(I(v))\

3. Vv <= Vp, |i(v)| # 0 and \o(v) ± 0| =• \o(v)\ = \o(I(v))\

The additional property for an exact match forces the out-degree of each node

(which is not a primary input or primary output of the pattern graph) to be the same in

the pattern graph and the subject graph.

This definition of a match allows an arbitrary permutation of the input and output

arcs at each node of the subject graph. As mentioned previously, this is allowed because

the base-functions are symmetric.

Consider the pattern graph for a three-input NAND-gate. Figure 4.13 shows a

match and an exact match of this pattern graph on a subject graph. The left-hand side

match is not exact because the inverter has fanout to a node which is not covered by the

pattern. The right-hand side match is exact.

The algorithm generate_all_matches, shown in Figure 4.14, finds all matches for

all patterns by assuming that a fixed node of each pattern graph is anchored on a given
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Figure 4.13: Example of a match and an exact match.

generate_all_matches( subject.graph, pattern_graphs) {
foreach node in subject.graph {

foreach pattern in pattern.graphs {
graph.match(node, edge_list(pattern));

}
}

Figure 4.14: Algorithm generate.all_matches.
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node of the subject graph. This is repeated for all nodes of the subject graph. For each

successful match, the association between the pattern graph nodes and the subject graph

nodes (i.e., the mapping /()) is recorded for later use.

Algorithm graph-match, shown in Figure 4.18, proceeds by making assertions

that a node of the subject graph and a node of the pattern graph belong to a matching

pattern. Each assertion binds the two nodes together. As the matching algorithm proceeds,

these bindings are checked as new nodes are added to the match; if at any point the bindings

are inconsistent, then the algorithm back-tracks, searching for a consistent set of bindings.

Each time all nodes of the pattern graph are successfully bound to nodes of the subject

graph, a match has been detected. Stored with each node in the pattern graph is the current

binding and other information such as the in-degree and out-degree of the node. Initially
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raake_edge.list(node., previous.node, direction, edge.list) {
append (node, previous.node, direction) to edge.list;
if (node has been visited) {

return;

} else {
mark node as visited;

foreach fanin.node of node {
if (edge(fanin_node, node) not already visited) {

oake.edge.list(fanin.node, node, INPUT, edge.list);

}
}
foreach fanout.node of node {

if (edge(fanout.node, node) not already visited) {
make.edge.list(fanout.node, node, OUTPUT, edge.list);

}

}
}

}

Figure 4.15: Algorithm makejedgeJist.

each node in the pattern graph is marked as unbound.

The graph matching for a single pattern is done by generating an edge-based data

structure called the edgeJist. This data structure consists of one record for each edge;

stored with the edge are the two nodes connected by the edge, and a direction indicating

the direction of the edge. The edge-list is ordered such that as each edge (after the first)

is visited, the first node connected by the edge has already been bound. The second node

is generally not already bound, and all fan-ins or fan-outs of the subject node bound to

the first node are tried while searching for successful matches. This allows the matching

algorithm to look only at the adjacent nodes of an already bound node when searching for

possible bindings for the unbound node. If the pattern graph is connected, it is always

possible to form a list of the edges with this property. The algorithm makejedgeJist,

given in Figure 4.15, shows how this is done.

The first call to makejedgeJist is done with node set to the root node of the

pattern, previousjiode set to NIL, direction set to INPUT, and the edgeJist list set
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bCXj

Figure 4.16: Sample pattern graph for edgeJist.

to empty. The node chosen as the root node of the pattern is arbitrary and for convenience

is taken to be the first primary output.

Example 4.4.3 Consider the graph shown in Figure 4.16. The edge-list for this graph is

shown in Figure 4-17.

consistent checks that a binding of subject.node to patternjiode is consistent.

The binding is consistent if the two nodes are already bound to each other. Otherwise, if

both nodes are unbound, then the binding is consistent if the properties of Definition 4.4.1

are satisfied (for a match), or if the properties of Definition 4.4.2 are satisfied (for an exact

match).

bind marks both the subject node and the pattern node as being bound to each

other. Thus, if either node is revisited during the matching, consistent can guarantee that

consistent bindings are made. The algorithm graph_match is then called recursively for

each fan-in or fan-out of subject jiode, depending on the stored direction of the edge.

The graph_match algorithm explicitly tries all possible orientations of the pattern

graph in the subject graph; hence, only one pattern is needed for what might otherwise be

a large collection of isomorphic patterns.

Because of the sparsity of the subject graph, the problem of generating all matches

is actually quite easy. For a graph with 2,425 nodes, finding all matches for the 19 patterns

from the iwls-87 library, required 27 seconds on a 1-MIP computer. There were 5,686

successful matches.
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node previous direction
4 nil

2 4 input
A 2 input
1 2 input
B 1 input
C 1 input
3 1 output

D 3 input
3 4 output

Figure 4.17: Edge-list for the graph of Figure 4.16.

The Unate-Covering Problem

Exact solutions to two-level Boolean minimization rely on transforming the mini

mization problem into a covering problem, where the goal is to cover all minterms using a

minimum number of prime implicants. This covering problem is called the unate-covering

problem.

At the heart of the unate-covering problem is the covering expression. It is derived

in the following manner. Let p\,... ,p9 be Boolean variables representing the presence of the

corresponding prime implicant pj in the solution. For each minterm, a single conjunctive

clause is written listing the primes which cover that minterm. For example, assume that a

minterm is covered .by primes p\, p$, and pio. This is represented by the clause (p\ + ps +

Pio). The product of these clauses provides the covering expression for the minimization

problem. Any assignment of 0 and 1 to the variables of the covering expression which

makes the expression true is a valid solution for the two-level minimization problem. Such

an assignment is called a satisfying assignment. The satisfying assignment with the fewest

number of variables assigned the value 1 (called the minimum satisfying assignment) is the

solution with the fewest number of prime implicants. This can be generalized to give each

prime implicant pj a weight Cj, in which case the goal is the satisfying assignment with the

least total weight (i.e., if pj is assigned 1, it contributes Cj to the total weight).

The minimum satisfying assignment problem has many equivalent formulations.
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graph.match(subject.node, pattern_node, edge.list) {
if (! consistent(subject.node, pattern.node)) {

return ;

}
if (subject.node not already bound to pattern.node) {

bind(subject.node, pattern.node);

>

edge.list = edge.list->next.edge;
if (edge.list is empty) {

record successful match;

} else {
39itch(edge.list->direction) {
IHPUT:

foreach fanin.node of subject.node {
graph.match(fanin.node, edge_list->node, edge.list);

}
break;

OUTPUT:

foreach fanout.node of subject.node {
graph.match(fanin.node, edge.list->node, edge.list);

}
break;

}
}
if (subject.node was not already bound to pattern.node) {

unbind(subject.node, pattern.node);

}

Figure 4.1S: Algorithm graph-match.
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For example, the minimum-cover problem [3l][Page 222] and the minimum hitting set prob

lem [31][Page 222] are different formulations of this problem. The covering expression for

mulation, however, provides an interesting insight. First, note that the covering expression

is a unate logic function [19]. Each implicant of the covering expression logic function is

a satisfying assignment. That is, given an implicant of the covering expression, derive the

assignment of variables so that any variable not present in the implicant has value 0, and

any variable presentin the implicant has value1. The interesting point is that the primeim

plicants of the covering expression correspond to minimal satisfying assignments (minimal

in the sense that no asserted variable can be changed to a 0 with the expression remaining

satisfied), and that the largest prime implicant corresponds to the minimum satisfying as

signment. Because the covering expression is unate, the set of all prime implicants can be

formed by multiplying-out the expression into sum-of-products form and performing single-

term containment on the result. The largest prime implicant is then easily determined by

inspection.

This formulation of the two-level minimization problem has proven successful.

Once techniques were discovered which did not force the creation of the covering expression

in terms of minterms, even large problems could be solved exactly [62], Note, however,

that a branch-and-bound solution, as described in Chapter 2 of this thesis, is much more

efficient than straightforward expansion of the covering expression into prime implicants.

The problem with generating the prime implicants of the covering expression is that it

explicitly generates all minimal satisfying assignments, and not just one minimum solution

to the covering problem.

This problem is called the unate-covering problem because the covering expression

is unate in all of its variables.

Binate-Covering Problem

The DAG-covering problem can be formulated in a similar fashion. First, all

matches are generated of the pattern graphs in the subject graph. Note that exact matches

are not required; a match is allowed to have nodes internal to the match feed nodes not in

the match. Then a covering expression is written to express the conditions which lead to a

legal cover.

Using a Boolean variable mt- for each successful match of a pattern graph in the
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subject graph, a clause is written for each node of the subject graph indicating which

matches can cover this node. For example, if a subject node is covered by matches m2, ms

and mio, then the clause would be (m2 + 7715 + m10). This is repeated for each subject node,

and the product is taken over all subject nodes.

Any satisfying assignment to the expression formed thus far guarantees that all

subject nodes are covered, but does not guarantee that another match actually creates as an

output the input signal needed for a given match. This can be rectified by adding additional

clauses.

Assume that match m,- with n inputs has subject nodes Sit,...,Sin as inputs. If

match mi is chosen, one of the matches which realizes 3^ must also be chosen for each input

j in order to create a valid circuit. Let 5,,. be the disjunctive expression in the variables

mt- giving the possible matches which realize subject node s^ as an output node. Selecting

match m,- implies satisfyingeach of the expressions 5tj. for j = 1... n. This can be written

mt- => (SllL,...,Sin) which by a simple Boolean transformation equals ffTi-r (5tl •••5,n).

This can be converted to product-of-sums form as (7?T7+ 5tl) •• -(rfTj-r S^). Note that each

S{ is a disjunctive expression over the variables m,-.

Each match thus generates a number of additional clauses forcing its input nodes

to be created by some other match if the given match is selected. Also, one of the matches

for each primary output of the circuit must be selected.

An assignment of values to the variables mt- which satisfies the above covering

expression is a legal graph cover. For area optimization, each match m,- has a cost ct- which

is the area of the gate the match represents; the goal is a satisfying assignment with the

least total cost.

Note that this problem is more general than the unate-covering problem for two-

level minimization because variables are present in the covering expression in both their true

and complemented forms. Hence, the covering expression is a binate logic function, and

the problem is referred to as the binate-covering problem. In fact, for DAG-covering, almost

all variables are present in both their true and complemented forms.1 For this reason, the

problem is referred to as the binate-covering problem.

Example 4.4.4 Consider the subject graph of Figure 4.10. Fourteen matches of a pattern

graph for gates in the lwtS-87 library are given in table ^.i. Shown in the table are the

lIf a match is fed only by primary inputs of the subject graph, then the corresponding match variable
will not appear in its complemented form.
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d O

Figure 4.19: Example graph for DAG-covering.

inputs required by the match, and the output which is produced by the match. Also shown

are the nodes covered by the match. Note that the first nine matches are the trivial matches

of covering each node by either an inverter or a two-input NAND-gate.

The covering expression is easily created from this table. The first part consists of

the constraints that each node <7,- be covered by some match.

(mi + m\2 -r m,\4)(m2 + m\2 4- mi4)(m3 + m\2 + rcii4)(m4 + "^n + mi2 + n*i3)

(m& + m\2 + mi4)(mQ + mn + mi3)(m7 + m\Q + mn + m\2)(m% + mio + m^)

(m$ + mio + TO13).

Next, to ensure that a cover leads to a valid circuit, extra clauses are generated.

For example, selecting 1713 requires that a match be chosen which produces g\ as an output,

and a match be chosen which produces g2 as an output. The only match which produces g\

is m\, and the only match which produces g2 is m.2. Also, the primary output nodes gs and

09 must be realized as an output of some match. The matches which realize gs as an output

are m^, m\2, and m\4; the matches which realize g$ as an output are mg, mio and m^.

Note that a match which requires a primary input as an input is satisfied trivially.

Matches m\, 7712, m^,mit, ni\2 and miz are driven only by primary inputs, and hence do not

require additional clauses.

(77r3 + mi)(m3 + m2)(m"5 + mz)(ms + m4)(m6 + m4)(m"7 + m6)(T7T8 + m7)
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gate cost inputs produces covers

m\ inv 1 a Si 9\

7712 inv 1 b 92 92

7713 nand2 2 0i>02 93 93

T7l4 nand2 2 a,b 9a 9a

7715 nand2 2 93,94 95 95

m« inv 1 9a 96 96

TO7 nand2 2 96, c 9i 97

m% inv 1 97 98 98

m$ nand2 2 98, d 99 99

mio nand3 3 96, c, d 99 97,98,09

mn nand3 3 a,b,c 97 9a, 96,97

m12 xor2 5 a,b 05 9\, g2,93, 9a, 95

m13 nand4 4 a, b, c, d 99 9a, 96, 97, 98, 09

mi4 oai21 3 a, b, 04 9s 01, 92,93, 05

Table 4.1: A partial list of matches.

(m"g + m8)(m"io + m6)(mi4 + m4)(m5 -f m\2 + TOmX7^ + mio + TO13)

The covering expression has 58 prime implicants, and the least cost prime implicant

is m"3 + m"5 + me + mV + m% + mg + m\o + mi2 + mi3 + mi4 which uses two gates for a cost

of nine gate units. This corresponds to a cover which selects matches m\2 (xor2), and mi3

(nand4). Note that the node g\ is covered by both matches. There are two other solutions

of cost nine, each with more gates. rh~z -I- m^ + m"s + wFr + to"s + IR9 + ^"10 + ^13 + ^14

corresponds to the selection of matches JTI4 (nand2), m\$ (nand4), and mi4 (oai21), and

7R3 + m4 + m"s -H me + m"s -1- mg + mio + ^14 corresponds to the selection of matches m±

(nand2), me (inv), mio (nand3), and mi4 (oai21).

The binate-covering problem is almost as old as the unate-covering problem. The

binate-covering problem has appeared before as a formulation for the state minimization

of incompletely-specified finite-state machines [34], as a problem in the design of optimal

three-level NAND-gate networks [32], and in the optimal phase-assignment problem [62].

The problem has also been called the covering-with-closures problem. Interestingly,

in [34], if one transposes the matrix of Figure 4, replaces circles with 0, crosses with 1, and
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empty squares with 2, one gets exactly the cubical-format of the binate-covering expression

used in that example. Because of the reliance on Boolean expressions and cube-notation

for logic functions which has become common-place in logic synthesis, I prefer to call this

problem the binate-covering problem, rather than the covering-with-closures problem.

Complexity of DAG-Covering

In [22], it is proven that the graph-covering problem is NP-complete. The proof is

based on a reduction from satisfiability. For technology mapping, the graphs are restricted

to an in-degree of two or less but have unbounded out-degree. However, the DAG-covering

problem remains NP-complete even if the in-degree and out-degree of each node is two or

less [48].

Experimentally, exact solutions for the unate-covering problem in two-level min

imization are feasible even for problems with thousands of variables. This is primarily

because of the use of a branch-and-bound solution technique and the sparsity of the cover

ing problems.

The number of variables for the binate-covering problem in DAG-covering equals

the number of successful matches of a pattern graph in the subject graph and the number of

clauses is the number of matches plus the number of inputs on all of the matches. Note that

the covering expression is sparse - typically, a pattern graph covers only a small number of

subject nodes and a subject node can be covered by only a few patterns. For these reasons,

there was hope that exact techniques for binate-covering based on a branch-and-bound

algorithm would be feasible even for large problems.

The unate-covering algorithm presented in Chapter 2 was modified to perform

binate-covering and some experiments were performed on applying this technique to exact

DAG-covering. The negative result was that an exact solution for the DAG-covering problem

was infeasible except for problems with a small number of variables. Given that subject

graphs for VLSI circuits will have tens of thousands of nodes, exact solutions for DAG-

covering using a branch-and-bound technique appear infeasible.

Some heuristics algorithms for binate-covering have appeared in the literature [34,

32], but no good approximate techniques are known for problems of this size andcomplexity.
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4.5 Tree-Covering Approximation

One technique for efficiently solving the DAG-covering problem is to explore ap

proximate solutions to the binate-covering problem. An alternate approach is to partition

the subject graph into a forest of trees and solve the covering problem on each of the

trees. This is called the tree-covering approximation to DAG-covering. The motivation for

the tree-covering approximation is the existence of an efficient algorithm for the optimal

tree-covering problem. In this section, the optimal tree-covering algorithm is described.

Special consideration is given to solving the tree-covering problem for the cost functions of

minimum delay and minimum area under a delay constraint. Given that a subject graph

is first partitioned into a set of trees, several additional heuristics are described to improve

the results for technology mapping.

4.5.1 Dynamic Programming Algorithms

Dynamic programming is a general technique for algorithm design which can be

applied when the solution to a problem can be viewed as the result of a sequence of decisions.

Dynamic programming algorithms rely on the principle of optimalityi

principle of optimality*\4Z] An optimal sequence of decisions has the property
that whatever the initial state and decision are, the remaining decisions must
constitute an optimal decision sequence with regard to the state resulting from
the first decision.

The next section contains an example of the application of the principle of opti-

mality to derive an efficient dynamic programming algorithm for the optimal tree-covering

problem.

4.5.2 Optimal Tree-Covering

The tree-covering problem is a simplified form of the DAG-coveringproblem where

the subject graph and the pattern graphs are restricted to trees. A tree is a directed acyclic

graph where every node (including primary inputs) has a fanout of 1. The tree necessarily

has a single primary output called the root and the primary inputs of the tree are called

the leaves of the tree.

Consider the problem of finding a minimum area cover for a subject tree T. A

scalar cost is assigned to each tree pattern and the cost for a cover is the sum of the costs
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optimal_area_cover(node) {

/* Find optimal cover for all nodes below "node" */
foreach input of node {

optimal_area_cover(input);

}

/* Using these optimal covers, find the best cover at "node" */
node->area = IHFIIITY;

node->match = 0;

foreach match at node {
area » match->area;

foreach pin of match {
area » area + pin->area;

}
if (area < node->area) {

node->area = area;

node->match = match;

}
}

Figure 4.20: Algorithm optimal_area_cover.

for each pattern in the cover. The key observation is stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.5.1 The minimum-area coverfor a treeT can bederivedfrom the minimum-

area covers for every node below the root of T.

This is the principle of optimality for tree-covering and is used as follows to find

an optimum cover for T. For every match at the root of the tree, the cost of an optimal

cover containing that match equals the sum of the cost of the corresponding gate and the

sum of the costs of the optimal coveis for the nodes which are inputs to the match. Note

that the optimum covers for each input to the match at the root can be computed once and

stored; it is not necessary to re-compute the optimum cover for each input of each match.

The algorithm optimal_area_cover, given in Figure 4.20, shows how this is done.

Stored with each node are two fields: match providing the best match seen for that node
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and area which is the cost of the best match. Initially, optimal_area_cover is called on

the root of the tree to be covered. The first step is to recursively call optimal_area_cover

for each input of the current node. This provides the assertion that the optimal cost cover

is known for each subtree below the current node and has been recorded at the node. Then,

the graph matching algorithm presented earlier is used to find all exact matches of the

pattern trees at the current node. Each match is assigned a cost which is the sum of the

costs for each input required by the match (i.e., the cost for the optimal cover for the node

in the subtree below the target node, which has already been computed) and the cost of the

current match. Every match at the target node is examined and the least cost match is the

match in the best cover for the current node. The best match and the cost for this match is

recorded at the node. The optimum cover is easily derived firom the optimum match which

is stored at each node by starting from the optimum match at the root of the tree.

Note that each node in the tree is visited only once. Therefore, the complexity of

this algorithm equals the number of nodes in the subject tree times the maximum number

of matches at any node in the subject tree. The maximum number of matches is a function

of the library and is therefore a constant independent of the subject tree size. As a result,

optimal_area_cover has linear complexity in the size of the subject tree. The memory

requirements for this algorithm are two words for each node in the subject graph to store

the optimum matching pattern and the cost of the best match. Therefore, the memory

requirements are also linear in the size of the subject tree.

4.5.3 Delay Optimization

The dynamic programming algorithm presented in the last section is optimal for

minimizing the cost function of minimum area. In this section, extensions for the cost func

tions of minimum-delay and minimum-area under a fixed delay constraint are considered.

Minimum Delay Cost Function

The first case considered is finding the minimum-delay tree cover. The delay model

described in Section 4.3.2 is assumed. The cost of a tree-cover is defined as the signal arrival

time at the root of the tree. The signal arrival times for each primary input are part of the

problem definition.

For the first algorithm, the additional simplifying assumption is made that each
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gate input has a fixed load (i.e., 7,- = 70 where 70 is the same for all gates). With this

assumption, the delay model assigns a fixed value for the delay from each input to each

output, regardless of the gate which is driven. This restriction will be removed later.

Proposition 4.5.2 The minimum-delay cover of a tree T can be derivedfromtheminimum-

delay covers for every node below the root of T.

Therefore, the principle of optimality continues to hold. optimal_area_cover can

be applied to delay optimization with a simple changeto the cost function evaluation. First,

the optimalcovers (i.e., the cover whichminimizes the delay to the node) for allnodes below

T in the tree are computed. At the root of T, the arrival time for the optimum cover foreach

input of a match is combined with the arcs for the timing model of the pattern to find the

arrival time at the output of the match. Instead of summing the area for each input match,

the maximum over the input arrival times plus the input arc delay is used. This provides

the arrival time for the match. The minimum arrival-time match is chosen as the match

for the node. By the principle of optimality, this provides the minimum delay cover for

the subject tree. This algorithm is called optimaljdelayjonesizejcover. Because of the

similarity of this algorithm to optimal_area_cover, its pseudo-code description is omitted.

Non-Constant Input Load

The assumption that the timing arcs for each match are independent of the gate

driven by the match was essential for the direct application of the dynamic programming

algorithm to the problem of delay optimization. However, this assumption is not realistic.

In CMOS gate-array and standard-cell libraries, many different gates for the same

logic function are typically available. These gates differ in their area and timing cost

parameters. A small drive version of a gate has a low value of input load (7), but also a

low drive capability (a high value of /?). A higher drive version of a gate costs more in area,

has a higher input load, and has a higher constant delay (a), but also has a higher drive

capability (a lower value of/?). Choosing from among the available gates to optimize timing

performance of the design is an important aspect of technology mapping.

In the timing model presented earlier, the input load for a pin (7) models the

capacitance of the electrical gates of the nmos and PMOS transistors in the library cell. In

gate-array (and compacted array) design styles, the transistor sizes (and hence the input
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loads) tend to take on a smallnumberof discrete values. This is because larger transistors

are created from parallel connections of a fixed-size transistor. In standard-cell design the

values of input load vary much more because the transistors of each gate are sized optimally

for that gate. Thus, even among gates of the same size, the values of the input load vary.

The dynamic programmingalgorithm can be extended to provide optimal solutions

for variable pin load. The key observation is that the number of distinct input load values

in a technology library is bounded by the number of pins on all of the gates and hence is

finite. As mentioned above, there are few distinct load values in a CMOS gate-array library

(typically less than ten). Even for CMOS standard-cell libraries, the number of distinct load

values is typically small (typically less than one hundred).

The first step in the algorithm optimal-delayjcover is a pre-processing step over

the technology library. A fixed number n load bins are used to discretize the load values for

all pins in the library. The values for the load bins are selected and the remaining load values

are mapped to their closest value in the chosen set. Functions load_toJnteger(load) and

integer_to_load(integer) are defined to map between an actual value of input load and

an integer 1... n. This is a standard binning procedure to discretize the load values.

optimaljdelayjcover is presented in Figure 4.21. The cost and best match at

the node are now represented by arrays arrival [i] and match[i], indexed by the load

value for which this match is optimal. The delay model values for each match include the

constant-delay value alpha [pin], the load dependent portion beta [pin], and the input

pin load gamma [pin]. In this description, these are represented as attributes on the input

pin of the match.

At each node, an array of optimal solutions is maintained, one for each value of

input load. As before, the algorithm is applied recursively to find the minimum arrival-time

cover for each node below the root. But, for this algorithm, the minimum-cost cover is also

found for 70 = integer-toJoad(t) for each i = 1,..., n. As a match is found in the tree,

the arrival time for the match is computed once for each value of pin load. For each input

to the match, the optimum match for driving the pin load of pin i of the match is assumed,

and the arrival time for that match is used.

Proposition 4.5.3 If n is chosen to include all distinct load values in the library, then

optimaljdelayjcover provides the minimum arrival-time cover for the tree.

The complexity of this algorithm is still linear in the size of the subject tree.
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optimal.delay.cover(node) {

/* Find optimal cover for all nodes belov "node" */
foreach input of node {

optioal.delay.cover(input);

}

/* initialize the best match for each load value */

for i from 1 to n {
node->arrival[i] » IHFIHITY;
node->match[i] = 0;

}

/* find the best match at "node" for each load value */

foreach match at node {
for i from 1 to n {

load s integer.to.load(i);

/* evaluate cost of match driving load "load" */
max.arrival =* - IHFINITY;

foreach pin of match { _. .
pin.load = load.to_integer(match->gamma[pin]);
this.arc = match->alpha[pin] + match->beta[pin]*load;
arrival » pin->arrival[pin.load] + this.arc;
if (arrival > maz.arrival) {

max.arrival a arrival;

}
}

/* See if this is the best for these conditions */

if (max.arrival < node->arrival[i]) {
node->arrival[i] = max.arrival;
node->match[i] = match;

}

Figure 4.21: Algorithm optimal-delay-cover.
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Compared to optimal_area_cover, this optimal algorithm is slower by a constant factor

dictated by the number of distinct load values in the library. The storage requirements of

this algorithm have also increased by the same factor; it is now necessary to store n best

matches and the cost for the match at each node in the tree. Therefore, to improve the

run-time and/or reduce the memory requirement, fewer values may be used to provide an

approximate covering technique.

With the assumption that faster gates tend to cost more in area, opti-

maljdelayjcover is wasteful in terms of the area required to achieve a given value of

delay. The condition that the minimum-delay cover be used for each node below T when

deriving the minimum-delay cover at the root of T is sufficient to guarantee a minimum-

delay cover, but is not necessary. Typically only a single input to the match at the root

is critical; the other inputs can be covered with a lower-cost cover, as long as the delay

does not exceed that of the critical input. Extending this observation into an algorithm for

minimum-area optimization under a delay constraint is covered in the next section.

Minimum Area under a Delay Constraint

The final problem considered is minimizing the area of the tree-cover given a

constraint on the arrival time of the signal at the output. This is handled in a fashion

similar to the discretization of the pin load. Bins are used to discretize the arrival times at

each node in the tree, and the minimum-area solution for each bin is recorded. However, it

is not reasonable to represent the signal arrival times as a mapping onto the integers. For

example, a 0.01 nanosecond (ns) timing resolution on a circuit with a critical-path delayof

100 ns requires 10,000 bins to accurately discretize the arrival time at each node. Instead,

an approximate solution is suggested here.

A fixed number of bins are chosen, and upper and lower bounds are placed on the

arrival time at each node. These bounds are used to create a fixed number of uniformly

spaced bins for the arrival time at the node. The algorithm is then applied iteratively, and

the arrival time bounds at each node are adjusted based on the result from the previous pass.

At each step in the algorithm the minimum area cover which meets the delay constraint is

chosen as the solution; if no cover meets the delay constraint, then the minimum area cover

producing the fastest circuit is returned. The algorithm terminates when the area for the

circuit does not decrease.
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delay.technology.map(tree) {

/* annotate each node with max.arrival */
optimal.area.cover(tree);

/* annotate each node with min_arrival */

area 3 optimal.delay.cover(tree);

forever {
this.area = optimal.area.under.delay.constraint(tree);
if (this.area >= area) {

break;

}
area = this.area;

/* cut range at each node in -half */
foreach node in tree {

range = node->max.arrival - node->min.arrival;
node->min.arrival = node->arrival - range / 4;
node->max.arrival = node->arrival + range / 4;

}

Figure 4.22: Algorithm delay.technology.map.
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Pseudo-code for the iterative algorithm is shown in Figure 4.22. Each node in the

tree is annotated with mixuarrival, whichis the arrival time for the first arrival time bin,

and maxjarrival, which is the arrival time for the last arrival time bin. First the tree is

mapped for the minimum area solution using optimal_area_cover. From this cover, each

node in the tree is tagged with the arrival time of the match which contains that node. This

provides an upper bound on the arrival time for this node. The tree is then mapped for its

minimum delay solution using optimaI.delay_cover. From this cover, each node in the

tree is tagged with the arrival time of the match which contains that node. This provides

a lower bound on the arrival time for this node.

In the inner loop, optimaljarea.under.delay.constraint is used to find the

minimum-area solution which meets the delay constraint. This is done using the current

value of the arrival time bounds at each node, and a fixed number of arrival time bins.

Then the range of the arrival time bounds for each node is cut in half, centered around

the optimal arrival time found on the previous pass. In this way, each bin provides a more

accurate approximation for the arrival times which are optimal for each portion of the tree

on the next pass. This process is iterated until the solution no longer improves.

The algorithm optimal_area_under_delayjconstraint is shown in pseudo-code

in Figure 4.23. At each node, the mapping between arrival times and integers is performed

with the functions arrival_toJnteger(node, arrival) and integerjto_arrival(node, in

teger), m is the number of arrival times foreachnode. A two-dimensional arrayofsolutions

is recorded for each node. The first dimension provides a discretization of the load values,

and the second dimension provides a discretization of the arrival times. For each value of

(load, arrival), each match is evaluated to determine if it is the minimum area match for

this value of load and arrival time. This is done by looking backwards at the solutions for

each input of the match.

This is best explained with a simple example. Assume the algorithm is applied

at a node and the optimal solution for an arrival time of 20 ns with a load of 1 is desired.

Further, assume the delay from input pin 0 to the output is 2 ns (under the assumption of a

load of 1), and input pin 0 has a load of 2 units. Then the minimum area solution for input

0 of the match which meets an 18 ns constraint when driving a load of 2 units is selected

as the optimal solution for this input. The load value of 2 and the arrival time value of

18 ns are discretized, and used to select the optimal cover for the conditions closest to this

set of conditions. This process is continued for all inputs, and the minimum area solution
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is summed for each solution to provide the minimnTn area solution which meets the 20 ns

delay constraint, given that the node is driving a load of 1. This is repeated for all of the

discretized values of pin-load and arrival time to record a set of optimal solutions for this

node in the tree.

After application of this algorithm, the optimal solution is determined from the

solutions stored at the root of the tree. The delay constraint and load at the root are used

to index the minimum-area solution.

From a complexity standpoint, optimal.area.underjdelay.constraint is also

linear in the size of the subject graph. However, now the constant factor in the algorithm

depends on the product of the number of arrival time bins and the number of load bins. This

is true even if every input load value and every resolvable arrival time value is represented

with a distinct bin. However, in this case, the constant factor becomes very large. This

motivates the use of an iterative algorithm to allow fewer bins to be used per pass. The

accuracy of the approximation is increased on each iteration as the arrival time bins are

narrowed around the solution from the previous iteration.

4.5.4 Partitioning the Subject Graph

To apply the tree-covering approximation, the subject graph must first be con

verted into a forest of trees. One approach is to break the graph at each multiple-fanout
point. Each node with fanout greater than one becomes a root of a tree and each fanout of

this node becomes a leaf ofa tree. With this technique no nodes in the subject graph are
duplicated. This is called the trivial partition.

Note that it is not necessary in the actual implementation to partition thesubject
graph into a forest of trees. If only tree patterns are used for the library gates and exact
matching is performed, then a match cannot match across a multiple fanout point. Hence,
the algorithms from the previous section can be applied directly to the subject graph. The
only requirements are that the cost for each multiple-fanout node is initialized correctly and
that each node of the subject graph is visited only once.

Other heuristics can also be used to partition thesubject graph; however, allother
partitions increase the number ofnodes in the forest of trees. This can be useful, however,
to improve the quality of the final cover. In thelimit, theoptimum DAG-cover can be found
by applying tree-covering after choosing thecorrect nodes to duplicate.
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optimal.area.under.delay.constraint(node) {

foreach input of node {
optimal.area.under.delay_constraint(input);

}

foreach i from 1 to n {
foreach j from 1 to m {

node->area[i][j] = IHFIHITY;
node->match[i] [j] = 0;

}
}

foreach match at node {
foreach i from 1 to n {

load a integer.to.load(i);

foreach j from 1 to m {
arrival = integer.to.arrival(node, j);

area = match->area;

foreach pin of natch {
this.arc * match->alpha[pin] + match->beta[pin]*load;
pin_arrival » arrival.to.integerCnode, arrival-this.arc);
pin_load = load.to.integer(match->gamraa[pin]);
area += pin->area[pin.load][pin.arrival];

}

if (area < node->area[i][j]) {
node->area[i][j] = area;
node->match[i] [j] 3 match;

Figure 4.23: Algorithm optimal^area.under.delayjconstraint.
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4.5.5 Phase-Assignment Heuristics

Inverter-pair heuristic

A simple way to improve the quality of circuits produced by the tree-covering

algorithm is the inverter-pair heuristic. Redundant inverters are added to each tree to
improve the numberof patterns which can matchat eachnode. This leads to an examination

ofmorepossiblecovers for each tree, leadingdirectly to an improvement in the optimization

quality.

The technique works as follows. Each edge in the subject tree and each edge in

a pattern which connects two NAND-gates is replaced with a pair of inverters. An extra

pattern consisting of a pair of inverters is added to the matching patterns. This extra

pattern is given zero area cost and zero delay cost. The tree-covering algorithm is then

applied unmodified.

Because the tree-covering algorithm is optimal, adding the extra inverters cannot

lead to a cover with a greater cost. Each pair of inverters can be covered by the inverter-

pair pattern, which leads to the solution which existed before the inverters were added.

However, the advantage is that the tree-covering algorithm is able to make the optimal

choice between covering the extra inverters with the inverter-pair pattern at no cost, or

splitting the inverters between two patterns if this leads to a cover with less cost. The

only disadvantage is that the number of nodes in the subject tree and the pattern trees has

increased. The increase in the number of nodes is bounded by a factor of three (two extra

inverter nodes for each node in the subject tree); however, the actual increase is typically

less because redundant inverters are added only at the output of a NAND-gate, and not at
the output of each inverter in the subject tree.

Example 4.5.1 Consider the subject graph from Figure 4.8. This is the optimal cover for

this subject graph which used six gates with a total area cost of fifteen. Figure 4.24 shows
the same subject graph with the redundant inverter-pairs added, and the optimal cover for
this graph is shown. This cover uses five gates with an area cost of fourteen. Note that the

gate oai22, which is now in the optimal cover, did not match in the subject graph before the
extra inverters were added.

Adding inverters within a tree is straightforward. If a nand gate has a fanout of

one and feeds another nand gate, then a pair of inverters is added after the NAND gate.
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Figure 4.24: Alternate coveringusing the inverter-pair heuristic.

However, a slightly more complicated approach is taken at the tree boundaries. At a tree

boundary, extra inverters are added so that each tree is connected to the branch node

through either one or two inverters. Figure 4.25 shows, in general howinverters are added

at a multiple-branch node.

The motivation for adding the extra inverters in this fashion is again to increase

the number of possible matches. Every tree should have one or two inverters at each leaf

to allow more patterns to match near the leaves of the tree. The root of each tree could

be constructed with no inverter at the root, but leaving one inverter in the previous tree

increases the number of matches at the root of the tree.

Cross-Tree Phase Assignment Heuristics

A remaining problem in the application of the tree-covering approximation is solv

ing the phase assignment problem across the tree boundaries. One approach is to defer the

problem until after technology mapping. A global phase assignment algorithm, which is

optimized for phase assignment on a graph [20], can be used to improve the quality of the

mapping by reducing the number of inverters in the circuit. However, another approach

is to capture the effect of cross-tree phase assignment during the application of the tree-

covering algorithm for each tree. This leads to the inverter branch-point heuristic. Note

that if the graph-covering problem were solved exactly, then phase assignment would be
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Figure 4.25: Adding inverter-pairs at a branch-point.

solved globally for the entire circuit at the same time. The inverter branch-point heuristic

is an attempt to capture, within the tree-covering algorithm, the information known about

the phases present between the trees.

As mentioned in the previous section, each tree has either one or two inverters at

each leaf. Each tree has exactly one inverter at the root. As a result, each tree has been

implicitly assigned a preferred phase for each tree leaf, and a preferred phase for the tree

root. With the tree-covering algorithm, each tree is mapped optimally, including phase-

assignment internal to the tree. However, this assumes that the choice of input phases for

each tree is fixed. Because of the interaction between trees which share a common branch

point, it maybe possible to make a different choice for the input phases for the tree, leading

to a better cover for a tree. As a simple example, consider a branch point which feeds ten

other trees. If a single inverter is present at the root of the tree (i.e., the tree produces both
the positive phase and negative phase of the signal), then all of the trees fed by this branch

point are free to choose (at no cost) either the positive phase of the previous tree (i.e., the

output of the inverter), or the negative phase of the previous tree (i.e., the signal from the
input of the inverter). This degree of freedom is captured as follows.

At each branch point, a flag called inverterjpaidjor is used to record whether the

tree contains an inverter at its output. When the tree is mapped, if the optimalmatch at

the root of the tree is an inverter, this flag is set. When a tree fed by the branch point
is mapped, the cost for an inverter at the leaf of the tree is modified based on the the

inverterjpaidjor flag. If this bit is set, then the cost for an inverter match at the leaf of the
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tree is taken as zero, and not the normal cost of the inverter. This allows the tree to select

the phase it wishes to take from the previous tree.

After a tree is mapped, a recursive walk is performed over the tree to reach each

leaf. At the leaf, if the branch point has not already paid for an inverter, and if the optimal

cover for this tree contains an inverter at the leaf, then the inverter^paidjor bit is set at the

branch point. Thus, any trees mapped after this tree will re-use the inverter in the other

tree and will see a free choice of phases for this input.

Hence the inverterjpaidjor bit records the current status at any time during the

mapping as to whether a single inverter is present at the branch point. Note that this

heuristic is order-dependent - changing the order of covering for the trees leads to different

solutions.

4.5.6 Extension to Non-Tree Patterns

Some gates in a technology library cannot be represented in tree form. Common

examples are a two-input exclusive-or gate, a two-to-one multiplexor, and a three-input

majority gate (logic function / = ab + ac+ 6c). However, a simple extension allows these

patterns to be included.

Definition 4.5.1 A leaf-DAG is a DAG where the only nodes with fanout greater than one

are the primary inputs.

Patterns which are trees, and patterns which are leaf-DAGs can be used directly

by the tree-covering algorithm. This includes the exclusive-or patterns shown in Figure 4.6.

Note, however, that because of the multiple-fanout ofoneof these matches, the exclusive-or

gate must match at the leaves of the tree.

4.5.7 Complexity of Tree-Covering

When applying tree-covering for minimum area optimization or minimum delay

optimizationfor a fixed pin load, the complexity is proportional to the number of matches

found on the subject tree. A simple cost function evaluation is done for each match. There

fore, the complexity of the tree-covering algorithm is merely the cost of generating all

matches.
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One clarification is necessary as to precisely what is meant by the set of unique

tree-patterns. The pattern graphs considered up to this point consist of nonisomorphic,
unlabeled trees. These are called the nonexpanded tree patterns, graphjnatch tries all

permutations of the children of each node while searching for all matches. As a result, a

three-NAND gate is represented by only a single tree pattern.

However, if the sons of the NAND-gate at the root of the three-input NAND-gate

pattern are not considered interchangeable by the matching algorithm, then two patterns

would be required to represent this tree. One pattern would place the inverter under the

first child, and the second pattern would place the inverter under the second child. When

the children of a node are given a fixed ordering, the matching algorithm becomes simpler,

but many more patterns are needed to represent each gate. The set of tree patterns which

results in this case is called the set of expanded patterns. Although an implementation

deals with the nonexpanded patterns, it is necessary to count the number of expanded tree

patterns when analyzing the complexity of the tree-matching algorithm.

The complexity of graph.match is O(sp) where s is the number of nodes in the

subject tree, and p is the total number of nodes in the set of expanded tree patterns. The

reason the expanded tree patterns are used is that each node in the expanded representation

of a pattern is visited once when graph.match is applied to each node in the subject tree.

To see this, consider matching a pattern of only degree-two nodes on a full binary tree. A

distinct match results for this pattern for every permutation of the children at each node.

Therefore, the number of possible matches is the number of expanded trees for the given
pattern.

Therefore, for minimum-areaoptimizationand minimum-delay optimization for a

fixed pin load, the run-time of the tree-covering algorithm is O(sp). Because p is a constant

which depends only on the library, the tree-covering approximation for technology mapping

algorithm runs in linear-time in the size of the subject graph.

Minimum delay optimization for variable loads adds only a constant factor to

the run-time for tree-covering. If there are n different load values in the technology library,

then n costfunction evaluations are done for each match. The complexity of this algorithm,

therefore, is O(spn). Once again, p and n are constants dependent only on the technology
library, and hence the algorithm is linear in the size of the subject graph.
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Improved Tree-Matching Techniques

In [41], Hoffmann and O'Donnell explore different algorithms forsolving the pattern-

matching problem on trees. The algorithms they consider have varying tradeoffs of prepro

cessing time, matching time, and data space to find all matches of a collection of tree

patterns on a subject tree.

graph jnatch, when restricted to trees, is considered in their paper and is called

the naive algorithm. It is the algorithm against which more sophisticated pattern-matching

algorithms are compared. Note that although many algorithms are given in their paper,

there is no single best matching algorithm because of the tradeoffs possible based on the

characteristics of the patterns.

As an example of a more sophisticated tree-matching algorithm, consider the top-

down matching algorithm which is used by the program twig. Note that the patterns for

top-down matching are the nonexpanded pattern set; hence, the children of each node

are explicitly ordered. Top-down matching begins with the following preprocessing step.

Each node of each pattern is labeled with the type of the node (i.e., for our application,

the number of children), and each edge is labeled with the number of the child (i.e., for

technology mapping, an edge from a degree-one node is labeled 0, and the left edge from a

degree-two node is labeled 0, and the right edge from a degree-two node is labeled 1). Each

path from the root of the tree to a leafis translated into a string which is the concatenation

of the node labels and the edge labels along the path from the root to the leaf. Each

nonexpanded pattern tree is represented by the collection of all strings from the root to

each leaf. A counter is maintained at each node in the subject graph for each pattern.

Starting from a fixed node in the subject tree, a preorder traversal of the subject tree

createsa string which is matched against the collection of all strings for all patterns. A fast

string-matching algorithm,such as the Aho-Corasick algorithm[5], the Knuth-Morris-Pratt

algorithm[50], or the Boyer-Moore algorithm [12] is used to determine when the string from

the subject graph matches a string in the pattern set. When a successful string match is

made, a counter for the corresponding match is incremented; when the count reaches the

number of strings in the pattern tree, a match of the corresponding pattern tree has been

found. String matching against a large collection of strings can be done efficiently. For

example, using the Aho-Corasick string-matching algorithm, it is possible to find all of the

strings which match a given string in time proportional to the length of the longest string in
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the pattern set. This algorithm provides asignificant improvement over the naive algorithm
for finding all matching strings.

A different algorithm, called the bottom-up matching algorithm, improves on this

by providing a matching time of 0(s + m), where s is the number of nodes in the subject
graph, and m is the number of successful matches over the entire tree. The factor s comes

from visitingeach node once, and the factor m comes from outputting each successful match.

Note that the run-time for the bottom-up algorithm is independent of the size of the set of

patterns. Intuitively, this is about the best one could hope to do. However, this algorithm

has exponential space complexity for some sets of tree patterns.

For the application of tree-covering for technology mapping, the first priority was

to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the technique. Execution time was a concern,

but was secondary to the quality of results produced by the algorithm. Therefore, the naive

tree-matching algorithm was used in the implementation. This led to some interesting

results which are described below.

First, the naive tree-matching algorithm terminates quickly for many patterns,

leading to a sublinear run-time. The worst case complexity of O(sp) is rarely achieved.

Further, the optimal tree-covering algorithm complexity consists of two components: (1)

the time required to generate all matches at a given node, and (2) the time required to

evaluate the cost function for all matches at a node. For a cost function such as minimum

area, the time needed to generate the matches dominates the run time. However, for the

problem of minimum area under a delay constraint, the limiting factor is the number of
cost function evaluations required for each match.

Simple experiments demonstrate that the constant p is small enough so that the

naive matching algorithm is sufficient for technology mapping using most libraries. For

example, there are 15 gates, 19 patterns and 29 expanded patterns in the iwls-87 library.

For a total tree size of 2,425 nodes, representing an 800 gate-equivalent circuit, it takes 27
seconds on a MicroVax-II to generate 5,686 matches.

For a larger library consisting of all two-level cmos gates with no more than

four series transistors there are 131 gates, 1,171 NAND-gate patterns and 68,689 patterns
in expanded form. For the same 800 gate circuit, matching requires 1,340 seconds on a
MicroVax-II to generate^ the 6,948 matches. Note that the number of patterns increased
by a factor of 62, and the number of expanded patterns increased by a factor of almost
2,400, but the run-time increased by only a factor of50. This justifies the claim that many
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attempted matches are terminated early by the naive matching algorithm. Simple pruning

heuristics in the matcher, such as not attempting to match a tree with an inverter at the

root at a two-input node, could further improve the matching time by a constant factor.

Forthe largest library consideredhere (the set of all CMOS series-parallel gates with

no more than four transistors in series from output to power supply), there are 3,503 gates,

12,631 two-input NAND-gate patterns, and 692,643 expanded patterns, The matching time

for this library is probably too slow to be practical; for the same 800 gate circuit, 13,400

seconds are required to generate the 8,902 matches. For matching with a large library,

it would be desirable to explore more sophisticated tree-matching algorithms, such as the

top-down matching algorithm described earlier, to perform the tree-matching.

4.6 Complete Complex-Gate CMOS Libraries

A CMOS complex-gate is an interconnection of CMOS transistors which implements

a more complex logic function than a simple NAND or NOR. Every connection of transistors
which satisfies asimple rule, such as nomore than four transistors in series from each power
supply to the output, is a legal gate. Therefore, to the designer, a complete complex-gate
library is a seemingly open-ended collection of gates. Techniques have been developed to
perform the physical design steps to build acomplex-gate from its transistor graph [74]. At
layout time, if a gate is used which has not yet been created, a module generator is called
to produce the layout for that gate.

The open-ended nature of a complex-gate library differs from the concept of a
fixed technology library as presented earlier. Therefore, the extra problems of automated
technology mapping for complete CMOS complex-gate libraries is considered in this section.
The approach taken is simple - a complex-gate library is viewed as a fixed library where
every legal complex gate is represented explicitly in the library. This allows the DAG-covering
approach as presented so far to be directly applied.

To justify this approach, the following questions must be addressed:

• How many gates are there in a practical CMOS complex-gate library ?

•. How many patterns are required for the DAG-covering algorithm?
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4.6.1 CMOS Complex Gates

In static CMOS, a logjc gate is built by joining an NMOS (pull-down) network to a
pmos (pull-up) network at a common node. Each transistor network is built from source-
drain connections of mos transistors, and each transistor gate is driven by an input to the

logic gate. The pull-down network has a special node Gnd connected to the circuit ground,
and the pull-up network has a special node Vjjconnected to the circuit power supply. The

node common to the two networks is the gate output. Figure 4.26 gives an example of a

CMOS complex gate.

In order for the gate to function properly, it is assumed that a conducting path

from Gnd to Vdd does not exist for any combination of inputs. This condition is satisfied

if the pull-up network is the graph dual of the pull-down network. Note that if a gate has

a pull-up network which is not the dual of the pull-down network, then there exists a gate

which computes the same function, which has dual pull-up and pull-down network, and

no more transistors. This is clear from the observation that if the pull-up network and

pull-down networks are not dual networks, than the larger network can be replaced by the

dual of the smaller network without changing the circuit operation.

In this section, only series-parallel transistor networks are considered. A transistor

network is series-parallel if it can be constructed from the following definition.

Definition 4.6.1 A series-parallel transistor network is defined as follows. A single tran

sistor is a series-parallel network. A series connection of two series-parallel networks is

a series-parallel network. A parallel connection of two series-parallel networks is a series-

parallel network.

The CMOS gate shown in Figure 4.26 is constructed from two series-parallel net
works.

CMOS complex-gates are of interest because a logic function can be implemented

more efficiently using a single complex-gate, rather than using a network of simpler gates.

For example, the complex gate AOI44442 can be built in a single CMOS gate using six
teen nmos and sixteen pmos transistors. Building the same logic function from simple

gates requires five four-input nand gates and an inverter, or twenty-one nmos and pmos

transistors.

2Logic function / = abed + efgh + ijkl + mnop.
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Using a standard-cell layout style,' the minimum width of a CMOS gate is deter

mined by the number of inputs and outputs of the gate (that is, the number of tracks

required to route all of the signals to and from the gate). The height is the same for

all gates in a row, and hence is fixed. Therefore, the layout of the single complex gate

for / could be as small as seventeen tracks wide; the layout using simple gates requires

twenty-seven tracks. Substantial savings in area (forty percent in this simple example)

can be realized using complex gates. For these reasons, there is interest in algorithms for

technology mapping using a CMOS complex-gate library.

4.6.2 Counting the Number of CMOS Complex Gates

With the restriction that the pull-up and pull-down networks are series-parallel,

and that the pull-up and pull-down networks are dual networks, a CMOS complex gate can

be represented by a single and-or tree.

Definition 4.6.2 An AND-OR tree is a labeled tree where each node is a leaf, or has 2 or

more children. Each non-leaf node is labeled as an and node or an OR node. The node

labels alternate between AND and ORalong every path from the root to a leaf.

Definition 4.6.3 The height of an and-or tree is the maximum number of nodes along

any path from the root to any leaf (excluding the leaf node).

Definition 4.6.4 The dual of an AND-OR tree is the tree resulting from replacing each

AND-node with an OK-node, and each OK-node with an and-node.

An and-or tree represents the pull-down network of a cmos complex-gate where

an and node represents a series connection of its children, and an or node represents a

parallel connection of its children. In a similar manner, the dual of the tree defines the

series-parallel construction of the pmos transistor network in the pull-up part of the gate.

Because the AND-OR tree represents the pull-down network in the gate, the logic function

implemented by the gate is the complement of the logic function formed by viewing the

and-or tree as an expression tree.

Definition 4.6.5 A cmos complex gate is said to satisfy an (s,p)-constraint if the gate

has at most s transistors from the output to ground, and at most p transistors from the

output to the power supply. If s and p are the minimum values for which a gate satisfies an

(s,p)-constraint, then the gate is called an (s, p)-gate.
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Given an AND-OR tree, it is easy to compute the values of s and p for which the

corresponding gate is an (s,p)-gate. Let T be an AND-OR tree, and let T,-, t = 1.. .n be the

children of T. Let s(T) be the maximum number of series nmos transistors in the network

built from T. Then,

f E?-i*(Ti) ifT is an AND nodes(T) = I ^•~1 V"
[ maxJLi s(Ti) ifT is an OR node

Because the PMOS transistor tree is the dual of the nmos transistor tree, the

number of series transistors in the PMOS tree is easily computed from T by reversing the

actions for AND nodes and OR nodes.

The AND-OR tree for the CMOS complex gate presented in Figure 4.26 is shown in

Figure 4.27. The height of this tree is 4. The gate has 3 devices in series from the output

to each supply, and hence is a (3,3)-gate.

Two CMOS complex gates are considered equivalent if the labeled AND-OR trees of

the two gates areisomorphic. The problem of countingCMOS complex gates is to determine

the number of non-equivalent gates.

Definition 4.6.6 LetG(s,p) be the set of all nonequivalent series-parallel gates which sat

isfy a (s,p)-constraint.

The goal is a formula for |G(s,p)|, and an algorithm to efficiently enumerate all of

the gates.

Definition 4.6.7 Let A(s,p) be the subset ofG(s,p) excluding those trees which have a

root which is an OR-node. Let 0(s,p) be the subset of G(s,p) excluding those trees which

have a root which is an and-node.

Clearly, G(s,p) = A(s,p) + 0(s,p) - 1, with the extra 1 coming from the overlap

between A(s,p) and 0(s,p) which is the tree consisting of a single leaf (i.e., in CMOS, an

inverter).

Lemma 4.6.1 |.4(s,p)| = |0(|>,«s)|.

Proof. By duality, any tree which satisfies an (s, p)-constraint with an AND-node

as a root has a dual tree which satisfies an (p,s)-constraint with an OR-node as a root.

Hence, the two sets can be placed in one-to-one correspondence. D
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S h

Figure 4.27: AND-OR tree for ab+ (c + d)(ef + gh).
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Lemma 4.6.2 If&\ < s2, then 0(si,p) C 0(s2,p).

Proof. Recall that an (s, p)-gate has at most s devices in series. Hence, any tree

which satisfies an (sx,i>)-constraint alsosatisfies an ($2,j>)-constraint for S\ < s2. d

Definition 4.6.8 Given a nondecreasing sequence of integers 0 < x\ < ••• < Xk, define

h(xi,...,Xk) as the number of nondecreasing sequences (yi,...,y*); 0 < y\ < ••• < y*,

satisfying y,- < x,-, i = 1,..., k.

Example 4.6.1 A(2,2,3) = 7 as there are 7 nondecreasing sequences ((0,0,0), (0,0,1),

(0,0,2), (0,1,1), (0,1,2), (1,1,1), (1,1,2)) which satisfy the constraint.

Lemma 4.6.3 h satisfies the recurrence relation:

h(xu...1Xk) = 5Z M*2-»»*3-*»•..t*fc-0

h(xi) = xi

Proof. Fix the first element at value :. For the sequence to be nondecreasing,

there are t fewer choices for each position after the first. The problem is then reduced to

generating all nondecreasingsequences of length &— 1, from the sequence (x2—i,... ,£*—*)•

The recursion terminates when there is a single element in the sequence. D

Definition 4.6.9 A partition ofan integers, representedit(s), is a nondecreasing sequence

of integers 0 < S\ < ...< Sk such that £?=i Si = s).

Theorem 4.6.1

I^Kp)I<EMI^(p^i)I Wp,*k)\)

where n(s) ranges over all partitions of the integers and h is as defined in Definition 4-6.8.

Proof. Assume that an and-or tree T with an AND-root has s transistors from

output to ground, and p transistors from output to supply. Then, the series constraint of
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s transistors may be split among the children of T (which must be OR-trees) according to

the partitions of the integer s. For any partition 0 < Si < ••• < 3*, 0(si,p) C 0(s2lp) C

••• C 0(sk,p). To form an AND-OR tree, choose 1 subtree from each of the sets 0(si7p).
However the inclusion between the sets 0{s^p) leads to overcounting unless the number of

ways to form a unique and-or tree from the sets 0(si,p) is considered.

Let Xi = \0(siyp)\ for i = 1, ...,&. For each i,f = l,...,fc - 1, order the trees

of the set 0(3,+i,p) so that the first »,- trees are in one-to-one correspondence with the

trees 0(3,-,p). For a given partition of 3, a unique tree is formed by choosing a sequence

of integers 0 < y\ < ••• < y* such that y,- < »,-, i = 1,..., k. Identify each y; as the choice

of the tree numbered y,* from the set 0(si,p.) Hence, the function h counts the number of

choices from the overlapping sets 0(3,-,p).

By Lemma 4.6.1, 0(*;,p) = A(p, $,•), for i = 1,..., k. U

The number of children at each node equals the number of elements in the partition

ir{s). Therefore, the trees computed for two partitions of different length are unique. How

ever, theorem 4.6.1 overcounts the number of trees because of overlap between partitions

of s which are of the same length. This is best demonstrated by an example. Consider the

case of s = 4 with the partitions S\ = 1,32 = 3 and s\ = 2, s2 = 2. The set of trees formed

by choosing one tree from 0(1, p) and one tree from 0(3, p) overlaps the set of trees formed

by choosing one tree from 0(2, p) and one tree from 0(2, p). This overlap is precisely the

set of trees formed by choosing one tree from 0(1, p) and 0(2,p) (that is, the element-wise

minimum of the partitions (1,3) and (2,2) which is (1,2)).

Theorem 4.6.1 can be modified to count the number of and-or trees without

overlap. For all partitions of length k, taken two at a time, let t,- be the element-wise

minimum of the corresponding elements of each partition. There are

h(\A(pytl)\,...,\A(P,tk)\)

trees which have been counted twice for this partition. This must be subtracted from

|A(.s,p)|. For all partitions of length k, taken three at a time, let tt- be the element-wise

minimum of the corresponding elements of each partition. Then a value of

h(\A(p,tl)\y...,\A(P^k)\)
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1 2 3 4 5 6

1 1 2 3 4 5 6

2 2 7 18 42 90 186

3 3 18 87 396 1,677 6,877

4 4 42 396 3,503 28,435 222,943

5 5 90 1,677 28,435 425,803 6,084,393

6 6 186 6,877 222,943 6,084,393 154,793,519

Table 4.2: Number of gates satisfying an (3, p)-constraint.
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must be added to |A(s,p)| to account for the trees which are in the overlap of the partitions

taken three at a time. Continue in this manner, alternating sign, until all possible subsets

of the partitions of a given length are considered.

Table 4.2 gives the number of trees which satisfy an (3, p)-constraint for values of

3 and p ranging up to six. A typical maximum value for CMOS designs is 3 = 4 and p = 4

for which there are 3,503 complex-gates. Note that the function G is symmetric in 3 and p.

Table 4.3 lists the 87 unique gates which satisfy a (3,3)-constraint. / gives the

height of the corresponding and-or tree, 3 gives the series height of the nmos transistors,

and p gives the series height of the PMOS transistors.

4.6.3 Counting the NAND-Gate Trees for a Function

For optimal results, the tree-covering algorithm requires that each logic function

be represented by all of the two-input NAND-gate trees that realize that function. For

example, a five-input nand gate has three unique NAND-gate trees, and the complex gate

AO14444 has eighteen unique NAND-gate trees. The problem considered in this section is

how to generate these trees given a description of the logic function for a gate.

The first step is to transform the logic function into an and-or tree. This is done

by translating the logic function in the library into an expression tree, and then converting

the expression tree into normal form where each level of the tree is a different operator. The

phase of each input (i.e., normal or complemented) to the expression tree is recorded. During

the recursive algorithm, when a tree is created for the leaf, either the leaf or an inverter
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ia+ b)(cd+ef + gh)
(a + bc)(d + e + f)
(a + 6(c+<f))(e + / + 0)
(o+(6 +c)(<£ +«))(/ + $ +A)
(a& + cd)(e -rf-rg)
(ab + c(d+e))(f + g+h)
(ab + (c + d)(e + f))(g+h + i)
(a + b+c)(d + e + f)
(a + b + c)(d + e + fg)
(a + &+c)(d + e/ + 0fc)
(a + b+c)(de + fg+hi)
abc

ab(c + d)
ab(c-rd-re)
a(b + c)(d + e)
a(6 + c)(<* + e + /)
a(b + c + d)(e + /+i/)
(o + 6)(c+d)(e + /)
(a + 6)(c+ei)(e + f + g)
(a + 6)(c+rf + e)(/ + ^ + /i)
oic -|- rfe/ + ghi
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a + b
a + bc
a + 6(c + d)
a-rb(c-rde)
a + b(cd+ef)
a + (6+c)(<*+e)
a + (6+ c)(d + e/)
a+ ib + c)(de + fg)
a + bed
a + bc(d + e)
a + 6(c+d)(e + /)
a + (& + c)(d + e)(/ + $)
a&+ cd

ab + c(d + e)
ab + c(d + ef)
ab + c(de + fg)
afr+(c+d)(e + /)
a& + (c+<f)(e + /0)
a6 + (c+«J)(e/ + 0&)
a&+ cde

a& + c</(e + /)
a& + c(<f + e)(/+<7)
ad+ (c+<*)(« +/)($ + *)
a(&+c)+de/
a(& + cd) + e/<7
a(6c + de) + fgh
(a + &)(c + d) + e/tf
(a + 6)(c+de) + /»7/i
(a + 6)(cd+e/) + <7/ii
abc-r def
abc + <fc(/ + g)
abc+d{e + f)(g+h)
abc+{d + e)(f + g)(h + i)
a + b + c

a-rb-r cd
a-rb-r cde
a-rbc-r de

a-rbc-r def
a + bed + efg
ab+ cd-r ef
ab + cd+ efg
ab + cde + fgh
(a + b+ c)(d + e + f)(g + h + i)

Table 4.3: All (3,3)-gates.
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connected to the leaf is returned based on the phase. If a single variable is connected to

several leaves of the and-or tree, distinct inputs are assumed for the discussion which

follows. After the patterns are generated assuming distinct inputs, the primary inputs of

the pattern are re-connected based on the connectivity of the original and-or tree.

The problem of generating all of the unique trees for a given and-or tree is broken

into two steps. First, all unique trees for a single level of the and-or tree (i.e., for a single

n-input and or or) are enumerated. Then, using a recursive algorithm, the NAND-gate

trees for the children at a given level are combined to generate all unique trees.

NAND-Gate Trees for an n-Input AND Gate

The algorithm presented next enumerates the number of two-input AND-gate trees

for an n-input AND-gate. Note that given a tree for an n-input AND-gate, it may be converted

into a tree for an n-input OR-gate merely by adding an inverter to each of the inputs, and

by adding an inverter to the output. Note also that if NAND-gate trees are used instead of

AND-gate trees, then each NAND gate is simply followed by an inverter to form an AND-gate.

Therefore, inverters in the tree can be ignored for counting purposes, and the problem is

reduced to counting the number of nonisomorphic, unlabeled trees of n leaves where each

node is a leaf or has a degree of 2. For each of these trees, there is one way to add inverters

to the tree to form a NAND-gate tree for an n-input AND or an n-input OR.

Let f(n) be the number of such trees. If n is 1, there is one tree consisting of a

single leaf; hence /(l) = 1.

If n > 1, assume the root of the tree has i leaves under its first son, and n - i

leaves under its second son for i = 1,..., [n/2\. (Without loss of generality, assume fewer

leaves are under the first son if n is odd.)

If i ^ n —i then none of the /(i) trees for the left son can be isomorphic to any of

the f(n — i) trees for the right son because they have a different number of leaves; hence,

any tree formed from choosing one tree from the set for left son and one tree from the set

for the right son generates a unique tree. The number of nonisomorphic trees in this case

is f{i)f(n - i).

If i = n —i, there are fewer unique trees. Assume the f(i) trees for each son are

ordered. Choosing a tree for the right son with an index equal to or greater than the index

of the tree for the left son will guarantee a unique tree. Hence, there are y/(*)(/(«) + 1)
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n /(») n /(n)
1 9 46

2 1 10 98

3 1 11 207

4 2 12 451

5 3 13 983

6 6 14 2,179

7 11 15 4,850

8 23 16 10,905

Table 4.4: Number of two-input NAND-gate trees for an n-input AND.

ways to generate a unique tree in this case.

The following recurrence relation computes the number of two-input AND-gate

trees for an n-input AND gate:

/(») = EiS /(0/(» - o if n odd
—l

E7Jx /(0/(» " 0 + j/( J)(/(») + 1) K« even
(4.1)

Table 4.4 shows the number of unique two-input NAND-gate trees for values of n

up to sixteen. Although the function / grows exponentially in n, only the AND-gates with

a small number of leaves are of interest (e.g., n < 10). For an eight-input AND-gate, there

are only twenty-three two-input AND-trees.

NAND-Gate Trees for an AND-OR Tree

The algorithm generate_nand.trees, shown in Figure 4.28, generates all two-

input NAND-gate trees for a given and-or tree T. generatesand-trees generates the

NAND-gate trees with duplication; hence, isomorphic trees are removed at each step of the

algorithm.

If T is a leaf, the only NAND-gate tree is the tree with a single leaf (or a single

inverter at the leaf). This degenerate case terminates the recursive algorithm.

Otherwise, assume that T has n children. Let R be the set of all two-input NAND-

gate trees which implement an n-input and gate (if T is an AND-node), or the set of all two-
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generate_nand.trees(T) {

/* recursive termination ~ a single leaf */
if (T is a leaf) {

if (T is inverted)
return single inverter fed by T;

else

return T;

}

} else {

/* generate all n-input HAND trees for the current node */
R s generate.nand.trees_single(T->type, n);

/* T[i] represents child number i of T */
for i from 1 to n {

MCi3 = generate.nand_trees(TCi]);
}

set new.trees to be empty;

foreach r in R {
foreach selections of a tree Si from Mi, i = 1 ... n {

forall permutations of (SI, S2, ..., Sn) {
append Si to each leaf of r to get new.tree;
add new.tree to new.trees;

}
}

}

}

new.trees = delete.duplicate.trees(new.trees);
return new.trees;

Figure 4.28: Algorithm generate_nand .trees.
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12 3 4

1

2

3

4

12 3

2 7 20

3 20 115

4 70 836

5

70

836

12,631

Table 4.5: Number of NAND-gate patterns for (s,p)-gates.

input NAND-gate trees which implement an n-input OR-gate (if T is an OR-node). These are

computed using generate_nand_trees_single, based on the recurrence relation presented

in equation 4.1. Let Mi be the set of all NAND-gate trees for each son T,-, t = 1,..., k of T

computed recursively using this procedure. For each r € R-, select one tree Si from each set

Mi. For each permutation v of the elements 1,...,n form the tree with root r and leaves

5^,). The set of trees formed by considering all possible r 6 R, all possible selections of

trees 5,* 6 M,-, and all permutations of the n leaves of r includes all possible NAND-gate

implementations for T.

This enumeration algorithm has been implemented and used to count the number

of two-input NAND-gate trees for a library of (s,p)-gates for different values of s and p.

These results are shown in Table 4.5. A value typical for CMOS design is (4,4), of which

there are 3,503 different complex gates, and 12,631 different NAND-gate trees.

Clearly, the worst case performance of this procedure is bad. Using / as denned

in 4.1, there are

/(*)(*!) n mi

different trees to examine. However, the straightforward application of this enumeration

procedure is sufficient to generate patterns for common CMOS complex gates. Generation of

the 12,631 two-input NAND-gate patterns for all 3,503 (4,4)-gates requires about 12 minutes

on a dec vax 8650. Of course, this procedure is executed once to create the set of patterns,

and is not run for each application of the DAG-covering algorithm.

Interestingly, the (4,4)-function generating the most trees was

abed + efgh + ij(k + l)(m + n)
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which has forty-two two-input NanD:trees.

4.7 Experimental Results

A technology mapping algorithm based on the tree-covering approximation has

been implemented in MIS-II. In this section, several experiments with this implementation

are reported.

Table 4.6 describes the set of examples which were used for the experiments. Shown

in the table are the number of primary inputs (pt), the number of primary outputs (po),

and the total number of literals in sum-of-products form in the network after algebraic

decomposition (literals).

Ten of the circuits are from the iscas Test Generation Benchmark set. These rep

resent, for the most part, large combinational circuit designs which are already represented

at the gate level. The examples misex3 and rotare industrial circuits taken from actual chip

designs, seq is a large finite-state machine from the Berkeley SPUR microprocessor cache

controller [29]. des is the byte-pipelined data encryption chip described in Chapter 5. Each

of these last four examples was translated from a high-level description into a starting form

for logic optimization.

All of the results in this section were collected on a Sun 4/260 Computer. A Sun

4/260 is typically ten times faster than a DEC MicroVax-II for integer applications. All

run-times are reported in seconds.

4.7.1 Area versus Delay; IWLS-87 Library

The first experiment was to map each circuit using the iwls-87 technology li

brary. Each circuit was mapped once for minimum area and once for minimum delay, op-

timaljarea.cover was used for the area result, and optimal_delay_onesize_cover was

used for the minimum delay result. Note that, for this library, all gates except the three

high-drive inverters have the same input pin load; therefore, the use of load bins as in op-

timaljdelayjcover would not improve the results dramatically. The results are presented

in Table 4.7.

In the table, gates is the number of gates in the final circuit, area is the total cell
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Example Pi po Literals

C432 36 7 264

C499 41 32 558

C880 60 26 421

C1355 41 32 558

C1908 33 25 543

C2670 233 140 764

C3540 50 22 1,385

C5315 178 123 1,838

C6288 32 32 3,762

C7552 207 108 2,332

des 256 245 3,655

misex3 14 14 629

rot 135 107 803

seq 42 35 1,788

Table 4.6: Benchmark circuits for technology mapping.

area in the final circuit, and delay is the critical path delay in nanoseconds (ns). In the

iwls-87 library, an inverter is 1 gate, 1 unit of area, and has a delay of 1.2 ns; a 2-input

NAND-gate is 1 gate, 2 units of area, and also has a delay of 1.2 ns. The area optimization

results include a global phase assignment for area step applied after the technology mapping

[76]. Phase assignment was not performed for the delay optimized circuits as Mis-n lacks a

global phase assignment algorithm for delay. The cpu times for technology mapping (area

mode) and phase assignment (area mode) are given in the last two columns; this is in

seconds of computer time on a Sun 4/260. The run-time for both the area and delay modes

is identical. This is because, in the implementation, the area and delay cost functions are

computed regardless of the optimization criteria. This is done so that, given equal area

covers, the faster cover can be preferred. Therefore, only the cpu time for the area mode is

shown.

The first thing to notice is that the tree-based technology mapping algorithm is

fast. The entire set of fourteen benchmark examples, representing 8,971 gates and 23,886

units of gate area required only 92 seconds on the Sun 4/260 for optimization. The phase

assignment which followed required an additional 11.8 ns.
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Example Area Mode. Delay Mode Cpu Cpu
Gates Area Delay Gates Area Delay Map Phase

C432 127 356 67.8 195 449 60.2 3.1 0.5

C499 210 677 41.5 328 922 36.5 6.3 0.9

C880 225 573 44.8 282 701 38.7 5.2 0.9

C1355 210 677 41.5 328 922 36.5 6.4 0.9

C1908 228 672 59.2 308 859 54.3 5.9 0.9

C2670 328 934 59.3 470 1,233 47.7 9.7 1.5

C3540 606 1,646 77.1 823 2,111 68.3 15.8 3.4

C5315 753 2,289 69.2 960 2,848 57.6 22.4 3.3

C6288 1,860 4,214 204.0 2,636 5,560 171.0 36.7 6.4

C7552 883 2,869 90.3 1,227 3,424 60.5 29.5 5.8

des 1,886 4,902 99.5 2,352 5,902 114.4 55.1 11.8

misex3 321 796 44.8 433 1,026 36.3 7.5 2.2

rot 439 1,006 47.2 553 1,342 41.0 9.2 2.2

seq 895 2,275 49.7 1,169 2,843 39.0 21.7 8.5

Total 8,971 23,886 995.9 12,064 30,142 862.0 92.5 11.8

Ratio 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.34 1.26 0.86
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Table 4.7: Area versus delay for the iwls-87 Library.

The second point to notice is that delay optimization produced circuits which

averaged 26% larger than the area circuits, but with a critical path delay that was 14%

less. Because the simple optimal_delay_onesize_cover algorithm was used, no attempt

was made to reduce the area of the circuit off of the critical path. In fact, for the delay

optimized circuits, all paths have been mapped for optimum delay. This accounts for the

large increase in area.

Note that delay optimization during technology mapping for this library is limited.

First, technology mapping does not restructure or rebalance the circuit to speed up the

critical path. Second, all of the gates in this library, except the inverters, come in a single

size. Hence, the performance improvement for these examples comes from the selection of

the correct gates along the critical path.

4.7.2 Area versus Delay; IWLS-89 Library

The International Workshop on Logic Synthesis Benchmark Committee has defined

a new library for use in the upcoming 1989 workshop. This standard-cell library includes

more CMOS complex gates and contains more detailed timing information for each gate in

the library, including separate rise and fall delays. The library has 27 gates. The mis-ii
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Example Area Mode Delay Mode Cpu Cpu

Gates Area Delay Gates Area Delay Map Phase

C432 122 449 38.4 163 580 38.8 3.7 0.5

C499 209 810 29.9 322 1,172 22.9 7.0 0.8

C880 206 729 26.9 292 1,015 27.8 6.0 0.8

C1355 209 810 29.9 322 1,172 22.9 7.1 0.8

C1908 235 847 37.9 339 1,187 35.0 6.7 0.8

C2670 341 1,242 31.1 497 1,796 30.0 11.1 1.4

C3540 536 2,052 49.9 781 2,789 47.7 18.7 1.9

C5315 735 2,836 43.2 935 3,611 38.4 25.8 2.7

C6288 1,328 4,993 101.0 2,680 8,757 112.7 41.1 7.8

C7552 868 3,414 56.7 1,323 4,880 44.7 33.1 6.0

des 1,695 6,290 89.6 2,168 7,879 79.9 64.7 7.8

misex3 288 1,044 27.0 388 1,346 21.0 8.8 1.4

rot 414 1,378 27.7 507 1,757 28.0 10.5 1.7

seq 770 2,895 25.0 1,019 3,645 23.0 25.7 5.1

Total 7,956 29,789 614.2 11,736 41,586 572.8 270.0 39.5

Ratio 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.48 1.40 0.93

Table 4.8: Area versus delay for the iwls-89 library.

description of this library is reproduced at the end of this chapter.

The area cost values for this library are given in square microns. All area values

are divisible by 464 which gives the number of pins on the cell. The number 464 probably

represents the uniform height of all of the cells times the width per pin; i.e., the cells are

58 microns high and the width per input of the cell is 8 microns. To make the reporting of

results easier, the cell area is reported after division by 464. Note also that for this library,

the cell area cost function is the number of pins on the gate (input pins plus the output

pin). Therefore, an inverter has an area cost of 2, and a four-input NAND-gate has an area

cost of 5. This differs from the iwls-87 library which used the number of input pins only

as the primary cost function. Because all gates are single-output, the difference between

these two cost functions is simply the number of gates in the design. The area versus delay

experiments were repeated for this library, and the results are presented in Table 4.8.

The run-time for technology mapping has increased due to the increased number

of gates in the library and the number of tree-patterns required to represent these gates.

The gates in this library have distinct input pin loads for each pin on each gate.

This causes the simple optimal_delay_onesize_cover algorithm some difficulty. Nonethe

less, the delay optimized circuits using this library are 7% faster than the area optimized
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Example 22-1 22-2 33-1 33-2 33-4 44-1 44-2 44-3

Gates 3 7 5 33 87 7 131 625

Patterns 3 7 5 49 115 9 1,171 4,513

C432 719 557 629 473 471 571 407 413

C499 1,432 1,016 1,420 1,004 1,002 1,420 1,004 1,002

C880 1,115 883 1,017 771 775 959 745 737

C1355 1,432 1,016 1,420 1,004 1,002 1,420 1,004 1,002

C1908 1,341 1,035 1,289 983 965 1275 963 945

C2670 2,100 1,396 1,938 1,340 1,306 1,822 1,242 1,192
C3540 3,306 2,514 3,034 2,240 2,174 2,966 2,150 2,038

C5315 4,698 3,256 4,576 3,046 2,986 4,466 2,932 2,916

C6288 8,003 6,863 7,135 5,875 5,883 7,135 5,865 5,883

C7552 5,889 4,073 5,781 3,925 3,873 5,733 3,889 3,827

des 9,950 6,974 8,936 6,222 6,196 8,634 5,844 5,816
misex3 1,565 1,255 1,325 1,023 989 1,283 975 953

rot 1,940 1,556 1,732 1,352 1,304 1,708 1,318 1,278

seq 4,466 3,500 3,830 2,872 2,782 3,702 2,718 2,646

Total 47,956 35,894 44,062 32,130 31,708 43,094 31,056 30,648

Ratio 1.00 0.75 0.92 0.67 0.66 0.90 0.65 0.64
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Table 4.9: Technology mapping with different libraries.

circuits. Once again, the large area increase is due to not optimizing for area off of the

critical path. It is expected that the load-binning strategy of optimal_delayjcover could

improve these results significantly.

4.7.3 Technology Mapping Library Comparison

The next experiment was to map the same set of fourteen circuits using eight

different libraries. Each library is annotated as sp —/ where s is the maximum number of

series nmos transistors, p is the maximum number of series PMOS transistors, and / is the

height of the and-or. tree. Note that 22-2 (33-4) represents the complete set of static CMOS

gates with no more than 2 (3) transistors in series. Also, the 22-1, 33-1, and 44-1 libraries

represent libraries of just NAND-gates and NOR-gates.

The assumption was made that the area for each cell was equal to the number

of pins on the cell. Within AT&T, this is known as the number of grids for the cell. In

a standard-cell environment, this reflects a best-case assumption; the minimum width of

the cell is dictated by the number of connections to and from the cell. The results for this

experiment, reported in cell area, is shown in Table 4.9.
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The interesting conclusion from this experiment is that the larger libraries, al

though they contain significantly more gates, do not provide a large improvement over

much simpler libraries. For example, the circuits designed using 33-4 (with only 87 gates)

are only 3.5% larger than the circuits designed using 44-3 (with 625 gates). Strangely

enough, the results for the IWLS-89 benchmark library, with only 27 gates, are superior

to the results for the largest library attempted in this section (29,789 grids versus 30,648

grids). The reason for this is that the iwls-89 library contains an exclusive-or gate with a

low relative cost of only 5 grids. Several of the circuits (e.g., C1355) contain a large number

of exclusive-or gates and benefit greatly from the use of this gate. Building an exclusive-or

gate out of the gates available in the other libraries requires a minimum of 7 grids. In fact,

the improvement for C1355 alone is almost 20% over the best result for the libraries in this

section.

4.7.4 Inverter Optimization Heuristics

The final experiment compares the effects of the inverter heuristics described ear

lier. Recall that two separate heuristics are used. The first replaces each wire in the circuit

with a double inverter pair. This is called the inverter-pair heuristic. The second records, at

the branch points, information concerning the presence of an inverter at the branch point.

This is called the branch-point heuristic.

The inverter-branch point heuristic is an attempt to capture knowledge of the

underlying graph during the application of the tree-covering algorithm. A second technique

which would seem to achieve the same goal is to use an algorithm optimized for inverter

optimization on a graph. Solutions to this problem, known as the global phase assignment

problem, have been implemented in MIS-II.

The same set of fourteen circuits was mapped using the iwls-87 library for min

imum area. The experiment was performed first without any inverter heuristic, then with

the inverter-pair heuristic, and finally with both inverter optimization heuristics. The total

circuit area is reported both before and after global phase assignment to explore the inter

action between the inverter-optimization heuristics and the step of global phase assignment.

The results are shown in Table 4.10.

The inverter-pair heuristic is effective; the total circuit area is reduced by 10%

when this heuristic is applied. The results for the inverter-branch point heuristic are more
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Example No Added Inverters Inverter- pair only Normal

Before After Before After Before After

Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase

C432 386 353 360 354 358 356

C499 855 833 726 708 692 677

C880 651 624 599 575 577 573

C1355 855 833 726 708 692 677

C1908 793 765 713 688 683 672

C2670 1,225 1,143 1,008 981 957 934

C3540 1,897 1,842 1,700 1,658 1,671 1,646

C5315 2,887 2,810 2,401 2,346 2,323 2,289

C6288 4,720 4,719 4,499 4,468 4,230 4,214

C7552 3,733 3,550 2,935 2,875 2,906 2,869

des 5,183 5,038 5,057 4,953 5,004 4,902

misex3 881 845 835 807 820 796

rot 1,138 1,087 1,060 1,023 1,029 1,006

seq 2,446 2,389 2,380 2,284 2,363 2,275

Totals 27,650 26,831 24,999 24,428 24,305 23,886

Ratio 1.00 0.97 0.90 0.88 0.88 0.86
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Table 4.10: Effect of inverter-pair and inverter-branch-point heuristics.

interesting. Note that using the inverter-branch point heuristic effectively performs much

of the optimization which was performed by the global phase assignment. The interesting

point is that global phase assignment, applied after the inverter-branch point heuristic,

continues to improve the optimization result.

4.8 Extensions and Open Issues

A number of extensions to the general DAG-coveringapproach are described in this

section.

4.8.1 Sequential Technology Mapping

A technology library typically has a large number of sequential components. For

example, three popular storage elements are D flip-flops, jk flip-flops, and T flip-flops. Each

flip-flop type has many variations including a load enable input, and set and clear inputs.

Sequential technology mapping extends the technology mapping problem so that the optimal

choice of the sequential components is also performed. Sequential technology mapping is
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done with a simple extension to the DAG-covering algorithm.

To accommodate sequential technology mapping, the model of the subject graph

needs to be extended. Pairs of primary inputs and primary outputs of the subject graph are

tagged as one-cycle delayed versions of the same signal. That is, in a technology independent

way, a D flip-flop is assumed to exist between the primary output and its paired primary

input. Assuming the target library has at least a single D flip-flop, it is always possible to

implement a given circuit.

Each sequential component is modeled with a combinational logic equation feeding

a one-cycle delay element with an input D and an output Q. For example, a D flip-flop with

a data pin d, a synchronous reset pin r and a load pin / is modeled with the combinational

equation

or a JK flip-flop with pins j and k is modeled with the equation

D = & + *<}.

For each sequential element, all two-input NAND-gate and inverter patterns are

generated for the combinational circuitry. When matches are generated on the subject

graph, the D output of a sequential component is required to match at a primary output;

if its equation also includes a dependency on a Q signal, then the Q signal is required to

match at a primary input which is tagged as a delayed version of the same primary output.

Using this technique, an optimal choice for the flip-flop components can be made

at the same time as the choice for the combinational gates.

4.8.2 Multiple-Output Gates

Many libraries have gates which produce multiple logic functions over a set of

inputs. These are called multiple-output gates. Typical examples of multiple-output gates

include gates with dual polarity (i.e., the gate produces both / and 7 for the logic function

/), gates which provide access to internal signals of a complex cell (e.g., an exclusive-or gate

which also produces aS and S& as outputs), and large functionality cells such as an n-bit

multiplexor or a log2 n-bit to n-bit decoder.

In some libraries, multiple-output gates are also defined which combine two func

tions which do not share any inputs. For example, two independent inverters in a single
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gate. In this case, the decision to place two otherwise separate inverters into a single cell

should be based on the physical placement of the two inverters and is not a consideration

in the logical design of the circuit. Hence, using this style of multiple-output gates is not

defined as part of the technology mapping problem.

With the assumption that the subject graph for a multiple-output gate is con

nected, the DAG-covering formulation for technology mapping, and the DAG-covering algo

rithm presented in Section 4.4 make optimal use of all of the multiple-output gates in a

library.

The tree-covering approximation, on the other hand, can operate only for single-

output gates. The proposed technique for dealing with multiple-output gates within tree-

covering falls back to a local improvement scheme. First the circuit is mapped using only

single-output logic functions from the set of logic functions available as an output of some

gate. All of the logic functions which are available from a multiple-output gate are con

sidered as valid functions for this first step. Then, a local improvement scheme is used to

identify situations where multiple gates can be combined into a single multiple-output gate.

4.8.3 Extension of the Base-Function Set

One problem with the tree-covering approximation is dealing with circuits contain

ing a large number of exclusive-or gates. As described earlier, using patterns for exclusive-or

gates which are leaf-DAG's (fan-out of more than one only at the primary inputs) in the

tree-mapping approximation is straightforward. However, when the subject graph is par

titioned for tree-covering, each exclusive-or gate appears at a tree boundary. This often

leads to a large number of small trees. Because heuristics are used to estimate the phase-

assignment across the trees, optimality is lost when the optimal covers for the small trees are

combined. Global phase assignment [20] can be used to make up for this loss in optimality;

however, better solutions are expected if more information can be presented to the dynamic

programming algorithm to optimally choose the phase assignment around exclusive-orgates.

A further problem is that although every function can be represented as a leaf

dag, this is often not the form the function is expected to have in the subject graph.

For example, consider a three-input exclusive-or gate. The logic decomposition step which

precedes technology mapping can be expected to produce an interconnection of two two-

input exclusive-or gates for a three-input exclusive-or. However, the representation of this
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form using two-input NAND-gates includes internal nodes with multiple-fanout and hence is

not a leaf-DAG. Therefore, it is not possible to build a tree-representation for the form in

which the three-input exclusive-or gate is expected to appear in a subject graph.

One proposal for dealing with this problem is to increase the base-function set by

adding a two-input exclusive-or gate. The subject graph then consists of two-input NAND-

gates, two-input exclusive-or gates, and inverters. The subject graph is put into this form by

first transforming the circuit into two-input NAND and inverter form, and then identifying

on the subject graph situations where a two-input exclusive-or exists.

Patterns are created for all exclusive-or and exclusive-nor gates, and extra patterns

are created for performing optimal phase assignment around each exclusive-or style gate.

For example, a two-input exclusive-or gate is represented by three different patterns: the

single node pattern, the pattern with both inputs inverted, and a pattern with a single

input and the output inverted. A three-input exclusive-nor is similarly represented using a

cascade of two two-input exclusive-or gates, and all possible combinations of inverters which

leave the circuit function unchanged. The tree-covering algorithms can then be applied to

find an optimal cover using the additional patterns.

Note that adding exclusive-or gates to the base function set has the advantage of

increasing the size of the trees in the circuit. Therefore, optimal results can be found for

larger portions of the circuit. The disadvantage of adding a function to the base-set has

been mentioned earlier; the granularity of the base function set controls the solution space.

In this case, any circuit derived by covering the NAND-gates within the exclusive-or gate

with two different patterns is no longer a possible solution.

4.9 Conclusions

DAG-covering provides an algorithmic formulation to the technology mapping prob

lem. The limitations of DAG-covering, namely its dependence on the form of the sub

ject graph, fit in nicely with the paradigm of combining DAG-covering with technology-

independent optimization to provide an overall solution for logic synthesis.

It has been shown how to use the tree-covering approximation to provide an effec

tive solution for the DAG-covering problem, including the problem of delay optimization in

technology mapping.
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4.10 IWLS-89 Benchmark Library Description

The following is a description of the International Workshop on Logic Synthesis

benchmark library for 1989 in Mis-11 format.

GATE invlx 928.00 0 • ! a;

PII a IIV 0.0514 999.0 0.4200 4.7100 0.4200 3.6000

GATE inv2x 928.00 0 » ! a;

PII a IIV 0.1009 999.0 0.3000 1.9800 0.2900 1.8200

GATE inv4x 1392.00 0 • ! a;

PII a IIV 0.1897 999.0 0.2300 1.0800 0.2700 0.8S00

GATE xor 2320.00 0 * ((!a ♦ b) ♦ (a » !b));
PII a UIKIQVI 0.1442 999.0 1.7700 6.2300 0.9600 4.6400

PII b UIKI0WI 0.1381 999.0 1.9400 4.6S00 1.1400 5.2200

GATE znor 2320.00 0 » ((!a * !b) + (a * b));
PII a UHKI0VI 0.1502 999.0 1.1100 4.8600 1.0700 3.3900

PII b UIKI0VI 0.1352 999.0 1.5500 4.8700 1.0700 3.3900

GATE nand2 1392.00 0 » ! (a * b);
PII a IIV 0.0777 999.0 0.6400 4.0900 0.4000 2.5700

PII b IIV 0.0716 999.0 0.4600 4.1000 0.3700 2.S700

GATE nand3 1856.00 0 a ! (a * b * c);
PII a IIV 0.1000 999.0 0.8900 3.6000 0.5100 2.4900

PII b IIV 0.0828 999.0 0.7100 4.1100 0.4200 2.5000

PII c IIV 0.0777 999.0 0.5600 4.3900 0.3500 2.4900

GATE nand4 2320.00 0 = ! (a«b*c*d);
PII a IIV 0.1030 999.0 1.2700 3.6200 0.6700 2.3900

PII b IIV 0.0980 999.0 1.0900 3.6100 0.6100 2.3900

PII c IIV 0.0980 999.0 0.8200 3.6200 0.5500 2.4000

PII d IIV 0.1050 999.0 0.5800 3.6200 0.3800 2.3900

GATE nor2 1392.00 0 = ! (a ♦ b);
PII a IIV 0.0736 999.0 0.3300 3.6400 0.4500 3.6400

PII b IIV 0.0968 999.0 0.5000 3.6400 0.7000 3.6600

GATE nor3 1856.00 0 =« ! (a + b ♦ c);
PII a IIV 0.0856 999.0 0.8400 5.0400 1.3000 3.4500

PII b IIV 0.0806 999.0 0.7800 5.0300 1.1400 3.4300

PII c IIV 0.0826 999.0 0.5200 5.0300 0.8400 3.4400

GATE nor4 2320.00 0»!(a+b+c+d);
PII a IIV 0.0887 999.0 0.4100 5.9100 1.1600 3.2000

PII b IIV 0.0867 999.0 0.8500 5.9100 1.5300 3.1800

PII c IIV 0.0867 999.0 1.1100 5.9200 1.7500 3.1900
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PII d IIV 0.0887 999.0 1.2700 5.9100 1.9400 3.2000

GATE aoi21 1856.00 0 « ! ((al * a2) + b);
PII al IIV 0.1029 999.0 0.7500 3.5200 0.6700 2.5300

PII a2 IIV 0.0908 999.0 0.6700 3.6400 0.6200 2.5200

PII b IIV 0.1110 999.0 0.5800 3.6400 0.2100 1.2800

GATE aoi31 2320.00 0 = ! ((al * a2 * a3) ♦ b);
PII al IIV 0.1009 999.0 0.9100 4.0400 0.8100 2.8600

PII a2 IIV 0.1049 999.0 1.0500 3.9300 0.8700 2.8700

PII a3 IIV 0.1059 999.0 1.1500 3.9400 0.9400 2.8600

PII b IIV 0.0979 999.0 0.8900 4.0600 0.2500 1.2800

GATE aoi22 2320.00 0 » ! ((al * a2) + (bl * b2));
PII al IIV 0.1019 999.0 0.9200 3.4600 0.9400 2.7900

PII a2 IIV 0.0908 999.0 0.8400 3.6400 0.8500 2.7900

PII bl IIV 0.0958 999.0 0.6100 3.6400 0.4900 2.9300

PII b2 IIV 0.0988 999.0 0.7000 3.6400 0.5400 2.9300

GATE aoi32 2784.00 0 = ! ((al ♦ a2 * a3) ♦ (bl * b2));
PII al IIV 0.1029 999.0 1.0600 3.8100 0.9600 2.9100

PII a2 IIV 0.1009 999.0 1.2000 3.8100 1.0300 2.9000

PII a3 IIV 0.1060 999.0 1.2900 3.6900 1.0600 2.9100

PII bl IIV 0.0979 999.0 0.9100 3.8100 0.4300 2.1200

PII b2 IIV 0.1049 999.0 0.7800 3.5900 0.4300 2.1200

GATE aoi33 3248.00 0 » ! ((al * a2 * a3) + (bl * b2 * b3));

PII al IIV 0.1029 999.0 1.3300 3.9100 1.3000 2.9100

PII a2 IIV 0.1029 999.0 1.4600 3.8400 1.4100 2.9100

PII a3 IIV 0.1120 999.0 1.4700 3.6500 1.4100 2.9100

PII bl IIV 0.1029 999.0 1.1100 3.5900 0.7600 2.9000

PII b2 IIV 0.0949 999.0 1.0400 3.9100 0.6800 2.9100

PII b3 IIV 0.1039 999.0 0.8400 3.5800 0.6400 2.9000

GATE aol211 2320.00 0 • ! ((al * a2) + b + c);
PII al IIV 0.1039 999.0 1.1200 4.8100 1.0300 2.3800

PII a2 IIV 0.1090 999.0 1.2900 4.8100 1.0300 2.3800

PII b IIV 0.1080 999.0 1.0400 4.8300 0.5200 1.4000

PII c IIV 0.1008 999.0 0.6800 4.8300 0.5100 1.7900

GATE aoi221 2784.00 0 » ! ((al * a2) ♦ (bl * b2) + c);
PII al IIV 0.1089 999.0 1.4800 4.4300 1.3300 2.7800

PII a2 IIV 0.0948 999.0 1.4200 4.5600 1.4000 2.7500

PII bl IIV 0.1029 999.0 0.7600 4.4700 0.7900 2.8900

PII b2 IIV 0.1049 999.0 0.7300 4.5800 0.7800 2.9100

PII c IIV 0.1110 999.0 1.3900 4.5600 0.7000 1.5100

GATE aoi222 3712.00 0 = ! ((al * a2) ♦ (bl * b2) ♦ (cl * c2) );
PIN al IIV 0.1019 999.0 1.7700 4.5800 1.5600 2.9500

PII a2 IIV 0.0958 999.0 1.7300 4.6900 1.6000 2.9300
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PII bl IIV 0.1039 999.0 1.3400 4.6800 1.2100 2.9200

PII b2 IIV 0.1039 999.0 1.5000 4.6900 1.2200 2.9200

PII el IIV 0.0958 999.0 0.9200 4.6700 0.8100 2.9200

PII C2 IIV 0.1039 999.0 0.7700 4.4700 0.7600 2.9200

GATE oai21 1856.00 0 • ! ( (al + a2) * b);

PII al IIV 0.1019 999.0 0.6900 3.9400 0.5300 2.4700

PII a2 IIV 0.0979 999.0 0.8700 3.9300 0.6300 2.4700

PII b IIV 0.0998 999.0 0.3700 2.0500 0.5700 2.5100

GATE oai31 2320.00 0 » ! ( (al ♦ a2 ♦ a3) * b);
PII al IIV 0.1089 999.0 1.2700 4.7100 1.0300 2.4300

PII a2 IIV 0.1049 999.0 1.1100 4.7100 1.0400 2.5700

PII a3 IIV 0.1090 999.0 0.8500 4.7100 0.6900 2.3800

PII b IIV 0.1059 999.0 0.3800 1.8600 0.8100 2.7300

GATE oai22 2320.00 0 * ! ( (al ♦ a2) * (bl * b2));
PII al IIV 0.1009 999.0 1.1000 4.0600 0.9000 2.5000

PII a2 IIV 0.1029 999.0 0.9900 4.0600 0.6800 2.3600

PII bl IIV 0.0958 999.0 0.6900 3.6600 0.7400 2.5300

PII b2 IIV 0.1039 999.0 0.6100 3.6600 0.5600 2.0600

GATE oai32 2784.00 0 • ! ( (al ♦ a2 + a3) * (bl ♦ b2));

PII al IIV 0.1130 999.0 1.3900 4.4600 1.0400 2.4600

PII a2 IIV 0.1069 999.0 1.2500 4.4600 1.0900 2.6300

PII a3 IIV 0.1140 999.0 0.9900 4.4600 0.7400 2.4200

PII bl IIV 0.1059 999.0 0.5800 3.2000 0.7900 2.7100

PII b2 IIV 0.1130 999.0 0.6800 3.2100 0.8300 2.3400

GATE oai33 3248.00 0 =.! ( (al + a2 + a3) * (bl + b2 + b3));
PII al IIV 0.1170 999.0 1.5800 4.3000 1.4800 2.4700

PII a2 IIV 0.1089 999.0 1.5000 4.3100 1.4200 2.6300

PII a3 IIV 0.1079 999.0 1.2400 4.3100 1.1700 2.6500

PII bl IIV 0.1170 999.0 0.8000 4.3000 0.8200 2.2700

PII b2 IIV 0.1089 999.0 0.0000 4.3000 1.1700 2.6400

PII b3 IIV 0.1109 999.0 1.1300 4.3100 1.3500 2.6500

GATE oai211 2320.00 0 » ! ( (al ♦ a2) * b * c);

PII al IIV 0.1070 999.0 1.1200 4.1700 0.5900 2.3100

PII a2 IIV 0.1131 999.0 1.3000 4.1600 0.7900 2.3600

PII b IIV 0.1050 999.0 0.5100 2.1300 0.6900 2.4000

PII c IIV 0.1050 999.0 0.5000 2.4600 0.5200 2.4100

GATE oai221 2784.00 0 = ! ( (al ♦ a2) * (bl * b2) * c);
PII al IIV 0.1039 999.0 1.5800 4.1700 1.1100 2.4700

PII a2 IIV 0.1050 999.0 1.4800 4.1700 0.8600 2.3600

PII bl IIV 0.1080 999.0 0.9400 4.0300 0.8100 2.5000

PII b2 IIV 0.1060 999.0 0.7600 4.0300 0.6400 2.5000

PII c IIV 0.1019 999.0 0.7800 2.2800 0.9000 2.5400
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GATE oai222 3248.00 0 • ! ( (al + a2) * (bl ♦ b2) * (el + c2));
PII al IIV 0.1161 999.0 1.7700 3.7500 1.2100 2.4700

PII a2 IIV 0.1110 999.0 1.6200 3.7500 1.1300 2.4800

PII bl IIV 0.1009 999.0 1.1700 3.5800 1.0700 2.4800

PII b2 IIV 0.1191 999.0 1.3500 3.5800 1.1000 2.3500

PII el IIV 0.1060 999.0 0.9900 3.5900 0.9300 2.4900

PII c2 IIV 0.1140 999.0 0.8200 3.5800 0.7900 2.4800

GATE zero 0 QaCOISTO;

GATE one 0 0=C0HST1;



Chapter 5

Design Example

In this chapter a complete design example is examined to illustrate the use of logic

synthesis in the design flow. The methodology starts from a register-transfer level (rtl)

specification of the combinational logic and latches in a design. Synthesis tools translate

this description into a logic-level representation. The design is simulated at the logic level

to guarantee correct operation. Logic optimization is used to improve the quality of the

design and to implement the design as a net-list of standard-cellcomponents. Standard-cell

place and route is the final step to produce the mask layers for the integrated circuit. The

example used is the design of a single-chip implementation of the Data Encryption Standard

(des) for encrypting and decrypting digital data.

5-1 OCT Synthesis Tools

A complete set of tools has been developed at Berkeley for the automatic synthesis

of digital designs. The tools are tied together using the OCT database [39] and are available

as part of the OCT TOOLS [72] collection of computer-aided design programs.

OCT maintains different representations of a design called views. The specific views

of interest in the DES design are the physical view, the symbolic view, and the logic view.

A physical view represents a design using only mask-level geometries. No connectivity

information is present in a physical view. Physical views are used in the des design for

the mask layout of the standard-cells. A symbolic view also contains physical position

information and contains mask-level information for the design. However, a symbolic view

restricts the geometries which can be used; only wires and instances of other modules are

169
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Tool Description
BDSYN Translate BDS into an OCT logic view
BDNET Translate net-list into an OCT logic view
bdsim Switch-level simulation

MIS-II Logic optimization
WOLFE OCT interface for timberwolfsc and yacr

TIMBERWOLFSC Standard-cell placement and global routing
YACR Standard-cell detailed routing

Table 5.1: Tools used for the design of DES.

allowed. All connections are through terminals on the modules and electrical connectivity

is represented explicitly. A symbolic view is used in the DES design for a module composed

of standard cells. A logic view is an abstract form of a symbolic view. No physicalposition

information is available and the components in the design do not necessarily map onto

actual cells in any library. Instead, the representation captures the logic functionality of

the design using generic components for the logical behavior.

The specific tools used for the des design are listed in Table 5.1.

Automatic synthesis starts with an RTL model described using a combination of

bdsyn and bdnet [69]. bdsyn is a program which translates a subset of Digital Equipment
Corporation's behavioral simulation language BDS [4] into a logic-level representation. A

model is written for bdsyn with the assumption that the model is translated into a com

binational logic block. Logic equations are extracted from the model which preserve the

behavior of the original description. The output of the BDSYN translator is a BLIF logic
representation. BLIF is a text-file representation of a Boolean network that was developed

as an internal format for Mis; in a design scenario, BLIF is converted into an OCT logic
view using Mis-ll. The combinational portions of the design are composed with latches and

tri-states using a textual net-list representation. The program BDNET converts this net-list
into an OCT logic view.

An OCT logic view is simulated using the switch-level simulator bdsim [69]. bdsim
simulates a hierarchical mixture of OCT logic and symbolic views. The elements in the

simulation are either transistors or logic gates represented by a logic equation.

Mis-II is a logic optimization program. It isdescribed in moredetailin Appendix A.

The primary optimization steps of Mis-u Version 2.0 are the algebraic decomposition algo-
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rithm described in Chapter 3 and the technology mapping algorithm described in Chapter 4.

MIS-II is used on the combinational portions of the design to optimize the logic equations

and to map the equations into a cell library. The output of mis-II is an OCT logic view

which only uses cells in the given cell library.

WOLFE is a standard-cell placement and routing program for OCT [61]. It is based

on the placement program TIMBERWOLFSC [68] and the channel router YACR [56].

This is a small subset of the programs in the OCTTOOLS set. Many other programs

are available to manipulate an OCT design representation. For example, the graphics editor

vem [38] can be used to view and modify the physical and symbolic views of a design. For

a list of the programs which work with OCT see [72].

5.2 The Data Encryption Standard (DES)

Digital encryption is the process of transforming a block ofbinary data (the plain

text) into a different representation (the cipher-text) under the control ofa key. Decryption is

the inverse process - given the cipher-text and the key, derive the plain-text. The encryption

algorithm should be secure. That is, given a plain-text block and a cipher-text block, it

should be difficult to derive the key which was used for the encryption. The DES algorithm

is one algorithm for digital encryption. It operates on a 64-bit plain-text block using a

56-bit key, and produces a 64-bit cipher-text block.

The DES algorithm was published as a Federal Information Processing Standard in

January of 1977 [1]. The goal was to provide a robust algorithm for data encryption which

could become a standard for use in digital systems. The standard was intended for use by

Federal Departments and Agencies for data encryption in noncritical situations, but it was

also encouraged for use by commercial and private organizations where appropriate. The

encryption algorithm was developed by IBM, and IBM holds the patents on the algorithm;

however, IBM granted royalty-free licenses under these patents to allow wide acceptance of

the algorithm.

DES is in wide use for low security applications. Many satellite communications

(e.g., cable TV) are encrypted using the DES algorithm. Sun Microsystems is using des as

the basis for their secure ethernet communication product. DES is also used as the security

mechanism for passwords in Berkeley Unix [54].

DES has since been withdrawn as a Federal standard due to complaints that it can
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be defeated by exhaustive key enumeration.- One justification for the small number of keys

(256 < 1017) was to allowinexpensive implementations of DES. Note that current single-chip

des implementations can perform up to 10* encryptions per second (i.e., ten nanosecond

encryption time). At this rate, only 8,340 chips are needed in parallel to break the scheme

in one day by shear exhaustion. While it remains expensive to build this exhaustive search

machine, vulnerability to such a brute-force attack is seen as a weakness in the standard.

It is interesting to note that DES has not been broken by any scheme short of exhaustive

enumeration of all keys. For example, given a block of plain-text and cipher-text, is it not

known how to derive even a single bit of the key. Therefore, a similar algorithm using

a larger key (e.g., 128 bits) would avoid the possibility of an exhaustive attack. On the

other hand, des has also not been proven secure in the sense that algorithms based on

NP-complete algorithms are.

A public domain C program is available for the DES algorithm.1 This program

performs approximately 200 block encryptions per second on a DEC MicroVax-II which

corresponds to an encryption rate of 13,000 bits per second. This speed is practical for low-

speed communication channels, but is not suitable for disk-controller interfaces or ethernet

interfaces which operate at millions of bits per second. Therefore, special-purpose integrated

circuits are used in these applications. The design of such an integrated circuit is the focus

of this chapter.

5.3 The DES Algorithm

The following is a brief explanation of the DES algorithm to provide a basis for

understanding the RTL descriptions which follow. The DES equations which produce a 64-bit

value out from a 64-bit value in and a 56-bit value key are shown in Figure 5.1.

The 64-bit data value in is permuted with the initial permutation IP to provide

two 32-bit values Iq and r0. The basic step of the algorithm is repeated sixteen times.

The 32-bit values Iis and ri6 are permuted using the final permutation FP to provide the

encrypted data out.

The basic step of the algorithm uses a function / of the previous right data block

(•ri-i) and a permuted subset of the original key (ksi). An exclusive-or of the function and

'James Gillogly is credited for the routines; Phil Karri and Bdale Garbee are given credit for speed
improvements and additional features.
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{/o,r0} = IP(in)
{Co, Do} = PCl(key)

Ci = ROTATE{C0yl)

Di = ROTATE(D0ll)

ksi = PC2(CuDl)

h = r0

Cis = £OTAr£(c15,1)
016 = ROTATE(D15,l)

ksie = i,C2(Ci6,I?16)

»*16 = ^15®/(ri5,^i6)

out = f\P({/16,r16})

Figure 5.1: DES Equations.
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the previous left data block (/t-i)) provides the right data block for the next stage; the left

data block for the next stage is the right data block from the previous stage.

The subkeys ksi are formed from the 28-bit values C, and Di. Co and Do are

formed from the initial key using the function PCI (known as permuted choice 1). Ci

and Di are rotated one or two positions for each stage depending on the stage number.

The 48-bit key kst is formed from C, and D, using the function PC2 (known as permuted

choice 2).

The heart of des is the function /. In this function, the 32-bit value rt-_i is

expanded to 48-bits by duplicating selected bits (the E expansion). The exclusive-or of

the 48-bit key ksi and the expanded value £(r,-i) is given to eight lookup tables. Each

lookup table takes a block of 6 bits and returns 4 bits. Hence, the lookup tables reduce

the 48-bit value to 32-bits. The lookup tables, called the primitive functions, were obtained

by random selection from the set of 6-input 4-output Boolean functions. The result of the

lookup tables goes through a final permutation FP to produce the output of /.

Decryption is performed by the same hardware by evaluating the equations in

reverse order. This is possible because, given the input and output of the exclusive-or

at each step, it is possible to determine the unspecified input. Note that the use of the

exclusive-or allows for decryption independent of the choice for /.

5.4 DES Implementation Decisions

5.4.1 Design Alternatives

The first design decision for the single-chip des implementation is the chip archi

tecture. The following alternatives are considered:

1. Fully combinational

2. Word-pipelined

3. Sequential byte-pipelined

Note that in most applications of DES, large blocks of data are encrypted; hence,

a natural implementation of a DES chip uses a pipelined architecture.

The fully combinational DES design has 120 input signals (56-bit key plus 64-bit

plain-text block) and 64 output signals (64-bit cipher-text block). This circuit has sixteen
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copies of the basic stage and the computation time is sixteen times the delay of one stage.

No circuitry is needed to compute the subkey values fcs,-; the value of ksi at each stage is a

static selection of bits from the initial key. No registers are used in this design.

An improvement over the combinational DES design is the word-pipelined design.

This design separates each stage with a pipeline register. The cycle time for the word-

pipelined implementation is the delay of one stage and the area is only slightly increased

over the combinational design. A new data word enters the pipeline each cycle and there is

a sixteen cycle latency in the pipeline; that is, the encrypted value for a block appears only

after sixteen cycles. The word-pipelined design provides much better throughput than the

combinational design because the effective encryption time per block is the delay of a single

stage; this comes at the expense of a sixteen cycle latency to encrypt a single block and the

overhead of sixteen 64-bit pipeline registers. This implementation has the same 120 input

signals and 64 output signals as the combinational design.

Another design variation implements a single stage of the DES algorithm plus

the control logic to cycle the data through this single stage sixteen times. This design

accepts a new 64-bit plain-text block every sixteen cycles and produces the cipher-text

block after a sixteen cycle delay. The advantage of this design is that it requires only a

single implementation of the basic stage'of the DES algorithm. However, there is overhead

in computing the subkey (ksi) for each step in the iteration and for the control logic.

Nonetheless, a sequential implementation of des is expected to be substantially smaller

than either the fully combinational or word-pipelined design. The disadvantage is that it

takes sixteen cycles to encrypt each data block and only one block enters the chip every

sixteen cycles.

A more convenient design is a slight modification of the previous design called the

sequential byte-pipelinedimplementation. This design is provided with one byte every other

cycle. A 64-bit register on the chip is used to build the next 64-bit data block while the

previous 64-bit block is cycled through the basic stage. The cipher-text block is then output

from the chip over the next sixteen cycles, with a new byte output every other cycle. This

provides a pipeline latency of 32 cycles for a given byte, but leads to a chip interface with

only eight data input pins and eight data output pins in addition to a small set of control

signals. Once the pipeline is full, the behavior is a DES chip which accepts a byte every

other cycle and produces an encrypted data byte every other cycle.
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5.4.2 Implementation Technology

The implementation technology for the des design is two micron CMOS. The

entire design is done as a single standard-cell block using the Mississippi State University

(msu) standard-cell library [3]. This is a scalable standard-cell library consisting of thirty

combinational logic cells, eight flip-flop and latch cells, twenty-three pad cells, and ten

miscellaneous cells. The double-level metal cells (dlm) were used for this design. All of the

cells are the same height. Power and ground are routed across the rows over the top of the

cells. Each gate input is available at both the top and bottom of the cell using the second

metal layer. These cells were designed in Magic [37] and converted into an OCT physical

view using CIFTOOCT and OCTMM [51,60].

The Mis-II technology library for the combinational cells is given in Figure 5.2. No

data is available for the timing performance of the cells. Dummy delay values of a 1.0 ns

fixed delay and a .2 ns/fanout load dependent delay are given in the file to allow mis-ii to

read the library.

Some compromises are necessary to describe this technology library for the current

implementation of Mis. Cell 1850 is a multiple-output cell (full-adder) and cannot be

included. Cells 1660, 1670, 1680, 1760, and 1770 are multiple-output and and OR gates

which provide both the true and complemented output. In order to use these cells with

mis-ii only the true output is specified; the complemented functions are available in other

gates. MIS-II is unable to use both outputs of these gates which might reduce the number

of inverters in the circuit. Cell 1100 is a dual inverter and is not included. Interestingly,

the dual inverter is the same size as two independent inverters; the advantage of the dual

inverter is that there is more room within the cell area to provide an inverter with improved

electrical characteristics. Cells 1520 (4xinverter) and 1320 (noninverting buffer) are present

for timing optimization; however, without accurate timing numbers for the cells, they are

not included.

The area value in the technology file is the horizontal dimension for the cell in A.

This scales easily into microns for two micron CMOS where 1 A = 1 micron. Each cell has

a height of 112 A. Hence, the cell area in square microns is 112 times the value of cell area.

. The only other cell library used for the DES chip is cell 1830which is a synchronous,

rising-edge triggered, D flip-flop. The cell area for 1830 is 88 A.
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5.5 Fully Combinational DES Design

In order to explore the three design alternatives presented in the previous section,

the inner loop of the DES algorithm was implemented to determine its size and relative delay.

This consists of the function / and the exclusive-or operators for one stage of the algorithm.

This design is called onestage. The size of this design approximates the size of the byte-

pipelined design; further, the fully combinational and the word-pipelined implementations

should be approximately sixteen times larger than onestage.

onestage is described by the BDS program of Figure 5.3. Module one_stage takes

a 64-bit data block (data_in) and a 48-bit subkey KSi, and produces a 64-bit data output

block (datajout). The eight primitive functions (routines SO through S7) are contained

in file s.bds and are shown in Figure 5.4. Each primitive function takes a 6-bit value and

returns a 4-bit result using a table lookup as specified by the DES algorithm. The routine

main contains an initial exclusive-or against the bits of the key, a static loop to process

the correct bits through the primitive functions, and the final result is the exclusive-or of a

permutation of f and L. Note that 32-bits of the output block are simply connected to the

input block, but the remaining 32 output bits are a complex function of the 112 input bits.

The BDS description is straightforward. However, a few points need to be clarified.

1. Variables are defined using the state statement. All variables are interpreted as
temporary wires in a combinational logic network and not as registered data values.

2. state i<> introduces a variable which does not generate logic; these variables are
used instead to control the generation of logic (e.g., static for loop).

3. The require statement includes the contents of another file.

4. BDS uses the symbol ft for the concatenation of bit vectors.

BDSYN is used to translate the BDS description into a multiple-level logic repre

sentation in BLIF format. The logic network before optimization has 4,256 literals. The

standard optimization script of mis-ii starts with a selective collapse of the network based

on the value of the nodes in the network. Kernel and cube extraction are then applied to

reduce the literal count of the network. The optimized network has 1,956 literals. Map

ping into the MSU cell library provides an implementation using 968 cells with a linear cell

dimension of 29,640A or a total cell area of 3.3 square millimeters (mm2). Assuming an

overhead factor of two for routing, the placed and routed chip would be 6.6 mm2 which
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translates into 2.6 mm by 2.6 mm. The delay for this implementation is 19.6 gate delays

using the dummy delay values for these cells.

From these numbers, the fully combinational DES is estimated to require 106mm2

which translates into a chip 10.3 mm on a side. The critical path delay of this design is

approximately 320 gate delays.

The word-pipelined design is larger by the area required for the sixteen 64-bit

pipeline registers or about 10 mm2. Hence, for a 10 % area cost, the performance of the

design is greatly improved.

The combinational design is an interesting example of a Boolean logic function

which is expected to be difficult to represent in two-level sum-of-products form. If it were

possible to compute two-level representations of the logic functions /,-, t = 1.. .64 for the

cipher-text output, then, by intersecting those functions which produce a one in a given

cipher block and intersecting the resulting function with the complement of those functions

with a 0 in a given cipher block, a set of possible inputs which give rise to this cipher-

text block could be derived. By further intersecting this function with a plain-text block,

the set of keys which give rise to this (plain-text, cipher-text) pair can be determined. The

intersection of two-level sum-of-products expressions is 0(n2) given at most n product terms

in the logic functions. Hence, in this manner, the des algorithm could be compromised from,

the logic level. However, the des algorithm appears safe from this attack; collapsing even

one stage of the des algorithm leads to a PLa with more than 40,000 product terms.

5.6 Byte-Pipelined DES Design

The design considered in detail is the sequential byte-pipelined DES design. Be

cause of the low pin count and relatively inexpensive nature of this design, this is the

preferred design for a single-chip DES implementation.

The twenty pins for the proposed design are given in Table 5.2.

The chip operates as follows. First, the chip is reset by asserting the reset signal.

The signal loadJcey is asserted and the key is loaded one byte every other cycle on the

data-in pins during the next 16 cycles. The encrypt signal is then asserted to enable

encryption. During the next 32 cycles, two data blocks are sequenced into the chip using

the data_in pins. At this point, the first encrypted data block appears at the outputs as

the third data block is clocked into the chip. The encryption mode can be changed any
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Pin Description
dataJ.n<7:0> Data input
dataj3Ut<7:0> Data output
encrypt Encrypt flag (l=encrypt, 0=decrypt)
loadJcoy Load key flag (l=load key, 0=load data)
reset Chip reset
clock Chip clock

Table 5.2: Pin interface for the byte-pipelined DES design.
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time, but takes effect only between 64-bit blocks.

The BDS description for this version of the DES chip is shown in Figure 5.5 and the

bdnet description for the latches is shown in Figure 5.6. The BDS description describes the

combinational portions of the design and a BDNET net-list connects the logic to the latches

to complete the description. The BDS descriptions are translated into an OCT logic view

using BDSYN and the net-list portion is translated into an OCT logic view by BDNET.

The next step is to simulate this description using BDSIM to verify that it oper

ates as expected. The simulation stimulus performs the following operations. The chip

is initialized and the key OxAAAA_AAAA_AAAAJLAAA is loaded. The encryption flag is set

to 1. The data block of 0x555535553555J5555 is loaded followed by the data block

0x0123 .4567JB9ABJCDEF. The encryption flag is then set to 0 to start decryption. The

encrypted data for 0x5555-5555_5555_5555 (which is 0x533A_D34D_9F90_5C2C) is loaded fol

lowed by the encrypted data for0x0123.4567.89 AB.CDEF (which is 0xC78C.CC38J3ECJ2573).

Enough zero blocks are then loaded to flush the pipeline. Figure 5.7 shows the output of

BDSIM for this sequence of operations. Print commands are inserted at the points where

useful data appears on the output signals. It is clear from the simulation output that the

chip operates as expected.

The logic network for the combinational portion of this design has 256 inputs and

245 outputs. The initial network has 7,393 literals. After optimization with the standard

script in MIS-II, the final network has 3,661 literals. After technology mapping into the

msu cell library, the design has 1,701 gates and a total cell area of 6.0 mm2. There are 245

edge-triggered D-flip-flops in the design. When these are included, the final cell count is

1,946 and the final cell area is 8.4 mm2. Note that the gate area for the sequential design

is two and a half times larger than onestage; the extra overhead comes from the registers,
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Tool CPU

BDS, BDNET

MIS

WOLFE

71 sec.

3,398 sec.
12,764 sec.

Table 5.3: Run-time for each step in the DES design.

the key generation logic, and the control logic. The final standard-cell block has a placed

and routed areaof 4.7 mm by 4.7 mm (22.0 mm2) without counting the arearequired for the

pad frame. A square aspect ratio was requested when wolfe was run; the final bounding

box was almost exactly square: 4.672 mm by 4.699 mm.

Table 5.3 shows the run-time required for each step in the process on a dec vax

8650. The total design time was 4.5 hours.

5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, a complete design of a nontrivial circuit has been performed au

tomatically using a combination of logic synthesis and place and route tools. The design

was written in a high-level language and translated automatically into an optimized mask

image in only 4.5 hours of computer time.

5.8 DES Design Description

The following figures present the complete des design description. This includes

the msu standard-cell library in MIS-II format; the BDS source for one stage of the des

algorithm, the primitive functions, and the complete byte-pipelined implementation; the

BDNET net-list for the byte-pipelined implementation; and, the result of a BDSIM simulation

for the design.
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GATE M1310M 16

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE M1120M 24

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1130" 32

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1140" 40

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1220" 24

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1230" 32

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1240" 40

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1660" 32

PII * I0IIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "1670" 40

PII * IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "1680" 48

PII * IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "1760" 32

PII * IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "1770" 40

PII * IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "1740" 48

PII * IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "1870" 40

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1880" 32

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1860" 40

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1890" 32

PII * IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1970" 56

PII * IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "1810" 72

PII * IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "1910" 96

PII * IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "1930" 64

PII * IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "2310" 40

PII * UIKNOVI 1 999 1 .2 1

GATE "2350" 48

PII * UNKNOWN 1 999 1 .2 1

Os

0=

0«

Os

Os

Os

Os

1A;

(1A+1B);

(1A+1B+1C);

(1A+1B+1C+1D);

(1A*1B);

(1A*1B*1C);

(1A*1B*1C*1D);

02=1A*IB;

.2

02»1A*1B*1C;

.2

02=1A*1B*1C*1D;

.2

Q1=1A+1B;

.2

01=1A+1B+1C;

.2

0=1A+1B+1C+1D;

.2

0*!(1A*1B+2C*2D);

0=!(1A+2B*2C);

0=»((1A+1B)*(2C+2D));

0=!(1A*(2B+2C));

0=1A*1B+2C*2D;

.2

0»1A*1B+2C*2D+3E*3F;

.2

Os1A*1B+2C*2D+3E*3F+4G*4H;

.2

0=1A*1B*1C+2D*2E*2F;

.2

0«1A*!1B+!1A*1B;

.2

0=1A*1B+!1A*!1B;

.2

Figure 5.2: MIS technology library for the MSU library.
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GATE "2310" 40 0»!(1A*1B+!1A*!1B);
PII * UHKIOWI 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "2350" 48 Os!(1A*!1B+!1A*1B);
PII * UIKIOWI 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1610" 32 0*!1A*2B;
PII 1A IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

PII 2B IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1620" 32 0*1A+!2B;

PII 1A IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

PII 2B IIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1350" 48 QslDl*3SEL+2D2*!3SEL;

PII 1D1 IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

PII 2D2 IOIIIV 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

PII 3SEL UIXIOUI 1 999 1 .2 1 .2

GATE "1430" 8 0»C0IST1;

GATE "1440" 8 OsCOISTO;

Figure 5.2. MIS technology library for the MSU library, (cont.)
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MODEL onestage data_out<63:0> * data_ia<63:0>, KSi<47:0>;

! includ* the primitive functions
require 's.bds';

! The 'E* permutation
ROUTIIE E<47:0>(k<31:0>);

RETURN

k<0> ft k<31:27> ft k<28:23> ft k<24:19> ft k<20:15> ft

k<16:ll> ft k<12:7> ft k<8:3> ft k<4:0> ft k<31>;

EIDROUTIIE;

! The 'P' permutation
ROUTIIE P<31:0>(k<31:0>);

RETURN

k<24> ft k<3> ft k<10> ft k<21> ft k<5> ft k<29> ft k<12> ft k<18> ft

k<8> ft k<2> ft k<26> ft k<31> ft k<13> ft k<23> ft k<7> ft k<l> ft

k<9> ft k<30> ft k<17> ft k<4> ft k<25> ft k<22> ft k<14> ft k<0> ft

k<16> ft k<27> ft k<ll> ft k<28> ft k<20> ft k<19> ft k<6> ft k<15>;

EIDROUTIIE;

ROUTIIE main;

STATE i<>, R<31:0>. L<31:0>;

STATE f<31:0>, preS<47:0>, acramble<5:0>, terapf<3:0>;

! Split the input block into the left and right halves
L s data_in<31:0>;

R s data.in<63:32>;

! XOR with, the KSi to get the 'pre-select' bits
preS s E(R) XOR KSi;

Figure 5.3: DDS description for onestage.
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! Apply the select function to each group of 6 bits, producing a
! group of 4 bits. (Do this for each of the 8 groups).
FOR i FROM 0 to 7 DO BEGII

! Scramble the bits of preS
scramble<5> * preS<i*6+0>;

scramble<4> = preS<i*6+5>;
scramble<3> = preS<i*6+l>;

scramble<2> s preS<i*6+2>;
scramble<l> = preS<i*6+3>;

scramble<0> = preS<i*6+4>;

! Apply the Si function to this 6 bit field
SELECT i FROM

[0]: tempi * sO(scramble)
[1]: tempf = a1(scramble)
[2]: tempf « s2(scramble)
[3]: tempf = s3(scramble)
C4]: tempf = s4(scramble)
[5]: tempf = s5(scramble)
[6]: tempf = s6(scramble)
[7]: tempf = s7(scramble)

EIDSELECT;

! Reverse the bits to get f
f<i*4*3> » tempf<0>;
f<i*4+2> = tempf<l>;
f<i*4+l> = tempf<2>;
f<i*4+0> a tempf<3>;

END;

! L and R for the next pass
data.out<63:32> s l XOR P(f);
data.out<31:0> = R;

EIDROUTIIE main;

ENDMODEL onestage;

Figure 5.3. DDS description for onestage (cont.).
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ROUTIIE S0<3:0>(val<5:0>);
SELECT val FROM

[ o] RETURI 14, [ 1] : RETURI 4 [ 2]:
[ 4] RETURI 2, [ 5] : RETURI 15, [6]:

[ 8] : RETURI 3, [ 9] . RETURI 10, [10]:

[12] RETURI s, [13]' RETURI 9, [14]:
[16] • RETURI 0, [17] • RETURI 15, [18]:
[20] RETURI 14; [21] RETURI 2, [22]:
[24] : RETURI 10; [26] RETURI 6. [26]:

[28] RETURI 9 [29] RETURI 5, [30]:

[32] RETURI 4 [33] RETURI 1 [34]:

[36] RETURI 13, [37] RETURI 6 [38]:

[40] RETURI 16; [41] RETURI 12; [42]:

[44] . RETURI 3 , [45] RETURI 10 [46]:

[48] : RETURI 15, [49] RETURI 12, [50]:

[52] : RETURI 4 ; [S3] RETURI 9 • [54]:
[56] : RETURI 5 ; [57] RETURI 11 ' [58]:
[60]

EIDS1

•0UTI1

: RETURI

SLECT;

IE;

10 [61] RETURI 0 ; [62]:

ROUTIIE SK3:0>(val<S:0>);
SELECT val FROM

[ 0]
[ 4]
[ 8]
[12]
[16]
[20]
[24]

[28]
[32]
[36]

[40]
[44]

[48]
[52]
[56]

[60]
EIDSELECT;

EIDROUTIIE;

RETURI 13 [ 3]:

RETURI 11 [ 7]:

RETURI 6 [11]:
RETURI 0 [15]:

RETURI 7-• [19]:

RETURI 13, [23]:

RETURI 12 • [27]:

RETURI 3 [31]:

RETURI 14 [35]:

RETURI 2 ; [39]:

RETURI 9 ; [43]:
RETURI 5 ; [47]:

RETURI 8 ; [61]:
RETURI 1 ; [56]:
RETURI 3 ; [59]:
RETURI 6 ; [63]:

RETURI 1

RETURI 8

RETURI 12

RETURI 7

RETURI 4

RETURI 1

RETURI 11

RETURI 8

RETURI 8

RETURI 11

RETURI 7

RETURI 0

RETURI 2

RETURI 7

RETURI 14

RETURI 13

RETURI 15 ; [ 1]:
RETURI 6 ; [5]:
RETURI 9 ; [9]:
RETURI 12 ' [13]:

RETURI 3 ; [17]:
RETURI 15 [21]:

RETURI 12 ' [25]:
RETURI 6 ; [29]:
RETURI 0 ; [33]:
RETURI 10 [37]:

RETURI 5 ; [41]:
RETURI 9 ; [45]:
RETURI 13 [49]:

RETURI 3 ; [53]:
RETURI 11. [57]:

RETURI 0 [61]:

RETURI 1 . C 2]
RETURI 11 ' [ 6]
RETURI 7 [10]

RETURI 0 • [14]
RETURI 13 , C18]
RETURI 2 [22]

RETURI 0 [26]

RETURI 9 [30]

RETURI 14 [34]

RETURI 4 [38]

RETURI 8 [42]

RETURI 3 [46]

RETURI 8 [50]

RETURI 15 [54]

RETURI 6, [58]
RETURI 5, [62]

: RETURI 8 I [3]: RETURI 14

: RETURI 3 J C 7]: RETURI 4

: RETURI 2 ; [11]: RETURI 13

: RETURI 5 • [IS]: RETURI 10

: RETURI 4 ; [19]: RETURI 7

: RETURI 8 [23]: RETURI 14

: RETURI 1 [27]: RETURI 10

: RETURI 11 [31]: RETURI 5

: RETURI 7 [35]: RETURI 11

: RETURI 13 [39]: RETURI 1

: RETURI 12 [43]: RETURI 6

: RETURI 2' [47]: RETURI 15

: RETURI 10, [51]: RETURI 1

: RETURI 4, [55]: RETURI 2

: RETURI 7; [59]: RETURI 12

: RETURI 14, [63]: RETURI 9

Figure 5.4: BDS description for the primitive functions.
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ROUTIIE S2<3:0>(val<6:0>);
SELECT val FROM

[ 0

[ 4

[ 8

[12
[16

[20

[24!

[28

[32

[36
[40

[44!

[48

[52

[56

[60

ENDSELECT;

EIDROUTIIE;

RETURI 10 ; [ 13:
RETURI 6 ; C53:
RETURI 1 ; [ 93:
RETURI 11 [133:
RETURI 13 , [173:
RETURI 3 i [213:
RETURI 2 ; [263:
RETURI 12, [293:
RETURI 13 [333:
RETURI 8 ; [373:
RETURI 11 , C413:
RETURI 5 ; [453:
RETURI 1 1 [493:
RETURI 6 ; [633:
RETURI 4 ; [573:
RETURI 11 [613:

ROUTIIE S3<3:0>(val<5:

SELECT val FROM

[ 03: RETURI 7

RETURI

RETURI

RETURI 11:

RETURI 13;

RETURI

RETURI

RETURI

RETURI 10;

RETURI 12;

RETURI 15;

RETURI 5;

RETURI

RETURI 10;

RETURI 9;

RETURI 12;

[ 43:
[ 83:

[123:
[163:
[203:
C243:

[283:
[323:
[363:

[403:
[443:
[483:

[523:
[563:
[603:
EIDSELECT;

EIDROUTIIE;

0»;

[ 13
[ 53

[ 93
[133
[173

[213
[263

[293
[333
[373

[413
[453
[493
[533
[573

[613

RETURI 0 ; [ 23:
RETURI 3 ; [63:
RETURI 13 , C103:
RETURI 4 , C143:
RETURI 7 ; [183:
RETURI 4 ; [223:
RETURI 8 • [263:
RETURI 11. [303:
RETURI 6 [343:
RETURI 15 , [383:
RETURI 1 , C423:
RETURI 10 ; [463:
RETURI 10 [503:
RETURI 9 • [543:
RETURI 15 • [583:

RETURI 5 [623:

RETURI 13 [ 23:
RETURI 6 [ 63:

RETURI 2 [103:
RETURI 12 [143:
RETURI 8 [183:
RETURI 15 [223:
RETURI 7 , [263:
RETURI 10 ; [303:
RETURI 6 ; [343:
RETURI 11 [383:
RETURI 1 ; [423:
RETURI 2 ; [463:
RETURI 15 ; [603:
RETURI 1 ; [543:
RETURI 4 ; [583:
RETURI 7 ; [623:
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RETURI 9 ; [33: RETURI 14

RETURI 15 ; [ 73: RETURI 5

RETURI 12 ; [113: RETURI 7

RETURI 2 [153: RETURI 8

RETURI 0 • [193: RETURI 9

RETURI 6 , [233: RETURI 10

RETURI 6 [273: RETURI 14

RETURI 15 [313: RETURI 1

RETURI 4 [353: RETURI 9

RETURI 3, [393: RETURI 0

RETURI 2 [433: RETURI 12

RETURI 14 [473: RETURI 7

RETURI 13 [513: RETURI 0

RETURI 8 [553: RETURI 7

RETURI 14 [693: RETURI 3

RETURI 2 [633: RETURI 12

RETURI 14 C 33

RETURI 9 ; [ 73
RETURI 8 ; [113
RETURI 4 [153
RETURI 11 [193
RETURI 0 [233
RETURI 2 , C273
RETURI 14 [313
RETURI 9 [353
RETURI 7 [393
RETURI 3 [433
RETURI 8 ' [473
RETURI 0 ; [513
RETURI 13 • [553
RETURI 5 ; [593
RETURI 2 ; [63]

: RETURI 3

: RETURI 10

: RETURI 5

: RETURI 15

: RETURI 5

: RETURI 3

: RETURI 12

: RETURI 9

: RETURI 0

: RETURI 13

: RETURI 14

: RETURI 4

: RETURI 6

: RETURI 8

: RETURI 11

: RETURI 14

Figure 5.4. BDS description for the primitive functions (cont.).
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ROUTIIE S4<3:0>(val<5:0»;
SELECT val FROM

[ 0]< RETURI 2, [ 1] : RETURI 12 [2]:
[ 4], RETURI 7 [6] : RETURI 10 • C 63:
[ 8]< RETURI 8 [ 9] : RETURI 5 [103:

[12], RETURI 13; [13] RETURI 0 ' [143:
[16] RETURI 14; [17] RETURI li; [183:
[20] RETURI 4 [21] RETURI 7, [223:
[24] RETURI 5, [25] RETURI 0, [263:
[28]. RETURI 3 [29] RETURI 9 [303:
[32]- RETURI 4 [33] RETURI 2 [343:
[36] RETURI 10; [37] RETURI 13; [383:
[40] RETURI 15, [41] RETURI 9 ; [423:
[44] RETURI 6 ; [46] : RETURI 3 ; [463:
[48] RETURI 11. [49] : RETURI 8 ; [503:
[52] RETURI 1 ; [53] : RETURI 14; [543:
[56] : RETURI 6 I [67] : RETURI 15 ; [583:
[60]

EIDS1

: RETURI

ELECT;

10 [61] : RETURI 4 ; [623:

EIDROUTIlIE;

ROUTIIE S5<3:0>(val<5:

SELECT val FROM

[ 03: RETURI 12;
[ 43: RETURI 9;

[ 83: RETURI 0;

[123: RETURI 14;

[163: RETURI 10;

[203: RETURI 7;
[243: RETURI 6;

[283: RETURI 0;

[323: RETURI 9;

[363: RETURI 2;
[403: RETURI 7;

[443: RETURI 1

[483: RETURI 4;

[623: RETURI 9;
[563: RETURI 11;

[603: RETURI 6;
ENDSELECT;

EIDROUTIIE;

0»;

[ 13: RETURI 1; [23:

[53: RETURI 2; [63:

[ 93: RETURI 13; [103:

[133: RETURI 7, [143:

[173: RETURI 15; [183:

[213: RETURI 12 [223:

[253: RETURI 1, [263:

[293: RETURI 11 [303:

[333: RETURI 14, [343:

[373: RETURI 8 [383:

[413: RETURI 0 [423:

[453: RETURI 13 [463:

[493: RETURI 3 ' [503:

[533: RETURI 5 , [543:

[573: RETURI 14 [583:

[613: RETURI 0 [623:

RETURI 4 ; [ 33:
RETURI 11. [ 73:
RETURI 3 i [113:
RETURI 14 [153:
RETURI 2, [193:
RETURI 13, [233:
RETURI 15 [273:
RETURI 8, [313:

RETURI 1 [353:

RETURI 7 • [393:
RETURI 12 ; [433:
RETURI 0 ; [473:
RETURI 12 ; [513:
RETURI 2 ; [553:
RETURI 0 ; [593:
RETURI 5 ; [633:

RETURI 10; [ 33
RETURI 6 [ 73

RETURI 3; [113
RETURI 5; [153
RETURI 4- [193
RETURI 9, [233
RETURI 13 [273

RETURI 3 [313
RETURI 15 [353
RETURI 12 [393
RETURI 4 [433
RETURI 11 [473

RETURI 2 ; [513
RETURI 15 , [553
RETURI 1 [593
RETURI 8 , [633

RETURI 1

RETURI 6

RETURI 15

RETURI 9

RETURI 12

RETURI 1

RETURI 10

RETURI 6

RETURI 11

RETURI 8

RETURI 5

RETURI 14

RETURI 7

RETURI 13

RETURI 9

RETURI 3

RETURI IS

RETURI 8

RETURI 4

RETURI 11

RETURI 2

RETURI 5

RETURI 14

RETURI 8

RETURI 5

RETURI 3

RETURI 10

RETURI 6

RETURI 12

RETURI 10

RETURI 7

RETURI 13

Figure 5.4. BDS description for the primitive functions (cont.).
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ROUTIIE S6<3:0>(val<6:0>);
SELECT val FROM

CHAPTER 5. DESIGN EXAMPLE

[ 03 : RETURI 4 ; C 13 : RETURI 11 ; [ 23: RETURI 2 ; [ 33: RETURI 14

[ 43 : RETURI IS ; [ 63: RETURI 0 ; [ 63: RETURI 8 ; [73: RETURI 13

[ 83 : RETURI 3 ; [ 93 : RETURI 12 ; [103: RETURI 9 1 [113: RETURI 7

[123 : RETURI 5 ; [133 : RETURI 10 ; [143: RETURI 6 ; [153: RETURI 1

[163: RETURI 13 ; [173 : RETURI 0 ; [183: RETURI 11 ; [193: RETURI 7

[203 : RETURI 4 ; [213 : RETURI 9 ; [223: RETURI 1 ; [233: RETURI 10

[243 : RETURI 14; [253 : RETURI 3 ; [263: RETURI 5 ; [273: RETURI 12

[283 : RETURI 2 ; [293 : RETURI 15 ; [303: RETURI 8 ; [313: RETURI 6

[323: RETURI 1 ; [333 : RETURI 4 ; [343: RETURI 11 1 [363: RETURI 13

[363 : RETURI 12 ; [373 : RETURI 3 ; [383: RETURI 7 ; [393: RETURI 14

[403: RETURI 10 ; [413 : RETURI 15 ; [423: RETURI 6 ; [433: RETURI 8

[443: RETURI 0 ; [453 : RETURI 5 ; [463: RETURI 9 ; [473: RETURI 2

[483 : RETURI 6 ; [493 : RETURI 11 ; [503: RETURI 13 ; [513: RETURI 8

[523 : RETURI 1 ; [533 : RETURI 4 I C543: RETURI 10 ; [553: RETURI 7

[563 : RETURI 9 ; [573 : RETURI 5 ; [583: RETURI 0 ; [593: RETURI 15

[603
ENDS!

: RETURI

SLECT;

14; [613 : RETURI 2 ; [623: RETURI 3 ; [633: RETURI 12

EIDR0UTI1IE;

ROUTIIE :57<3:0>(val<:5:0»;
SELE(:T val FROM

[ 03 RETURI 13 [ 13 : RETURI 2 [ 23: RETURI 8 [ 33: RETURI 4

[ 43 RETURI 6 [53 : RETURI 15 [ 6]: RETURI 11; [ 73: RETURI 1

[ 83 RETURI 10 [ 93 : RETURI 9 [103.: RETURI 3; [113: RETURI 14

[123. RETURI 6 [133 RETURI 0 [143: RETURI 12; [153: RETURI 7

[163: RETURI 1, [173 RETURI is, [183: RETURI 13; [193: RETURI 8

[203: RETURI 10; [213 RETURI 3, [223: RETURI 7; [233: RETUitI 4

[243: RETURI 12; [253' RETURI 5, [263: RETURI 6; [273: RETURI 11

[283: RETURI 0; [293« RETURI 14; [303: RETURI 9; [313: RETURI 2

[323: RETURI 7; [333 RETURI li; [343: RETURI 4; [353: RETURI 1

[363: RETURI 9; [373. RETURI 12; [383: RETURI 14; [393: RETURI 2

[403: RETURI 0; [413. RETURI 6; [423: RETURI 10; [433: RETURI 13

[443: RETURI 15; [453:.RETURI 3; [463: RETURI 5; [473: RETURI 8

[483: RETURI 2; [493: RETURI 1; [503: RETURI 14; [513: RETURI 7

[523: RETURI 4; [533: RETURI 10; [543: RETURI 8; [553: RETURI 13

[563: RETURI 15; [573: RETURI 12; [583: RETURI 9; [593: RETURI 0

[603: RETURI 3; [613: RETURI 5; [623: RETURI 6; [633: RETURI 11

EIDS!XECT;

EIDROUTISfE;

Figure 5.4. BDS description for the primitive functions (cont.).



5.8. DES DESIGN DESCRIPTION

data input pins
reset pin

encryption mode pin
load key enable pin
the input register
the output register
the data register
current loop index
current value for C

current value for D

encryption mode

(key, 1st half)
(key, 2nd half)

MODEL des

inreg_nev<55:0>,
outreg_new<63:0>,
data_nev<63:0>,

count_nev<3:0>,

C_new<27:0>f

D.new<27:0>,

encrypt„mode_nev<0>
s

data_in<7:0>,

reset<0>,

encrypt<0>,
load.key<0>,
inreg<S5:0>,

outreg<63:0>,
data<63:0>,

count<3:0>,

C<27:0>,

D<27:0>,

encrypt_mode<0>;

require 's.bds'; ! the primitive functions

ROUTIIE IP<63:0>(k<63:0>); ! The 'initial* permutation
RETURI

k<6> ft k<14> ft k<22> ft k<30> ft k<38> ft k<46> ft k<54> ft k<62> ft

k<4> ft k<12> ft k<20> ft k<28> ft k<36> ft k<44> ft k<52> ft k<60> ft

k<2> ft k<10> ft k<18> ft k<26> ft k<34> ft k<42> ft k<50> ft k<58> ft

k<0> ft k<8> ft k<!6> ft k<24> ft k<32> ft k<40> ft k<48> ft k<56> ft

k<7> ft k<15> ft k<23> ft k<31> ft k<39> ft k<47> ft k<55> ft k<63> ft

k<5> ft k<13> ft k<21> ft k<29> ft k<37> ft k<45> ft k<53> ft k<61> ft

k<3> ft k<ll> ft k<19> ft k<27> ft k<35> ft k<43> ft k<51> ft k<59> ft

k<l> ft k<9> ft k<17> ft k<25> ft k<33> ft k<41> ft k<49> ft k<57>;

EIDROUTIIE;

ROUTIIE FP<63:0>(k<63:0>);

RETURI

k<24> ft k<56> ft k<16> ft k<48>

k<25> ft k<57> ft k<17> ft k<49>

k<26> ft k<58> ft k<18> ft k<50>

k<27> ft k<69> ft k<19> ft k<51>

k<28> ft k<60> ft k<20> ft k<52>

k<29> ft k<61> ft k<21> ft k<53>

k<30> ft k<62> ft k<22> ft k<54>

k<31> ft k<63> ft k<23> ft k<55>

EIDROUTIIE; ,

! The 'final' permutation (IP*-1)

ft k<8> ft k<40> ft k<0> ft k<32> ft

ft k<9> ft k<41> ft k<l> ft k<33> ft

ft k<10> ft k<42> ft k<2> ft k<34> ft

ft k<ll> ft k<43> ft k<3> ft k<35> ft

ft k<12> ft k<44> ft k<4> ft k<36> ft

ft k<13> ft k<45> ft k<5> ft k<37> ft

ft k<14> ft k<46> ft k<6> ft k<38> ft

ft k<15> ft k<47> ft k<7> ft k<39>;

Figure 5.5: BDS description for the byte-pipelined implementation.
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ROUTIIE E<47:0>(k<31:0>); •! The 'E' permutation
RETURI

k<0> ft k<31:27> ft k<28:23> ft k<24:19> ft k<20:15> ft

k<16:ll> ft k<12:7> ft k<8:3> ft k<4:0> ft k<31>;

EIDROUTIIE;

ROUTIIE P<31:0>(k<31:0>); ! The 'P' permutation
RETURI

k<24> ft k<3> ft k<10> ft k<21> ft k<5> ft k<29> ft k<12> ft k<18> ft

k<8> ft k<2> ft k<26> ft k<31> ft k<13> ft k<23> ft k<7> ft k<l> ft

k<9> ft k<30> ft k<17> ft k<4> ft k<26> ft k<22> ft k<14> ft k<0> ft

k<16> ft k<27> ft k<ll> ft k<28> ft k<20> ft k<19> ft k<6> ft k<15>;

EIDROUTIIE;

ROUTIIE pcl.c<27:0>(k<63:0>); ! permuted choice 1
RETURI

k<35> ft k<43> ft k<51> ft k<59> ft k<2> ft k<10> ft k<18> ft

k<26> ft k<34> ft k<42> ft k<50> ft k<58> ft k<l> ft k<9> ft

k<17> ft k<25> ft k<33> ft k<41> ft k<49> ft k<57> ft k<0> ft

k<8> ft k<16> ft k<24> ft k<32> ft k<40> ft k<48> ft k<56>;

EIDROUTIIE;

ROUTIIE pcl_d<27:0>(k<63:0>);
RETURI

k<3> ft k<ll> ft k<19> ft k<27> ft k<4> ft k<12> ft k<20> ft

k<28> ft k<36> ft k<44> ft k<52> ft k<60> ft k<5> ft k<13> ft

k<21> ft k<29> ft k<37> ft k<45> ft k<53> ft k<61> ft k<6> ft

k<14> ft k<22> ft k<30> ft k<38> ft k<46> ft k<54> ft k<62>;

EIDROUTIIE;

ROUTIIE pc2.c<23:0>(k<27:0>); ! permuted choice 2
RETURI

k<l> ft k<12> ft k<19> ft k<26> ft k<6> ft k<15> ft

k<7> ft k<25> ft k<3> ft k<ll> ft k<18> ft k<22> ft

k<9> ft k<20> ft k<5> ft k<14> ft k<27> ft k<2> ft

k<4> ft k<0> ft k<23> ft k<10> ft k<16> ft k<13>;
EIDROUTIIE;

ROUTIIE pc2.d<23:0>(k<27:0>);
RETURI

k<3> ft k<0> ft k<7> ft k<21> ft k<13> ft k<17> ft

k<24> ft k<5> ft k<27> ft k<10> ft k<20> ft k<15> ft

k<19> ft k<4> ft k<16> ft k<22> ft k<ll> ft k<l> ft

k<26> ft k<18> ft k<8> ft k<2> ft k<23> ft k<12>;
EIDROUTIIE;

Figure 5.5. BDS description for the byte-pipelined implementation (cont.).
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! key schedule generator (and main control)
ROUTIIE generate.key;

STATE shift.by.one, freeze;

IF reset THEI BEGII

count.nev = 0;

C.nev » 0;

D.nev » 0;

EID ELSE IF load_key AID (count EQL 15) THEI BEGII
IF encrypt THEN BEGII

count.nev = 0;

C.nev « pcl.c(inreg ft data.in) SRR 1;
D.nev = pcl.d(inreg ft data.in) SRR 1;

EID ELSE BEGII

count.nev = 0;

C.nev = pcl.c(inreg ft data.in);
D.nev = pcl_d(inreg ft data.in);

EID;

END ELSE BEGII

shift.by.one « count EQL 0 OR count EQL 7 OR
count EQL 14 OR count EQL 15;

freeze = (count EQL 15) AND (encrypt IEQ encrypt.mode);
IF freeze THEI BEGIN

C.nev = C;

D.nev = D;

EID ELSE IF shift.by.one THEI BEGIN
IF encrypt.mode THEI BEGIN

C.nev = C SRR 1;

D.nev » D SRR 1;

EID ELSE BEGII

C.nev = C SLR 1;

D.nev s o SLR 1;

EID;

EID ELSE BEGII

IF encrypt.mode THEI BEGII
C.nev s C SRR 2;

D.nev = D SRR 2;

EID ELSE BEGII

C.nev s c SLR 2;

D.nev = D SLR 2;

EID;

EID;

count.nev s count + 1;

END;

Figure 5.5. BDS description for the byte-pipelined implementation (cont.).
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IF count EQL 16 THEI

encrypt.mode.nev » encrypt

ELSE

encrypt.mode.nev 3 encrypt.mode;
EIDROUTIIE;

CHAPTERS. DESIGN EXAMPLE

ROUTIIE main;

STATE i<>, R<31:0>, L<31:0>, KSi<47:0>, stage.out<63:0>;
STATE f<31:0>. preS<47:0>, scramble<5:0>, tempf<3:0>;

! Generate the key for this iteration

KSi = pc2.d(D) ft pc2_c(C);

! Split the input block into the left and right halves
L = data<31:0>;

R » data<63:32>;

! XOR vith the key to get the 'pre-select' bits
preS 3 E(R) XOR KSi;

! Apply the select function to each group of 6 bits, producing a
! group of 4 bits. (Do this for each of the 8 groups).
FOR i FROM 0 to 7 DO BEGII

! Scramble the bits of preS

scramble<5> = preS<i*6+0>;

scramble<4> 3 preS<i*6+5>;
scramble<3> * preS<i*6+l>;

scramble<2> = preS<i*6+2>
scramble<l> 3 preS<i*6+3>;

scramble<0> a preS<i*6+4>;

! Apply the Si function to this 6 bit field
SELECT i FROM

CO]: tempf = sO(scramble)
[l]: tempf s si(scramble)
[2]: tempf * s2(scramble)
[3]: tempf = s3(scramble)
C4]: tempf = s4(scramble)
[S]: tempf s s5(scramble)
[6]: tempf 3 s6(scramble)
[7]: tempf 3 s7(scramble)

ENDSELECT;

Figure 5.5. BDS description for the byte-pipelined implementation (cont.).
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! Scramble the result into f

f<i«4+3> • tempf<0>;
f<i*4+2> • tempf<1>;
f<i*4+l> a tempf<2>;
f<i*4*0> » tempf<3>;

EID;

! L and R for the next pass
stage.out<63:32> 3 l XOR P(f);
stage.out<31:0> « R;

IF count EQL IS THEI BEGII

data.nev 3 IP(inreg ft data.in);
outreg.nev 3 FP(stage.out<31:0> ft stage_out<63:32>);

EID ELSE BEGII

data.nev 3 stage.out;

! on odd-numbered cycles, shift the input register
IF ((count AID 1) EQL 1) THEI BEGII

inreg.nev 3 inreg<47:0> ft data.in;
EID ELSE BEGII

inreg_nev 3 inreg;
EID;

! on odd-numbered cycles, shift the output register
IF ((count AID 1) EQL 1) THEI. BEGII

outreg.nev<55:0> 3 outreg<63:8>;
EID ELSE BEGII

outreg.nev 3 outreg;

EID;

EID;

EIDROUTIIE main;

EIDKODEL des;

Figure 5.5. BDS description for the byte-pipelined implementation (cont.).
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MODEL des:symbolic;
TECHIOLOGY scmos;

VIEWTYPE SYMBOLIC;

EDITSTYLE SYMBOLIC;

IIPOT data.in<7:0> reset<0> load_key<0> encrypt<0>

OUTPUT outreg<7:0>;
CLOCK masterClock;

SUPPLY Vdd;

GROUID GID;

IISTAICE des:logic
data.in<7:0> : data.in<7:0>;

reset<0> : reset<0>;

encrypt<0> : encrypt<0>;
load.key<0> : load.key<0>;
count<3:0> : eount<3:0>;

count.nev<3:0> : count_nev<3:0>;

C<27:0> : C<27:0>;

C.nev<27:0> : C.nev<27:0>;

D<27:0> : D<27:0>;

D.nev<27:0> : D.nev<27:0>;

data<63:0> : data<63:0>;

data.nev<63:0> : data.nev<63:0>;

inreg<55:0> : inreg<55:0>;
inreg.nev<55:0> : inreg_nev<SS:0>;
outreg<63:0> : outreg<63:0>;

outreg.nev<63:0> : outreg.nev<63:0>;
encrypt.mode<0> : encrypt_mode<0>;

encrypt.mode.nev<0> : encrypt.mode.nev<0>;

ARRAY %i FROM 0 TO 55 OF

IISTAICE 1830:physical

H1DATAM : inreg_nev<*/.i>;
Q : inreg<%i>;
QB : UICOIIECTED;

MVdd!M : Vdd;

MGID!M : GID;

•#,2CLKM : masterClock;

ARRAY %i FROM 0 TO 63 OF

IISTAICE 1830:physical
"lDATA" : outreg.nev<7,i>;
Q : outreg<7.i>;
QB : UICOIIECTED;

MVdd!M : Vdd;

Figure 5.6: BDNET description for the byte-pipelined implementation.
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"GID!":GID;

"2CLK":masterClock;

ARRAY%iFROM0TO63OF

IISTAICE1830:physical
M1DATAH:data.nev<*/.i>;

Q:data<%i>;

QB:UICOIIECTED;

"Vdd!":Vdd;
"GID!M:GID;

"2CLX":masterClock;

ARRAY%iFROM0TO3OF

IISTAICE1830:physical

"1DATA":count.nev<7,i>;
Q:count<*/,i>;

QB:UICOIIECTED;

"Vdd!":Vdd;

HGID!M:GKD;

••2CLK":masterClock;

ARRAY%iFROM0TO27OF

IISTAICE1830:physical
M1DATAM:C.nev<7.i>;

Q:C<*/.i>;

QB:UICOIIECTED;

'•Vdd!":Vdd;

"GID!":GID;

"2CLK":masterClock;

ARRAY%iFROM0TO27OF

IISTAICE1830:physical
M1DATAM:D.nev<*/.i>;

Q:D<%i>;

QB:UICONIECTED;

••Vdd!":Vdd;

"GID!":GID;

"2CLK":masterClock;

IISTAICE1830:physical
"lDATA":encrypt.mode_nev<0>;
Q:encrypt.mode<0>;
QB:UICOIIECTED;

MVdd!M:Vdd;

"GID!":GID;

M2CLKM:masterClock;

EIDMODEL;

Figure5.6.BDNETdescriptionforthebyte-pipelinedimplementation(cont).
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bdsim> Source list mode: M More lines: 63 Flags: Depth 1
bdsim> macro cycle
> set masterClock 1

> ev

> set masterClock 0

> ev

> tend

bdsim>

bdsim> macro cycle2

> cycle

> cycle

> Send

bdsim>

bdsim> macro cycle2.print
> sh load.key encrypt reset count data.out

> cycle

> cycle

> Send

bdsim>

bdsim> macro cycle4

> cycle2
> cycle2

> Send

bdsim>

bdsim> macro cycle16

> cycle4

> eycle4

> cycle4

> cycle4

> Send

bdsim>

bdsim>

bdsim> makevector data.in data.in<7:0>

bdsim> makevector reset reset<0>

.bdsim> makevector load.key load.key<0>
bdsim> makevector encrypt encrypt<0>

bdsim> makevector encrypt.mode encrypt.mode<0>
bdsim> makevector data.out outreg<7:0>
bdsim>

bdsim> makevector data data<63:0>

bdsim> makevector data.nev data_nev<63:0>

bdsim> makevector inreg inreg<55:0>
bdsim> makevector inreg.nev inreg.nev<55:0>
bdsim> makevector outreg outreg<63:0>
bdsim> makevector outregjnev outreg.nev<63:0>
bdsim> makevector count count<3:0>

Figure 5.7: BDSIM output for the byte-pipelined implementation.
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bdsim> makevector count.nev count.nev<3:0>

bdsim> makevector C C<27:0>

bdsim> makevector C.nev C.nev<27:0>

bdsim> makevector D D<27:0>

bdsim> makevector D.nev D.nev<27:0>

bdsim>

bdsim> set reset 1

bdsim> cycle

bdsim>

bdsim> set reset 0

bdsim> set encrypt 1

bdsim> set load.key 1

bdsim> set data.in EAA

bdsim> cyclel6

bdsim>

bdsim> set load.key 0
bdsim> set data.in H5S

bdsim> cycle2
bdsim> set data.in H55

bdsim> cycle2
bdsim> set data.in ES5

bdsim> cycle2

bdsim> set data.in H55

bdsim> cycle2
bdsim> set data.in H55

bdsim> cycle2

bdsim> set data.in HS5

bdsim> cycle2

bdsim> set data.in H55

bdsim> cycle2
bdsim> set data.in H55

bdsim> cycle2
bdsim>

bdsim> set data.in E01

bdsim> cycle2
bdsim> set data.in H23

bdsim> cycle2

bdsim> set data.in H45

bdsim> cycle2

bdsim> set data.in H67

bdsim> cycle2
bdsim> set data.in H89

bdsim> cycle2
bdsim> set data.in RAB

bdsim> cycle2
bdsim> set data.in BCD

Figure 5.7. BDSIM output for the byte-pipelined implementation (cont.).
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bdsim> cycle2
bdsim> set data.in HEF

bdsim> cycle2

bdsim>

bdsim> set encrypt 0

bdsim> set data.in E53

bdsim> cycle2.print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:BO data.out:H2C

bdsim> set data.in E3A

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H2 data.out:H5C

bdsim> set data.in HD3

bdsim> cycle2.print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H4 data.out:H90
bdsim> set data.in H4D

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H6 data.out:B9F

bdsim> set data.in H9F

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H8 data.out:H4D
bdsim> set data.in H90

bdsim> cycle2.print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HA data.out:HD3

bdsim> set data.in H5C

bdsim> cycle2.print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HC data.out:H3A
bdsim> set data.in H2C

bdsim> cycle2.print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HE data.out:H53
bdsim>

bdsim> set data.in HC7

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HO data.out:H73

bdsim> set data.in H8C

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H2 data.out:H25

bdsim> set data.in HCC

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H4 data.out:HEC

bdsim> set data.in H38

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H6 data.out:HB3

bdsim> set data.in HB3

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H8 data.out:H38

bdsim> set data.in HEC

Figure 5.7. BDSIM output for the byte-pipelined implementation (cont.).
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bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HA data.out:HCC

bdsim> set data.in H25

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HC data.out:H8C

bdsim> set data.in H73

bdsim> cycle2_print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HE data.out:HC7
bdsim>

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HO data.out:HSS

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> eycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H2 data.out:H55

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H4 data.out:H55

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H6 data.out:H55

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H8 data.out:H55

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HA data.out:H55
bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HC data.out:H55
bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2_print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HE data.out:H55
bdsim>

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2_print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HO data.out:HEF
bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> eycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H2 data.out:HCD

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H4 data.out:HAB

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print

load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H6 data.out:H89

Figure 5.7. BDSIM output for the byte-pipelined implementation (cont.).
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bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:H8 data.out:H67

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HA data.out:H45

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HC data.out:H23

bdsim> set data.in H00

bdsim> cycle2.print
load.key:0 encrypt:0 reset:0 count:HE data.out:HOI

Figure 5.7. BDSIM output for the byte-pipelined implementation (cont.).
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Conclusions

Automatic logic synthesis must produce results competitive with those of manual

designers in order to have an impact in the automation of VLSI logic design. Therefore,

the primary focus of this thesis has been on optimization algorithms to produce high qual

ity circuits. A secondary focus has been to address the issue of complexity so that the

optimization techniques may be applied to large circuits.

A complete system for logic synthesis from a register-transfer level down to an

optimal logic implementation has been described. The primary optimization techniques

include two-level minimization of logic equations, decomposition of logic equations into an

optimal multiple-level form, and the mapping of the optimized logic equations onto the

restricted set of cells available in a given library.

The program MIS has been developed which implements each of the optimization

techniques described in this thesis. The viability of the techniques described here has been

demonstrated with experimental results provided by the Mis program.

Mis is currently in production use at a number of places including Advanced Micro

Devices, AT&T, Digital Equipment Corporation, Intel Corporation, and SGS Thomson.

Feedback from AT&T, Advanced Micro Devices, and Intel Corporation indicates that mis

performs well at logic design for random logic as compared to human designers. For these

reasons, it is argued that the techniques described here comprise an acceptable tool for

automating the logic design process.
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6.1 Future Work

In this section, I briefly describe some of the areas of combinational logic opti

mization which I feel require more attention.

One problem which remains unsolved is the formulation of an exact algorithm for

algebraic decomposition. Rectangle-covering provides a nice abstraction for the decompo

sition problem, but it is difficult to extend the this technique into an exact algorithm for

algebraic decomposition. The problem is that, in algebraic decomposition, the selection of

a particular rectangle immediately affects both the set of available rectangles and the cost

of all of the rectangles. The optimum rectangle cover, using a static cost function, does not

provide the optimum algebraic decomposition.

A related problem involves the limitations of algebraic decomposition. It is known

that for many circuits with a regular decomposition, such as a binary adder or a binary-to-

unary converter, a human designer can derive a structure which is superior to the current

algebraic algorithms. However, it is not known whether this is an inherent limitation in the

algebraic techniques, or whether this is an artifact of the current algebraic decomposition

algorithms. With the assumption that the limitation is inherent in the algebraic approxi

mation, investigation of Boolean decomposition becomes of high interest. Because circuits

sizes are expanding rapidly, techniques for Boolean decomposition must be competitive with

the performance of the algebraic techniques.

Boolean techniques such as two-level don't-care set minimization [9,20], Boolean

resubstitution [20], and Boolean factoring [76] have been implemented in Mis with limited

success. Part of the problem has been controlling the application of two-level minimization

to avoid excessive use of computer time for the optimization. Limiting the computer time

has allowed only a limited subset of the don't-care sets for a node in a network to be used.

Nonetheless, for many circuits, the application of these Boolean techniques can lead to

significantreductions in the size of the final network. Further research on these techniques is

required to make them uniformly applicable. Other Boolean techniques, such as global-flow

connection minimization [10], may also improve the results of an algebraic decomposition.

The current version of Mis lacks techniques to improve the testability of the opti

mized circuits. Keutzer and Hachtel [48] have shown that two-level minimization, algebraic

decomposition and tree-based technology mapping produce 100% multiple-fault testable

circuits. However, in practice, techniques other than algebraic techniques are also used
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during the optimization. For example, selective-collapse, as described in Chapter 3, is a

nonalgebraic operation. Likewise, other Boolean techniques, such as global-flow connection

minimization and don't-care set minimization, can destroy this testability property. The

circuits produced using Boolean techniques are often much smaller than algebraic techniques

alone. A first attempt at improving the circuit testability is to apply test generation tech

niques (such as Socrates [67]) during the optimization to remove single-fault redundancies

from the network.

Perhaps the weakest point in mis is the lack of an effective algorithm for timing

optimization at a technology-independent level. The goal for timing optimization at this

level is to And techniques to greatly influence the timing behavior of a circuit by reducing

the number of levels of logic along the critical path. The biggest problem in technology-

independent timing optimization is finding the correct model for the timing behavior of a

circuit before it is mapped into a technology. Computation of the delay for an unmapped

circuit must be fast to allow grading the potential factors based on delay; however, this is

at odds with accurate prediction of the timing behavior of the circuit. The timing model

is complicated by having to consider detailed technology-specific effects such as loading

introduced by routing, load-dependent delays for high-fanout nets, and the effect of timing

optimizations such as device sizing and load-splitting. Initial work in this area has been

promising [71], but further work is needed to improve the timing optimization results.
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Appendix A

MIS

A.l Introduction

mis (Multiple-level Interactive Synthesis) is a program for multiple-level logic op

timization. This appendix begins with a brief history and then describes the structure of

the current version of Mis known as mis-ii. MIS-II is available as part of the OCT TOOLS

set of computer-aided design programs [72]. Up-to-date user-level and programmer-level

documentation is included with the source for MIS and is not reproduced here.

A.2 Background

MIS started as a research project at Berkeley in the summer of 1985. The goal was

to develop a program for multiple-level logic optimization with special emphasis on the op

timization algorithms to achieve high-quality results. Work primarily by myself and Albert

Wang led to the C language program MIS. The last version of this program was Version 1.4.

A paper describing MIS was published in ICCAO-86 [16] and in the IEEE Transactions on

CAD [20].

The acronym MIS (Multiple-level Interactive Synthesis) was chosen to emphasize

the interactive nature of the program. Many basic tools were developed for manipulating

and inspecting a logic network (e.g., reading and writing a variety of formats, printing

selected nodes in the Boolean network in either their sum-of-products or factored form,

etc.) and these were made available through a command-line interface. Mis was made

interactive to assist the algorithm developer; a script capability was intended for use in an

actual design environment. A side benefit of the interactive nature of the program was that
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it provided a good vehicle for teaching basic logic optimization concepts such as kernels,

phase assignment, and multi-level don't-care set minimization.

Mis was successful in stimulating work on many new ideas for logic optimization.

These included the sparse matrix techniques for algebraic factorization, the formulation

of kernel and cube extraction as the rectangle covering problem, and the DAG-covering

techniques for technology mapping. At the same time, it became clear that the first version

of Mis had several limitations which made it difficult to grow. One of biggest difficulties

was allowing different people to work together on the program as part of the same research

effort.

Therefore, in April of 1987, the decision was made to re-implement the basic core

of Mis. The goal for the re-implementation was to provide a better level of programmer

documentation as well as a higher level of abstraction for the developer wanting to add

new algorithms to the system. Because of the difficulty of program maintenance for the

first version of mis, there was a strong desire for a clean separation between the different

algorithms in the program.

The C++ programming language was briefly considered as the language for MIS-II.

C++ provides many attractive features such as enforced data hiding, function prototypes,

function and operator overloading, and in-line expansion of functions for efficiency. On

the negative side, C++ was immature at the time. Debugging facilities were nonexistent,

compilation time was much slower than C, and many bugs and limitations were present in

the Version 1.0 translator available from AT&T. Perhaps the biggest limitation was that

C++ lacked techniques for writing generic packages at a level better than those supported

by C itself. That is, either a great deal of effort was required to implement a type-safe

generic package, or the short-cuts used in C were used to provide non-safe generic packages.

After experimentation with C++ it became clear that although C++ provided some nice

abstractions, it was not yet a significant improvement over simply enforcing a particular

style within C.

Therefore, the decision was made to stick with C, but to enforce a strict division

of the program into a set of communicating packages. Generic code was used for the lowest

level packagesand an interface was defined for the basic Boolean network and logic function

manipulation routines. Packages obey the unenforced convention that all communication

is through the interface documented and exported by the package. This program is now

called Mis-11 (or MIS Version 2.0).
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All of the successful features of MIS Version 1.4 have been moved to mis-ii. Often

simplifications and improvements became obvious once a clean line was drawn between

the low level manipulations of logic functions and the higher-level concepts. For example,

algebraic resnbstitution was made much more efficient once the details of algebraic division

were moved into a separate package; more attention was paid to techniques to limit the

number of attempted divisions, leading to a tremendous decrease in the number of divisions

performed. More importantly, many advances were added to the system which were not

available in the earlier version. The sparse-matrix decomposition algorithms described in

Chapter 3 and the tree-based technology mapping algorithms described in Chapter 4 were

developed in their current form inside of Mis-n.

A.3 Program Organization

Mis-H is organized as a collection of packages. The packages divide into three

main groups: generic code for basic data structures, the core data structures for a Boolean

network and a Boolean logic function, and optimization algorithms written on top of the

previous packages.

Table A.1 lists the packages in MIS-II for Version 2.0 dated March 1988. For each

package, the author and a description is given. The number of lines refers to the number

of source lines which contain a semicolon (an approximate measure of the amount of code

in the package). The total number of source lines for all of the packages is about 50,000.

A.3.1 Package Conventions

The primary data structure in Mis-ii is a Boolean network. The Boolean network

is managed by the packages node and network.

To provide for separation of the packages, the node data structure contains a

number of generic pointers. Each package reserves one of these generic pointers (called a

slot) for its own use. A package registers daemons with the node package which are called

when a node is allocated, freed, duplicated, or when a node has its logic function changed.

This allows a package to maintain information on the node. A side benefit of this technique

is that most packages have all of their data structures internal to the package. This enforces

data hiding and allows a package to change its representation of the information on a node
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Package Author Lines Description
Generic Packages
array R. Rudell 180 Dynamic-array data structure
avl P. Moore 350 Balanced binary-tree data structure
list D. Harrison 370 Linked-list data structure

lsort R. Rudell 130 Linked-list merge-sort algorithm
mm R. Rudell 650 Improved memory allocation
mincov R. Rudell 480 Sparse-matrix minimum-cover algorithm
sparse R. Rudell 590 Sparse-matrix data structure
St P. Moore 390 Hash table data structure

util R. Rudell 530 Utility and portability routines
Core Packages
command R. Rudell 490 Command interpreter and dispatch
error R. Rudell 25 Error handling package
espresso R. Rudell 5,460 Two-level function manipulation
gcd P. McGeer 180 Algebraic greatest common divisor
io R. Rudell 1,370 Input/output (pla, BLIF, equations)
main R. Rudell 170 Argument parsing, main program
network R. Rudell 900 Boolean network data structure

node R. Rudell 1,730 Logic function data structure
octio R. Spickelmier 1,090 Input/output (oct)
Optimization Packages
decomp A. Wang 440 Single node decomposition
delay R. Rudell 520 Delay evaluation routines
extract R. Rudell 1,410 Multiple node decomposition
factor A. Wang 710 Single node factoring
genlib R. Rudell 1,360 Pattern generation for technology mapping
map R. Rudell 1,780 Technology mapping
phase A. Wang 690 Phase assignment
resub A. Wang 70 Algebraic resubstitution
sim R. Rudell 300 Simulation

simplify A. Wang 380 Two-level minimization using derived DC-sets
test R. Rudell 60 Prototype package

Table A.l: Packages in Mis-n.
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without forcing a re-compile of the entire program. This is a significant advantage, especially

when several people are working on the same program at the same time.

Each package in mis-ii obeys the following conventions.

1. package.h contains the exported definitions for the package, mis.h includes the

exported header file for each packageso that the exported definitions are visible to all

other packages.

2. package-int.h is used for private definitions within the package.

3. A package exports the routines init.package () and end.packageO which are called

at program initiation and termination.

4. All other symbols exported by a package are prefixed with the package name (e.g.,

packageJunction ()).

5. When possible, routines are made static (i.e., local to the file containing the function)

and not global.

6. A package registers any number of commands with the command interpreter. Each

command is passed a Boolean network (the current network), and a set of arguments

in C (argc, argv) style.

7. A package reserves a slot on a node for its own data and registers daemons with the

node package.

8. Each command added by a package is documented with a Unix-style man page; the

concatenation of these manual pages forms the manual page for the MIS-II program.

The commands facilitate testing and debugging and provide user-level access to the

package functions.

9. package.doc contains the programmer-level documentation for each package. This

describes the data structures and routines exported from the package. Each routine is

documented with a C function prototype and a brief description of what the routine

does.

10. Each package is required to free any memory which it allocates. end_package() gives

each package one last chance to do this before the program terminates. The memory
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allocator mm provides a stack back-trace, with function names and line numbers,

tracing the source of any leaks. This policy greatly simplifies checking each package

for memory leaks.

11. The package must produce no lint errors (even if the errors are due to a bug in lint).

This avoids the problem of missing real error messages against a background of false

error messages.

A.3.2 Generic Packages

Many of the generic packages were not developed for MIS-II, but were developed

within the CAD group for other reasons. This includes the balanced binary tree package

(avl), the linked-list package (list and lsort) and the hash-table package (st). These

packages were incorporated into Mis-11. In some cases, minor modifications were made

to increase portability and improve either performance or error handling. The dynamic

array package array was developed for Mis-II to round out the set of generic data structure

algorithms.

The memory allocation package mm was developed for ESPRESSO, but features

were added over time so that the memory allocator became an important part of the de

velopment environment. These features include the standard tricks to detect programming

errors (fill block with garbage on allocation and free, pad block with extra words to catch

write past end of a memory block, etc.), and a technique borrowed from the Magic memory

allocator [37] to trace blocks of memory which are allocated and never freed. A decision

was made not to allow the portability of Mis-II to rely on the portability of the memory

package; therefore, the semantics of the C memory interface were not altered or extended.

In several instances, this allowed the mm package to be removed from mis-ii during a port

to a new machine, making it much easier to move the program to a new system.

util was added as it became clear that there were enough differences between C

run-time libraries which were tedious to program around in each package. The approach

taken in util was to provide the abstraction that the underlying run-time library conforms

to the ANSI C Standard. Any differences between a given operating system and the standard

are conditional compile options within the util package. No attempt was made to make

util complete in this respect; instead, features were added to util as specific problems were

identified.
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The sparse and mincov packages were developed for the exact minimization

algorithm described in Chapter 2. The sparse matrix package was set up as a generic

package to allow it to be re-used for other applications. For example, sparse is also used by

the extract and phase packages where the sparse matrix provides an elegant abstraction

as well as an efficient implementation, mincov is also generic in that it can be used for a

variety of covering problems which arise in logic optimization. For example, mincov has

been used for exact solutions to the rectangle covering problem, the two-level minimization

problem, and the DAG-covering problem.

A.3.3 Core Packages

The main package defines the main program and its command line parsing, and

contains the calls to the individual packages to allow each package its own initialization

code.

The command package provides the basic command line parsing and calls the

command routines registered by other packages. Built into the command interpreter is the

notion of the current network to which all commands apply. Packages register command

names and a function pointer to the code which implements the command. The command,

when invoked, is passed the current network, and a set of arguments in the C argc, argv

style, getopt () is used by most of the commands to parse the command line arguments.

The io and octio packages provide the basic operations of reading and writing

Boolean networks and their logic functions in a variety of formats. This includes read

and write for the Berkeley PLA format, eqntott equation format, BLIF (Berkeley Logic

Intermediate Form) format, LIF (Logic Interchange Form), and designs stored in the Oct

database.

The espresso, network, and node packages provide the basic data structures

for the logic optimization routines in MIS-II. network provides the basic Boolean network

graph structure. This includes the primary inputs and primary outputs, and routines for

traversing the graph, node defines the logic function representation for each node in the

network and supports a large set of manipulation routines for these logic functions. The

data structure for the logic function is taken directly from the espresso data structures,

which allowed much of the work for these routines (e.g., function intersection, simplification,

prime generation, etc.) to be borrowed directly from the espresso program.
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An interestingfeature added to the node package was the concept of a generic slot

which another package could reserve on any node, and a set of daemons which are invoked

as the node is allocated, freed, copied, or modified. The idea of tagging a node with package

specific data and allowing for that data to be automatically updated proved to be essential

in allowinga clean separation between the packages. For example, the factor packagewas

free to maintain its own representation of the logic function at a node (i.e., the factored

form), independent of the node package. The new package bdd was able to use the same

technique to store the binary-decision diagram representation of the logic function at the

node. Likewise, the map package was able to associate a particular gate from the library

with a node - a concept somewhat foreign to the original notion of a Boolean network. In

each case, no modifications were required to the node package to add these new features.

A.3.4 Optimization packages

The remaining packages deal with the logic optimization algorithms that have been

implemented on top of the existing set of packages.

The factor and decomp packages perform basic node-at-a-time factoring and

decomposition.

extract implements the algorithms described in Chapter 3 for common factor

extraction using the rectangle-covering paradigm. The routines are built on top of the

sparse matrix package for efficiency, and contain a number of different options which were

used during experimentation and development.

gcd implements the algebraic prime factorization and greatest common divisor

algorithms as proposed by McGeer and Brayton.

map implements the tree-covering approximation for technology mapping de

scribed in Chapter 4. The related package genlib was developed to count the number

of CMOS complex gates and the number of patterns needed for a given sized library. The

purpose of genlib in MIS-II is to generate the mapping patterns for each gate in a library.

The timing optimization for technology mapping relies on the delay package which imple

ments the rise-fall and intrinsic-drive delay model described in Chapter 4.

phase implements phase assignment to minimize the number of inverters in a logic

network, phase uses the sparse matrix package to build a representation of the Boolean

network which is optimized for the phase assignment computations.
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resub implements the algebraic resubstitution algorithms and the filters to effec

tively allow exploring all possible divisions of one node by another.

sim and test are simple packages put together for demonstration purposes, sim

implements a simple 0-1 simulator for the Boolean network, test is an example of a complete

but trivial package. It is intended as the starting point for development of a new package.

A.3.5 New packages

As of this writing, several new packages have been added to MIS-II for Version 2.1.

Also, many different authors are now taking responsibility for maintaining a package within

MIS-H. The new packages include a binary-decision diagram representation for the logic

function at a node (bdd by S. Malik), improved two-level minimization algorithms in

the presence of large don't-care sets (minimize by A. Malik), graphical representation

of Boolean networks for debugging purposes (graphics by W. Christopher), techniques for

global timing reorganization (speed by A. Wang and K. Singh), and a generic package for

max-flow min-cut computations on a graph (maxflow by T. Ma).

A.4 Retrospect

The most important organizational aspect of MIS-II is the separation of the program

into distinct packages. A single author takes responsibility for all aspects of defining a

new command, installing the command, implementing the command argument parsing,

and writing the final code invoked by the command. This allows someone to leverage the

existing mis-ii environment, including the input/output routines and basic data structures,

to experiment with different optimization algorithms. The use of node daemons allows the

packages to remain independent.

The software organization of Mis Version 1.0 had a negative impact on the ability

of people to use the program and reach a point where they could experiment with logic

optimization algorithms. This was made clear in the Spring of 1986 during the logic syn

thesis class EE290H. Several ambitious projects were scheduled and attempted, but the

poor implementation of MIS Version 1.0 held back the degree to which the projects could

be completed. This is contrasted to the logic synthesis course taught in the Spring of 1988,

where mis-ii allowed several major projects to be completed and integrated into the current

version of mis-ii.
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One possible improvement to the current system would be to reduce the number

of steps required to integrate a new package into MIS-II. It is still necessary to edit the

global header file to add a finclude for the new package; it is necessary in many cases to

modify the node header file to define a slot on the node for the new package; it is necessary

to modify the routines initj&isO and endjnisO to call the initialization and termination

routines for the new package; it is necessary to make symbolic links for the documentation

and header files defined by the new package; and it is necessary to insure that the Makefile

for the package is correct. Several of these steps could be eliminated or improved.

For example, a function node.register-slot() could be used to allocate extra

fields on a node dynamically rather than forcing the fields to exist statically on the node. The

extra overhead at run-time for this scheme is negligible. An automatic Makefile production

facility would remove the dependence on the developer to create a correct Makefile for a

new package and could solve the problem of creating the symbolic links for the package

documentation and header files. It is hard to imagine the extra benefit of a scheme which

would update the global header file or modify the startup routines to include the new

package; however, this is certainly possible as well.

One feature which annoys many many first time MIS-II developers is that a node

(i.e., a logic function) is allowed which is not part of any network. This can lead to confusion

if an attempt is made to examine the fan-out of the node. Likewise, the fan-out of the fan-in

of a node that is not in a network does not point to the free-standing node. Another problem

is that the programmer is required to perform garbage collection of intermediate results.

For example, computation of f = a*b+ c is implemented asr = a*6;/=r + c; free(t).

Both of these problems could be solved by forcing the node creation routines to insert the

new node into a network. Garbage collection, which would be demand-driven, would occur

when nodes with no fanout in the network are deleted.

Many other features were always planned, but never implemented. There are:

1. The current set of node daemons is not sufficient to support an incremental delay

simulator. The addition of several new daemons could solve this problem.

2. Network daemons and network slots are needed to allow packages to associate persis

tent information with a network.

3. The command interpreter is missing several useful features of csh, such as history,
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input and output redirection,-and variable substitution. The command interpreter

also lacks the ability to deal with more than one network at a time.
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